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ABSTRACT

Exploiting Data Sparsity In Covariance Matrix Computations on
Heterogeneous Systems
Ali M. Charara
Covariance matrices are ubiquitous in computational sciences, typically describing
the correlation of elements of large multivariate spatial data sets. For example, covariance matrices are employed in climate/weather modeling for the maximum likelihood
estimation to improve prediction, as well as in computational ground-based astronomy
to enhance the observed image quality by filtering out noise produced by the adaptive optics instruments and atmospheric turbulence. The structure of these covariance
matrices is dense, symmetric, positive-definite, and often data-sparse, therefore, hierarchically of low-rank. This thesis investigates the performance limit of dense matrix
computations (e.g., Cholesky factorization) on covariance matrix problems as the
number of unknowns grows, and in the context of the aforementioned applications.
We employ recursive formulations of some of the basic linear algebra subroutines
(BLAS) to accelerate the covariance matrix computation further, while reducing data
traffic across the memory subsystems layers. However, dealing with large data sets
(i.e., covariance matrices of billions in size) can rapidly become prohibitive in memory
footprint and algorithmic complexity. Most importantly, this thesis investigates the
tile low-rank data format (TLR), a new compressed data structure and layout, which
is valuable in exploiting data sparsity by approximating the operator. The TLR compressed data structure allows approximating the original problem up to user-defined
numerical accuracy. This comes at the expense of dealing with tasks with much lower
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arithmetic intensities than traditional dense computations. In fact, this thesis consolidates the two trends of dense and data-sparse linear algebra for HPC. Not only
does the thesis leverage recursive formulations for dense Cholesky-based matrix algorithms, but it also implements a novel TLR-Cholesky factorization using batched
linear algebra operations to increase hardware occupancy and reduce the overhead
of the API. Performance reported of the dense and TLR-Cholesky shows many-fold
speedups against state-of-the-art implementations on various systems equipped with
GPUs. Additionally, the TLR implementation gives the user flexibility to select the
desired accuracy. This trade-off between performance and accuracy is, currently, a
well-established leading trend in the convergence of the third and fourth paradigm,
i.e., HPC and Big Data, when moving forward with exascale software roadmap.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

State-of-the-art dense linear algebra libraries are confronted with memory capacity
limits and may be not able to produce solutions in reasonable time frames when performing dense computations (e.g., matrix factorizations and solvers) on a large matrix
of size n, where n is in the order of millions. The current trend of hardware overprovisioning in terms of floating-point units (e.g., with wide SIMD implementations)
and the increase of memory capacity (e.g., with new fast non-volatile memory layers) are insufficient to cope with the emergence of big data and real-time constrained
applications involving dense matrices due to the prohibitive cubic algorithmic complexity O(n3 ) and the expensive quadratic memory footprint O(n2 ). To overcome
both challenges, matrix approximations may be considered as an effective remedy,
provided the numerical fidelity of the original problem is preserved.

1.2

Objectives and Contributions

This thesis designs and implements a new linear algebra collection of high-performance
matrix computation kernels on many-core architectures, which exploits the data sparsity structure of large dense matrices on shared and distributed-memory systems. In
particular, the class of covariance-based matrices emerges not only from various scientific big data problems in environmental applications, including geospatial statistics
for climate/weather forecasting [1, 2] but also in real-time processing applications,
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such as in ground-based computational astronomy, to enhance the observed image
quality by filtering out the noises coming from the adaptive optics instruments and
the atmospheric turbulence.
We start by accelerating the dense covariance matrix computation with a high
performance recursive formulation of some of the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines
(BLAS) on single and multiple GPUs as well as x86 architectures. We then revisit the
traditional concepts of the dataflow programming model through runtime systems to
improve software productivity by facilitating data management, dynamic scheduling
and synchronization reducing during the flow of execution on the underlying heterogeneous architecture. We initially demonstrate the effectiveness of such comprehensive
software solutions in a computational astronomy application using dense matrix computations, since the dimension of the covariance matrix is still manageable.
We then describe a collection of linear algebra kernels which employs a TLR
data format, leveraging the data descriptor behind the traditional dense/plain tile
format [3, 4, 5]. The idea consists of compressing the off-diagonal tiles and retaining
the most significant singular values with their associated singular vectors up to an
application-dependent accuracy threshold. We can then perform matrix operations
on these compressed tiles, while striving to maintain the desired accuracy throughout
the computations. Moreover, a runtime system (static or dynamic) may orchestrate
the various computational tasks representing the nodes of a directed acyclic graph and
asynchronously schedules these on the available processing units in an out-of-order
fashion, while carefully tracking their data dependencies.
Unfortunately, decomposing an off-diagonal low-rank matrix problem into tasks
may lead to a computational mismatch between the granularity of the task and
the computational power of the underlying hardware. In particular, heavily multithreaded accelerators like NVIDIA GPUs need to maintain high occupancy and would
require developers to drift away from the current model, where tasks occupy all hard-
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ware computing elements, and instead simultaneously execute multiple smaller tasks,
each spanning a subset of hardware resources. This mode of operation, called batched
execution [6], executes many smaller operations in parallel to make efficient use of
the hardware and its instruction-level parallelism.
We propose and implement a statically scheduled tile low-rank Cholesky factorization that utilizes batch processing to improve GPU occupancy and utilization. We
compare this approach to dynamically scheduled TLR-Cholesky factorization and
contrast their efficiency. Our statically scheduled batched TLR-Cholesky factorization leads to a many folds speedup compared to CPU-based dynamically scheduled
TLR-Cholesky factorization as well as to dense GPU-based Cholesky factorization.

The contributions of this thesis are highlighted as following:
• Designing and implementing recursive formulations for triangular Level-3 BLAS
operations on many-core architectures (NVIDIA GPUs, Intel Xeon CPUs and
co-processors).
• Accelerating the symmetric matrix inversion using these recursive Level-3 BLAS.
• Designing and implementing a GPU-resident Cholesky factorization that outperforms state-of-the-art libraries.
• Integrating the above solutions into a computational astronomy simulation, used
as a proxy for dense covariance-based scientific applications.
• Optimizing the target application performance on shared-memory servers equipped
with multiple GPUs using runtime systems and on distributed-memory architectures.
• Designing and implementing batched triangular Level-3 BLAS and Linear Algebra Package (LAPACK) operations on GPUs.
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• Designing and implementing batched tile low-rank BLAS operations on GPUs.
• Exploiting the data sparsity of covariance matrices using batched TLR approximations.
• Designing and implementing high-performance batched TLR matrix computations for climate/weather forecasting applications on GPUs.
• Providing software releases in KBLAS and HiCMA libraries for recursive Level3 BLAS, batched BLAS/LAPACK routines, and batched TLR BLAS/LAPACK
routines on GPUs.

1.3

Thesis Outline

Here we describe the organization of this document. In Chapter 2, we introduce
covariance matrices and the scientific applications targeted. Chapter 3 provides a
necessary background on current hardware landscape (3.1), software stack (3.2), and
runtime systems (3.3). Chapter 4 presents critical improvements to some existing
dense linear algebra kernels on GPUs. We tackle a bottleneck in the symmetric
positive-definite matrix inversion computation over GPUs in Section 4.2, and describe an advanced method for accelerating covariance matrix inversion on various
architectures in Section 4.3. Furthermore, we discuss accelerating Cholesky factorization of symmetric positive-definite matrices with GPU-resident implementation in
Section 4.4. Chapter 5 presents approaches to high performance covariance matrix
computations using dense linear algebra algorithms in the context of our target applications. Section 5.2 describes a method to accelerate covariance matrix inversion
by pipelining its computation stages with the help of a runtime system in the context
of a computational astronomy application (Multi-Object Adaptive Optics, MOAO).
In Section 5.3, we enhance this method with advanced algorithmic optimizations to
cover a more comprehensive stage of the MOAO on multiple GPUs. In Section 5.4,
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we describe a complete framework for the MOAO and accelerate its performance on
distributed architecture. Subsequently, in Chapter 6, we discuss the hierarchically
low-rank properties of covariance matrices, and explore methods to accelerate tile
low-rank covariance matrix factorization on GPUs. Section 6.3 introduces a novel
method to accelerate batched triangular BLAS and LAPACK operations. Section 6.4
introduces a novel collection of batched TLR BLAS operations and their implementation on GPUs. Section 6.5 introduces TLR-Cholesky factorization using batched
operations and discusses the acceleration of its computation on GPUs. Conclusions
are given in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Covariance Matrices in Scientific Applications

2.1

Covariance Matrices

In probability theory and statistics, a covariance matrix (also known as dispersion matrix or variance-covariance matrix) is a square matrix that contains the variances and
covariances associated with several variables, specifically, the i, j element is the covariance between the ith and j th elements of a random vector. The diagonal elements
of the matrix contain the variances of the variables and the off-diagonal elements
contain the covariances between all possible pairs of variables. The structure of these
covariance matrices is dense, symmetric, positive-definite, or positive-semidefinite,
and often data-sparse, therefore, hierarchically of low-rank, especially for blocks off
the main diagonal. While the first two characteristics need to be exploited for performance purposes, the latter is usually not exploited in existing high performance
dense linear algebra libraries. In fact, this property is very useful — as we show in
Chapter 6 — in reducing the computational complexity and storage requirement of
operating on huge covariance matrices.
In the next two sections we introduce two scientific applications that involve
covariance-matrix-based computations which drive our quest for optimizing covariance matrix operations. These two applications are representative of a wide range
of scientific and industrial applications, such as, climate/weather modeling, seismic
inversion/modeling, financial economics, general statistics, etc. We will use these
applications as benchmarks for our contributions throughout this thesis.
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2.2

Multi-Object Adaptive Optics Application

Probing the light from the first, most distant galaxies is key to understanding the
epoch of re-ionisation, the first period in the history of the Universe accessible to our
telescopes, during which the then hydrogen-dominated intergalactic medium transitioned, under the radiation of the first stars, from the neutral transparent state it
acquired 380k years after the Big Bang to the ionized state we observe today, approximately 14 billion years later. Characterizing the physical properties of these
extremely faint high redshift galaxies requires the largest collecting surfaces to gather
enough photons to perform spectroscopy. Additionally, to achieve sufficient statistics
in a reasonable observing time, a large number of objects must be observed in parallel
in the largest possible Field of View (FoV). The efficiency of this observational technique, called Multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) [7], is further enhanced when coupled
to high angular resolution because these distant sources are also very compact (radius < 0.5 arcsec). The European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT)[8] will be the
largest optical telescope to be built in the next decade, its first light being foreseen
in 2024. With a diameter of 39m, almost 5 times greater than the state-of-the-art
8m Very Large Telescope (VLT) units, the collecting area of its primary mirror will
allow astronomers to gain access to the early Universe. However, such a gigantic scientific instrument, with an estimated weight of more than 3500 T, cannot be placed
in orbit and has to be built on the ground, below the atmospheric turbulence, which
limits the achievable resolution to that of a telescope with a diameter of a few tens
of centimeters.
Adaptive Optics (AO) is an instrumental technique, used on large astronomical
telescopes since the 1990’s [9], intended to compensate for the effect of turbulence
on image quality by means of one or several deformable mirrors (DM) flattening the
wavefront to provide sharper images, close to the diffraction limit, at the focus of the
telescope. It requires the use of one or several wavefront sensors (WFS) capturing the
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light from guide sources at a high frame rate (1 ms), shorter than the coherence time
of the turbulence, to measure the wavefront in real-time. The simple concept of AO
with a single DM and single WFS is recalled in Figure 2.1(a). In this classical form,
the so-called single conjugate AO is not adequate to perform the wide field turbulence
correction required to study cosmological fields, so tomographic AO techniques must
be implemented for that purpose. This concept for a single science channel is depicted
in Figure 2.1(b). Several WFS are used to measure the wavefront in various directions
using the light from guide stars. From these measurements, a real-time controller
performs a tomographic reconstruction of the wavefront to produce commands to a
dedicated DM in the science channel.
One of the instruments proposed for the E-ELT is MOSAIC [10], a multi-object
integral field (multi-IFU) spectrograph coupled to a novel AO concept, called MultiObject Adaptive Optics (MOAO). In theory, an MOAO system can host an arbitrary
number of WFS and an arbitrary number of science channels [11]. In this concept, the
turbulence compensation is applied only on small islands of interest across a larger
FoV, in the directions of the scientific targets observed by the MOS. This new AO
technique relies on the use of multiple WFS to perform a tomographic reconstruction
of the turbulence induced wavefront perturbations in real-time. The MOAO system of
MOSAIC will use not only field stars for the various WFS but also artificial stars, socalled Laser guide stars, created in the mesosphere using high intensity Lasers tuned
to Sodium excitation lines. An example of observations with MOAO is depicted in
Figure 2.1(c) with a fraction of the GOODS South field [12] spanning several arcminutes in radius. The field stars that can be used for guiding are encircled in blue,
the position of the artificial stars to be created in the field is indicated with orange
stars and the positions of possible science channels with green rectangles.
The AO system complexity scales with the square of the telescope diameter so the
factor 5 foreseen in diameter for the E-ELT translates into a factor 25 in complexity.
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(a) Single conjugate AO concept

(b) Open-Loop tomography concept.

(c) Observing the GOODS South cosmological field with MOAO.

Figure 2.1: The Multi-Object Adaptive Optics methodology.
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Moreover, in the case of MOAO, this number is multiplexed both by the number of
targets that can be observed in parallel by the MOS, which can be as large as 20, and
by the number of hours of exposure required to observe the faintest targets, which
can span over several nights of observations. This significant scale factor strongly
affects the ability to conduct large scale numerical simulations of the system behavior
to assess its scientific performance and make the right decisions in design trade-off
studies. Indeed, the construction of this multi-million Euro instrument, designed to
enable the full capabilities of one of the largest installations of scientific equipment to
be built in the next 10 years, is based on preliminary design studies establied recently.
One of the main challenges today in the design of the instrumentation for extremely large astronomical telescopes, such as the European Extremely Large Telescope project[13], is to find a proper trade-off between cost and achievable scientific
performance. In an era of extremely large scientific facilities, lowering the cost of
discovery is crucial. Moreover, instrumentation for ground-based astronomy must be
highly reliable and versatile enough to be operated under a vast range of conditions.
Therefore, realistic numerical simulations of the system behavior, covering a wide parameter spectrum, are required to assess the scientific performance of the instrument,
feeding its design phases.
MOAO is probably the most complex AO concept proposed for the E-ELT [11]
and simulating the instrument at full scale is extremely compute-intensive. One of
the core components of the simulation, the tomographic reconstructor (TR), is also
used for real-time operations of the system and its efficient computation is thus one
of the major challenges for the design of the instrument. In particular, it requires the
efficient inversion of a large (typically 100k x 100k) dense covariance matrix to: (1)
simulate a large number of instrument configurations to lead comprehensive design
trade-off studies, and (2) compensate in real time for the turbulence caused by varying
atmospheric conditions.
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In order to explore a large parameter space in the system dimensioning (i.e., the
number of WFS, their position in the FoV, or the density of measurements per WFS,
for instance), and optimize the instrument design to ensure that scientific requirements can be met at the lowest cost, thousands of simulation runs, with adjustable
system configurations, each representing hours of observations at the telescope, must
be performed. While Monte Carlo approaches, widely used in the astronomical instrumentation community, can adequately quantify the behavior of the system subcomponents individually, they tend to be highly inefficient in addressing the system
performance globally due to their high level of complexity and to the large ratio between the length of the observing time (hours) and the turbulence coherence time
(few ms).
Over the past years, a novel pseudo-analytical approach has been developed for
tomographic AO system simulations based on the definition of an accurate error budget during a given observing run. In this approach, ideal output from the optical
system is progressively degraded by various error terms, due for instance to measurement noise or to limited coverage of the FoV by WFS guide sources, to obtain
an estimate of the final image quality following hours of observations. These error
terms can be estimated from a number of system and turbulence parameters and, in
most cases, the dominant term in the error budget is the tomographic reconstruction
error due to variations in turbulence strength and distribution in altitude during the
observations. This new simulation scheme can expose parallelism at several levels of
distributed-memory hardware systems and thus provides an efficient solution to lead
a simulation campaign at an unprecedented scale.
Multi-object instruments, such as MOSAIC, are capable of observing multiple
galaxies in parallel for a given FoV. Since the evolution of atmospheric conditions
globally influences image quality obtained for every scientific target, temporal sampling of these targets can be captured in parallel, so, corrections on these samples
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can be generated in common, and then separately applied on each individual science
channel for computation of image quality. This enables the unlocking of two key
ingredients of parallelism in the simulation, for exa-scale simulations, i.e., communication reduction and synchronization reduction. The former is achieved by tightly
coupling the multiple science channel simulations, therefore, removing the dependencies across multiple turbulence profile samples. Data movement then occurs between
adjacent science channels of a given FoV, which share only a common tomographic
reconstructor. The latter allows thread synchronizations to take place only within
a shared-memory node, removing the expensive global synchronizations seen in the
bulk synchronous programming model.
The overall simulations of MOAO for the E-ELT can be translated into a batch of
independent long exposure (LE) computations, where each LE processes a group of
science channels for the evolution of common atmospheric conditions. The influence
of regular atmospheric turbulence changes can then be simulated independently on
each science channel in an embarrassingly parallel fashion.

2.3

Spatial Statistics Application

Applications in climate, weather, and environmental science often deal with a huge
number of measurements regularly or irregularly located in a geographical region.
Standard model fitting techniques require the evaluation of the Gaussian log-likelihood
function, which operates on a large dense covariance matrix, generated directly from
the application datasets using the parameterizable Matérn covariance function. The
resulting maximum likelihood optimization problem consists of calculating the Cholesky
factorization of the symmetric, positive-definite matrix problem to solve a linear system of equations in addition to computing the determinant. The associated challenges
(see Section 1.1) have been addressed through various approximations, including covariance tapering, likelihood approximations in both spatial and spectral domains, la-
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tent processes such as Gaussian predictive processes and fixed rank kriging, and Gaussian Markov random field approximations. These methods have their own strengths
and weaknesses. However, each reduces the computational cost by either approximating the maximum likelihood estimator or by using approximate models that may
allow for exact computations. These approximation methods have been devised from
the side of statistical modeling to ameliorate the polynomial complexities of working
directly with the covariance matrix. We are interested in the complementary approach
of evaluating the exact [14] or accuracy-controlled algebraic [15] result by exploiting
advances in solution algorithms and many-core computer architectures. These applications are at the computational limits of the exact evaluation of off-diagonal low-rank
methods. The use of various leading-edge parallel architectures (e.g., Intel Knights
Landing [KNL], NVIDIA GPUs, and distributed-memory systems) clearly increases
the computational potentials of statistical applications in climate and environmental
science. Starting from a reference evaluation of statistical parameters, to assess the
validity of various approaches that are based on approximations, this thesis represents
a first step in the merger of large-scale data analytics and extreme-scale computing
for geospatial statistical applications—to be followed by reductions in complexity on
the linear algebra solver side. This reduction can be implemented under the same
interface using off-diagonal, low-rank, data-sparse methods. In particular, we would
like to redesign the algorithm of the existing code [15], moving from a tile-centric
to a kernel-centric variant, to expose batched kernel executions. The low arithmetic
intensity of the numerical kernels (due to very small rank sizes) and the resulting
latency overhead can be compensated by increasing the system occupancy. This requires the extension of the standard BLAS kernels into a batch execution mode as
well as into variable block sizes mode to handle the rank size heterogeneity. This new
BLAS kernel collection is being aggressively investigated by the scientific community
and industrial vendors from an API and performance perspectives.
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Chapter 3
Hardware and Software Trends

This chapter briefly reviews the hardware landscape on which we evaluate and benchmark our applications, the current trends by which such applications are computed,
and the state of the art tools available for computational purposes.

3.1

Emerging Hardware Architectures

The scale at which our target applications need to be computed ranges from real-time
computations in a power-restricted setup (a few shared memory nodes) to large-scale
simulations (distributed architectures). In this section, we briefly appraise the main
characteristics of the different hardware architectures that pertain to or affect our
computations.
Several accelerator devices have been developed in the HPC community to complement the general purpose CPUs, which process embarrassingly parallel computations more efficiently than CPUs, such as general purpose graphical processing unit
(GPGPU), Intel Xeon Phi (Knights Corner (KNC), Knights Landing (KNL)), and
field-programmable gate Array (FPGA). In the following sections we briefly review
the key architectural features and the programming model of NVIDIA GPUs and
Intel Xeon Phi accelerators used in accelerating the computations of our target applications.
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3.1.1

GPU

In this section, we review the most advanced NVIDIA GPU general hardware specifications. We choose to use this brand (among others available in the market) since its
results are widely reported in scientific literature, and we have access to these GPUs
in our laboratories. A Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) is widely used as a General
Purpose GPU (GPGPU) for accelerating computations due to its high throughput
and lower power consumption than general CPU architectures. GPGPUs follow the
Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT) parallel programming model (a variant of
the Single Instruction Multiple Data — SIMD — model). A modern GPU contains a
huge number of simplified computing cores (in contrast to CPU cores). Though each
core runs more slowly than a CPU core, collectively, by hiding latency and minimizing
instruction fetch overhead, they can over perform, by multiple folds, modern multicore CPUs. The GPU cores are grouped in Streaming Multiprocessor (SM) units
that share common Shared Memory, Texture/L1 Cache, and Register Files. Each
SM is equipped with one (or more) Instruction Fetch, Buffer, and Cache units. The
GPU memory is structured as follows, in ascending order of access speed: 1) a device
off-chip memory that resides on the card, with high bandwidth (relative to SDRAM),
whose size is in the oder of few GBs (the latest NVIDIA Volta GPU is equipped with
24 GBs), 2) a non-programmable On-Chip L2-Cache that is shared among all SMs, 3)
a local non-programmable L1 / read-only-Texture cache dedicated to each SM, with
a (usually 64KB) programmable Shared Memory, 4) a 32-bit Register File accessible
by threads running on the SM cores.

Programming Model Although an NVIDIA GPU can be utilized using a general
programming language such as OpenCL, we use the dedicated CUDA programming
model since it generally leads to enhanced computational performance. Using CUDA,
threads on the GPU are logically grouped in sets called Thread-Blocks (TB), whose
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size is user-defined. Threads in a TB can be organized in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions.
A CUDA kernel can launch a user-defined grid of TB, also organized in 1, 2, or
3 dimensions. Threads in a TB are sub-grouped into warps, each consisting of 32
threads (up to CUDA 9), that execute the same instructions in lock steps. It is ideal
for the threads within a warp not to diverge (such as in conditionals) to avoid idle
cycles. One of the main performance boosting features of NVIDIA GPUs is the ability
of an SM to swap context; a process by which the warp scheduler can swap-out warps
that are waiting for a memory fetch and swap-in others whose data is ready, thus, if
properly utilized, can hide the latency of data fetching and make the code run at close
to the actual core speed. Threads within a warp can share/exchange data through the
Shared Memory, which is a read-write memory organized in multiple banks (usually
32). Care should be taken to avoid bank conflicts, which would serialize the memory
accesses. Since the introduction of CUDA compute-capability 3.x, threads within
a warp can also share data at the register level through the Shuffle instruction at
user-defined sub-indexes; basically, the Shuffle instruction allows threads to avoid
communicating at the more expensive shared memory cycles. The Shuffle instruction
is an advantageous feature that we utilize widely in our CUDA kernel implementations
to apply a register caching technique (Falch et al. [16]).
Specifications of the architecture of NVIDIA GPUs described above vary (across
generations and GPU series), and include the total number of cores, cores per SM,
SMs per GPU, GPUs per card, register file size, limits on threads per TB, or warps
per SM, etc. We refer interested readers to the corresponding white papers from
NVIDIA. It is noteworthy to mention that the theoretical performance of the latest
GPU release (Pascal P100) is 10.6 TF/s in single precision (SP), and 5.3 TF/s in
double precision (DP).
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3.1.2

Xeon Phi

Knights Landing (KNL) is the most recent and advanced Intel Xeon Phi accelerator chip and is available in three product forms: KNL Self-Boot, KNL Self-Boot
with Fabric, and KNL accelerator card. KNL is the first self-boot Intel Xeon Phi
processor that boots standard operating systems (OS). KNL brought significant improvements in scalar and vector performance over its predecessor, Knights Corner
(KNC), together with an innovative memory architecture for high bandwidth and
high capacity [17].
The chip comprises 36 tiles interconnected by 2D mesh. Each tile has two cores
and two Vector Processing Units per core with one MB L2 cache, totaling 72 cores per
chip. Its memory consists of two components: a) the MCDRAM: a high bandwidth
(BW) on-package memory of 16 GBs size, and b) the DDR4: a memory with six
channels of maximum 384 GB. The KNL IO is built with 36 lanes PCIe Gen3. The
KNL node has 1-socket only with an on-package Omni-Path fabric, whose memory can
operate in three modes selected at boot: Cache Mode, Flat Mode, and Hybrid Mode.
The KNL can also operate in three Cluster Modes: (1) The most general mode that
exhibiting lower performance than other modes is the All-to-All Cluster: where the
memory address is uniformly hashed across all distributed directories, thus there is
no affinity between a tile, directory, and memory. (2) A lower latency and higher BW
mode is the Quadrant Cluster: the chip is divided into four virtual quadrants where
the memory address is hashed to a directory in the same quadrant as the memory;
affinity being applied between the directory and memory. (3) A mode with local
communication, with the lowest latency of all is the Sub-NUMA Clustering: Each
quadrant (cluster) is exposed as a separate NUMA domain to the OS; this mode
appears analogous to 4-socket Xeon, where affinity is applied to tile, directory, and
memory. A software running under this mode needs to be NUMA-optimized to benefit
from it. The theoretical peak vector performance of the KNL chip is approximately 3
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TF/s and 6 TF/s in DP and SP arithmetic computations, respectively. It is significant
that practical benchmarking of this chip with the DGEMM kernel could barely score
60% of its theoretical performance.

Programming Model A Xeon Phi accelerator can be viewed as a CPU with many
more (simplified) cores than standard Xeon CPUs. It uses the same programming
model as general purpose CPUs and is thus advertised by Intel as an easy plug-andplay accelerator. The widely known methods and tools for parallel programming
can be easily used to utilize the many cores of the accelerator, such as OpenMP,
OpenCL, pthreads, Cilk, etc. However, in practice, extracting good performance from
these devices requires considerably more than using general compiler optimizations.
The user may need to manually perform low-level optimizations and use intrinsic
instructions to properly utilize the vector units and thread pipelining capabilities of
the cores.

3.2

Dense Linear Algebra Algorithms

Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines are categorized into three levels:
1. Vector-vector operations, known as Level 1 BLAS, which are mostly of O(n)
complexity, operating on O(n) data, and, thus, are memory-bound operations,
having very low arithmetic intensity.
2. Matrix-vector operations, known as level 2 BLAS, which are mostly of O(n2 )
complexity, operating on O(n2 ) data, thus, are also memory bound operations,
having relatively low arithmetic intensity.
3. Matrix-matrix operations, known as level 3 BLAS, which are mostly of O(n3 )
complexity, operating on O(n2 ) data, having high arithmetic intensity, thus, are
mostly compute-bound operations.
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The low surface to volume ratio (high arithmetic intensity) of Level 3 BLAS makes it
more favorable than levels 1 and 2 for performance purposes. Equivalently, parallelizing level 3 BLAS with multiple threads in a multi-threaded computing environment
is more efficient than levels 1 and 2, out of which the general matrix-matrix multiply
(GEMM) is the most embarrassingly parallel and is thus the most performant operation
on various hardware architectures. These BLAS routines are building blocks for the
high-level Dense Linear Algebra (DLA) algorithms known as LAPACK routines [18].
LAPACK routines are written so that the greatest possible portion of the computation
be performed by calls to the BLAS routines, especially the Level 3 routines, to utilize
their high performance, rather than a naive serial implementation, and additionally
to utilize a better memory access pattern of the multi-layered memory hierarchies of
the multicore machines. Based on this approach, two main design strategies for LAPACK routines have been developed, for the purpose of parallelizing these routines
on multi-core hardware architectures. In the next sections, we briefly describe these
strategies and the existing state of the art libraries implementing them.

3.2.1

Block Algorithm

Figure 3.1: LAPACK fork-join programming model.

Standard LAPACK routine implementations (originally written in Fortran language, and adopted by vendors) follow a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) paradigm.
Each LAPACK routine is composed of a sequence of BLAS calls, and each BLAS call
is implemented with multi-threading on multi-core processors. The Block algorithm,
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adopted in LAPACK, forks with multiple threads with a call to a parallel BLAS function, then joins to launch another BLAS call, as depicted in Figure 3.1. However, this
model incurs so many synchronizations that it cannot fully utilize the computational
power of modern many-core hardware architectures.

The MAGMA Library The Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore Architectures
(MAGMA) [19] aims to provide LAPACK algorithms on hybrid multi-core and manycore architectures with GPU accelerators. The MAGMA library, which implements
the BSP fork-join model, has ameliorated the global synchronization, due to the
supported hardware computational power, without changing the existing numerical
algorithms.

3.2.2

Tile Algorithm

The linear algebra community recently witnessed a significant and rather disruptive
change in the development of high-performance numerical libraries. The emergence
of multicore architectures and hardware accelerators has brought to light the inherent
challenges of the standard BSP paradigm, especially in moving toward the upcoming
exascale era [20]. The traditional software stack, which the scientific community relies
on for high-performance execution, needs to exploit the underlying architecture with
already millions of cores on the most powerful present-day world systems [21].
This BSP trend has already started to negatively impact the performance of important and widely-used numerical libraries. In particular, the state-of-the-art dense
numerical libraries LAPACK [22] and ScaLAPACK [23] face issues in attempting to
achieve close to peak performance on shared-memory architectures for the former [24]
and distributed-memory systems for the latter [5]. This sub-optimal performance is
due to the way the algorithms are expressed using two successive computational
stages: the panel factorization and the update of the trailing sub-matrix, where a
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synchronization barrier is required between stages which prevents high-performance
execution on multi-core systems.
In the context of high concurrency hardware, it is critical to design future algorithms, which take even more advantage of the underlying hardware by bringing the
parallelism residing inside BLAS to the fore, as depicted in Figure 3.2 [25].

Figure 3.2: Breaking the fork-join paradigm and exposing more parallelism.

The PLASMA [26](see Section 3.2.2.1) and FLAME [27] libraries implemented this
design change by reformulating existing LAPACK algorithms to operate on tiles, as
shown in Figure 3.3. Algorithms are represented by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),
where nodes correspond to tasks and edges to data dependencies between them. Dynamic runtime systems become paramount to scheduling the different computational
tasks and ensuring data dependencies are not violated.

3.2.2.1

The PLASMA Library

Parallel Linear Algebra for Scalable Multi-core Architectures (PLASMA) [28] is a
high performance dense linear algebra library running on multicore architectures.
It implements solvers of systems of linear equations, eigenvalue and singular value
decompositions for general and symmetric matrices. PLASMA is designed to eventually supersede LAPACK [18], bringing to the fore the parallelism from LAPACK
currently residing only inside the BLAS function calls. It reformulates the standard
column-major matrix computations so that it can operate on tiles, i.e., square/rectan-
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(a) LAPACK: column-major data layout format.

(b) PLASMA: tile data layout format.

Figure 3.3: Data layout translation

gular blocks of the original dense matrix, in which all elements are now contiguous in
memory. A DAG can then be produced, where nodes represent tasks which perform
computations on tiles, and edges describe the data dependencies between them. The
parallelism within PLASMA occurs now by executing tasks concurrently while ensuring data dependencies are not violated. PLASMA provides three APIs for performing
matrix operations. The naive interface takes a dense matrix, internally translates it
to a tile data layout matrix using an in-place transformation, performs the selected
matrix operation and finally, translates the results and the dense matrix back to the
user, in column-major data format. This translation generates overheads and is not
adequate when extensively calling matrix operations, such as in our MOAO framework (Figure 5.10). The second interface removes the data layout translation and
assumes the input matrix is already in tile data layout. However, it requires an explicit synchronization or barrier after the completion of each matrix operation. The
third and most advanced interface calls matrix operation functions in asynchronous
mode, i.e., subsequent API calls can proceed concurrently, without waiting for the previous matrix operation completion, as long as data dependencies authorize this. For
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instance, for performing matrix-matrix multiplication, the standard kernel is called
DGEMM. To run this matrix operation with PLASMA interfaces, PLASMA dgemm is
used for the naive interface, PLASMA dgemm Tile for the synchronous interface with
no data translation, and PLASMA dgemm Tile Async for the advanced asynchronous
interface.

3.2.2.2

The MORSE Numerical Library

This Section presents the Matrices Over Runtime System at Exascale (MORSE)1 [29]
project, a high-performance numerical library for solving large dense or sparse linear
algebra problems on multicore systems with hardware accelerators. This international
project involves four academic institutions: The University of Tennessee (Knoxville,
USA), INRIA (Bordeaux, France), KAUST (Thuwal, Saudi Arabia) and The University of Colorado (Denver, USA).
The goal of the MORSE project is to design dense and sparse linear algebra
methods that achieve the fastest possible time to an accurate solution on large-scale
multicore systems with hardware accelerators, using all the processing power that
future high end homogeneous and heterogeneous systems can provide. This framework describes matrix algorithms at a high level of abstraction and delegates the task
execution order to a dynamic runtime system.
Dataflow Programming Model The development of a programming model becomes essential to sustaining user productivity, especially when dealing with various
architectures. The DAG captures the flow of tasks after the user specifies data directions for each task parameter: INPUT when the data is only read by the task,
OUTPUT when the data is overwritten by the task and INOUT when the data is
read and then overwritten before the task terminates. Dataflow programming models
have been used for decades [30] and are inherently parallel. QUARK [31] and Super1

http://icl.cs.utk.edu/morse/
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Matrix [32] are the dynamic schedulers for PLASMA and FLAME, respectively. They
execute tasks in an out-of-order fashion and prioritize tasks lying in the critical path
of the DAG according to the high number of tasks they unleash, once executed. However, these aforementioned high-performance libraries target only homogeneous x86
multicore and their runtime systems cannot run on GPUs simultaneously. OmpSs [33]
is another dynamic runtime system, which uses a compiler technology based on pragmas, similar to OpenMP programming model and provides capabilities for scheduling
on GPUs as well as on multicore architectures. However, OmpSs expects the user to
specify the target for each task, whether x86 or GPU, to initiate the correct scheduling
at runtime.

3.3
3.3.1

Runtime Systems
The StarPU Runtime System

StarPU [34] proposes a productive and portable approach to dynamically schedule
computational tasks simultaneously on CPU cores and CUDA devices. Figure 3.4
illustrates how StarPU abstracts the complex underlying hardware from the applications. It also automates data management and provides a flexible framework to
design scheduling policies. The two main steps required to port an application on
StarPU are first to register all data to StarPU, and then to split the computation
into tasks that access registered data. StarPU improves user experience through high
productivity code development and kernel optimizations rather than dealing with
low-level challenges such as managing data movement. Once a piece of data has been
registered, StarPU ensures that it is available for the different tasks requiring access
to it, either from a CPU or from a GPU. StarPU keeps track of the location of the
different data replicates and makes sure that they remain coherent: when a task modifies a piece of data, all other replicates are automatically invalidated, similar to the
cache coherency protocol.
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The task structure proposed by StarPU contains a multi-versioned kernel, named
codelet, and the data list to be accessed by the task, in addition to the access mode
(read, write or read/write). The codelet structure encapsulates the different implementations of a task on the different types of processing units: when StarPU assigns a
task to a particular type of processing unit (e.g., CUDA or OpenCL), the appropriate
implementation is called. StarPU will not assign a task to a processing unit for which
the codelet is not implemented and therefore an implementation of the codelet is not
required for each type of processing unit. This target flexibility given to the scheduler
allows appropriate decisions to be made at runtime.
StarPU provides various scheduling strategies to address a wide scope of applications. One such strategy relies on performance predictions based on previous executions, which make it possible to distribute the load between the heterogeneous
processing units accurately. This strategy also minimizes data transfer overhead by
initiating asynchronous data transfers (using CUDA streams) as soon as a task is
attributed to a processing unit, before its actual execution. The total volume of data
transfer is also reduced by predicting data transfer time, therefore avoiding scheduling
tasks on processing units that do not have a local copy of the input data.

3.3.2

The OmpSs Runtime System

OmpSs is a high-level, task-based, parallel programming model supporting SMPs,
heterogeneous systems (such as GPGPU systems) and clusters (preliminary development stage). OmpSs consists of a language specification, a source-to-source compiler
for C, C++ and Fortran; and a runtime.

3.3.2.1

The OmpSs Task-Based Programming Model

OmpSs relies on the dynamic runtime system Nanos++ to interface the application
with the underlying hardware architecture. A core component of the runtime is re-
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Figure 3.4: StarPU: abstracting the hardware complexity from applications.

sponsible for handling data movement and ensuring coherency so that the programmer
does not need to deal with memory allocation and movements. This feature improves
user productivity on systems which require remote memory access, e.g., heterogeneous SMPs equipped with GPUs, SMP clusters, etc. Another core component is the
module of scheduling policies.
In OmpSs, data dependencies are contained in a DAG. Tasks are blocked until all
their dependencies are satisfied. Once a task is released, the scheduler is responsible
for taking the proper runtime decisions. Each scheduling policy defines a particular
behavior. For instance, a simple policy might implement a global first-in, first-out
(FIFO) queue, where tasks are executed in the order of dependency release; or a
policy could hold one queue per worker thread, where tasks are sorted based on a
priority value selected by the programmer. The thread management consists of a
pool of worker threads that commence execution of work once it is available. When
a worker thread is aware of newly available work, it queries the scheduling policy,
which may then provide a new task to the worker.
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Nanos++ delegates data dependency to plugins, in a similar way to scheduling
policies. As this runtime is designed to work with a broad range of applications,
some may be simple (when it comes to specifying dependencies) and do not require
the added complexity inherent to the handling of more complex dependencies (such
as non-contiguous memory regions) on which other applications may rely.
Nanos++ comes with substantial support for performance analysis in the form of
instrumentation tools for tracing and profiling execution of tasks. In particular, the
core instrumentation package Extrae and the flexible data browser Paraver have been
used in conjunction to provide useful insights into task scheduling and hardware usage.
They can also assist the application developer in identifying potential performance
bottlenecks and their origins through a set of pre-defined configuration files which
convert the tracing events generated at runtime to pertinent information that can
be displayed as timelines (such as user functions duration) and histograms (such as
thread state).

3.3.2.2

OmpSs Integration into PLASMA

We have developed and deployed a thin layer of abstraction containing a new schedule API to decouple the default PLASMA-QUARK bundle with minor code interferences, allowing the plug in of a dynamic runtime system of choice in the backend,
while maintaining PLASMA software infrastructure mostly unchanged. In fact, this
contribution can be considered an effort towards standardization of existing dynamic
runtime APIs, as solicited by the runtime community [35]. The current interface
RT CORE taskname allows the queuing of core tasks (named taskname) of an application and defining the list of data items it will work on, with their respective
dependencies. Only when reaching the bottom of the chain of the various API calls
is the decision made on the interface as to the actual runtime to be used with its
specific scheduling features. This layer of abstraction and encapsulation allowed the
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level of PLASMA code intrusion to be as low as possible.
For instance, DGEMM is one of the most called tasks in the MOAO application, with
interface appearance as follows:
RT CORE dgemm(runtime, &task flags, PlasmaNoTrans, PlasmaTrans, m, n, k, alpha, A, lda, B, ldb, beta, C, ldc)
where the runtime name and its specific flags are passed along with the usual parameters from the legacy BLAS operation. In fact, this API is a wrapper to the various
queuing APIs supported within the layer of abstraction. The selected runtime system
information is available and can be accessed at any time through the PLASMA context. Once the queuing API of the selected dynamic scheduler has been called and
the corresponding data dependencies have been satisfied, the runtime schedules the
actual DGEMM task on the available hardware resources. Today, PLASMA can possibly
be serviced by QUARK (default choice), OmpSs, or StarPU dynamic runtime systems, as their APIs are very similar, although each has different requisites to support
their own runtime features. Due to the latest OpenMP support for task programming
model for x86 and accelerators (based on OpenACC/OpenCL), the current runtime
system wrapper can be further extended and integrated into PLASMA’s current list
of runtime systems. This will open up new horizons for further adoptions in the scientific community, beyond the AO community targeted in this work, in addition to
opportunities for diversification of the supported hardware architectures (Intel Xeon
Phi, AMD APU, etc.).

3.3.3

Customized Static Runtime System

Finally, besides not supporting heterogeneous architectures, the default PLASMA
static scheduler is unsuitable for the MOAO framework. It may generate situations
where hardware resources are available but tasks ready to be executed cannot proceed
because the available tasks do not belong to the unique work queue of that particular
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processing unit. The static scheduler will also not be capable of mitigating the overhead from the load imbalance engendered by the data transfers between hosts and
devices.
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Chapter 4
Leveraging Vertical Performance using Recursive
Formulations

Cholesky-based symmetric matrix inversion is one of the primary operations for the
computation of the variance-covariance matrices in statistics [36]. The inversion algorithm first factorizes the dense symmetric matrix using Cholesky factorization (POTRF)
and then inverts and multiplies in-place the triangular Cholesky factor by its transpose (POTRI) to obtain the final inverted triangular matrix.
In the following section (4.1), we demonstrate that matrix inversion is not well
optimized for GPUs and exhibits deficient performance in comparison to GPU sustainable performance. In Section 4.2, we propose a method to ameliorate the performance of covariance matrix inversion on GPUs. We then propose a framework for
accelerating triangular dense Level-3 BLAS operations across various architectures in
Section 4.3.

4.1

Performance of Matrix Inversion on GPUs

Figure 4.1 shows the poor performance of matrix inversion (DPOTRI) over an NVIDIA
K20 GPU using MAGMA. Knowing that DPOTRI is composed of two other LAPACK
calls, namely DTRTRI (inverting a triangular matrix), and DLAUUM (multiplying a triangular matrix by its transpose), we profile these two routines to expose their performance behavior as shown in figure 4.2. It is clear that the function call TRMM
(TRiangular Matrix Multiply) exhausts most of the execution time of both DTRTRI
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Figure 4.1: Performance of matrix inversion (DPOTRI) with MAGMA library over a 16cores CPU and an NVIDIA K20 GPU.
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Figure 4.2: Profiling of DTRTRI and DLAUUM performance running on NVIDIA K20 GPU.

In the next section, we study the TRMM function (and its Level 3 BLAS sibling
TRSM) and propose a different implementation over the GPU to ameliorate the matrix
inversion performance.
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4.2

Triangular BLAS 3 Acceleration on NVIDIA GPUs

4.2.1

Introduction

For high performance, most large-scale numerical simulations rely on BLAS [37],
which are often available through various vendor distributions tuned for their own
architecture, e.g., MKL on Intel x86 [38], ACML [39] on AMD x86, and ESSL [40]
on IBM Power architecture. Indeed, BLAS kernels are considered building blocks,
and these libraries represent one of the last layers of the usual software stack, which
is usually where application performance is extracted from the underlying hardware.
Consequently, continuous efforts are exerted to optimize BLAS kernels [41]. While
performance of Level 1 and 2 BLAS kernels is mainly limited the bus bandwidth
(memory-bound), Level 3 BLAS kernels display a higher flop/byte ratio (computebound), due to the high data reuse occurring at the upper levels of the cache hierarchy.
However, BLAS operations on triangular matrix structures, i.e., the triangular matrixmatrix multiplication (TRMM) and the system of linear equations triangular solvers
(TRSM), have demonstrated limited performance on GPUs using the highly optimized
NVIDIA cuBLAS library [39]. The triangular structure of the input matrix and the
in-place nature of the operation may generate many Write After Read (WAR) or Read
After Write (RAW) data hazards. WAR and RAW situations usually reduce the level
of concurrency due to inherent dependencies, and incur excessive data fetching from
memory.
We describe a recursive formulation that enriches the TRMM/TRSM inner structures
with GEMM calls and, therefore, enhances data reuse and concurrency on the GPU by
minimizing the impact of WAR data hazards and mitigating the memory transaction
load overhead. The idea of casting Level 3 BLAS operations into GEMM operations has
been promoted by previous works, including Kågström et al. [42], Goto et al. [43],
Andersen et al. [44], and Elmorth et al. [45]. In this section, we describe a recursive
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formulation of the TRMM and TRSM kernels, which befits the aggressively parallel manycore GPUs architecture. Performance comparisons show up to sixfold and twofold
speedups for large dense matrix sizes, against the existing state-of-the-art TRMM and
TRSM implementations respectively from NVIDIA cuBLAS across various GPU generations. After integrating into high-level dense linear algebra algorithms, such as
the Cholesky-based symmetric matrix inversion and the Cholesky-based triangular
solvers, the performance impact on the overall application demonstrates up to fourfold and twofold speedups against the equivalent native implementations, linked with
NVIDIA cuBLAS TRMM and TRSM kernels, respectively.
The remainder of thsi section is organized as follows: Section 4.2.2 presents
related work, Section 4.2.3 recalls the TRMM/TRSM kernel operations and identifies
the performance bottlenecks seen on NVIDIA GPUs, the implementation details of
the high-performance recursive TRMM/TRSM kernels are given in Section 4.2.4, Section 4.2.5 shows TRMM/TRSM performance results on various GPU generations, compares against the state-of-the-art high-performance NVIDIA cuBLAS implementations, and demonstrates the impact of integrating our TRMM and TRSM implementations into the Cholesky-based symmetric matrix inversion and the Cholesky-based
triangular solver from MAGMA [28], a high performance dense linear algebra library
on GPUs, respectively, we conclude in Section 4.2.7.

4.2.2

Related Work

The literature is rich in respect of BLAS kernel optimizations targeting different x86
and vector architectures [46, 47, 48, 41]. We focus only on a small number of these
directly related to the topic of the section.
Kågström et al. [42] proposed a method to express Level 3 BLAS operations in
terms of the general matrix-matrix multiplication kernel (GEMM). The core idea is
to convert the bulk of computations involving off-diagonal blocks into GEMM oper-
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ations, and to operate on the diagonal blocks with Level 1 and 2 BLAS kernels,
which increases the byte/flops ratio of the original Level 1 and 2 BLAS operations.
Furthermore, recursive formulations for several LA kernels have been promoted by
Andersen et al. [44] with packed and general data formats, and by Elmorth et al. [45]
with recursive blocking, however, their formulations are designed for the hierarchical
memory architecture of x86 multicore processors. Goto et al. [43] proposed another
approach, which casts the computations of Level 3 BLAS operations in terms of a
General Panel-Panel multiplication (GEPP). For operations that involve triangular
matrices such as TRMM and TRSM, the authors customized the GEPP kernel by adjusting the involved loop bounds or by zeroing out the unused elements above the
diagonal (for lower triangular TRMM). They show that, with such minimal changes to
the main GEPP kernel, this approach enhances the performance of Level 3 BLAS
operations against open-source and commercial libraries (MKL, ESSL, and ATLAS)
on various CPU architectures. Later, Igual et al. [49] extended the same approach to
GPUs and accelerated the corresponding Level-3 BLAS operations.
Though these methods are effective for multicore CPU processors, especially when
the employed block sizes fit well in the L1 and L2 cache sizes, GPU architecture
imposes fundamental changes to the programming model to extract improved performance. In general, because the GPU is a throughput-oriented device, Level 3 BLAS
kernels perform better when processing larger matrix blocks, which also help mitigate
the overhead of extra kernel launches. In particular, the GEMM kernel reaches sustained
peak performance with matrix blocks higher than 1024, as shown in Figure 4.3(a), an
important fact that we will utilize to explain our method in to speed up the execution
of both TRMM and TRSM operations.
The methods of both Kågström and Goto require additional temporary buffers to
store temporary data, whose size needs to be tuned for better cache alignment. The
later method adds the overhead of packing the data of each panel before each GEPP
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operation and unpacking afterward. Such packing/unpacking incurs extra memory
allocations and data transfer costs that prevent an efficient GPU port. Moreover,
Kågström’s method requires a set of sequentially invoked GEMV kernels to achieve
a TRMM for small diagonal blocks, which may be prohibitive on GPUs, due to the
overhead of kernel launches. We study the recursive formulations of these kernels in
the context of massively parallel GPU devices.

4.2.3

The Triangular Matrix Operations: TRMM and TRSM

This section recalls the general TRMM and TRSM operations and highlights the reasons
behind the performance bottleneck observed on GPUs.

Recalling TRMM and TRSM Operations As described in the legacy BLAS
library [50], TRMM performs one of the triangular matrix-matrix operations as follows:
B = α op(A) B, if the side is left, or B = α B op(A), if the side is right. TRSM
solves one of the matrix equations as follows: op(A) X = α B, if the side is left, or
X op(A) = α B, if the side is right. For both formulas, α is a scalar, B and X are
M × N matrices, A is a unit, or non-unit, upper or lower triangular matrix and op(A)
is one of op(A) = A or op(A) = AT . The resulting matrix X is overwritten on B.
Note that these operations happen in-place (IP), i.e., B gets overwritten by the final
output of the TRMM or TRSM operation. This in-place overwriting may engender many
anti-dependencies, or WAR data hazards, from successive memory accesses, due to
the triangular structure of the input matrix, and may generate much memory traffic.

In-Place and Out-Of-Place TRMM Operations Another variant of the TRMM
kernel is occasionally supported by BLAS libraries, which we refer to as out-of-place
(OOP) TRMM, where the result of the multiplication is written to a third matrix
C = α B op(A) or C = α op(A) B for a right or left TRMM, respectively, with C of
size M × N . The OOP TRMM removes the WAR data dependencies on B and can
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be implemented in an embarrassingly parallel fashion, similar to the general matrixmatrix multiplication (GEMM), at the cost of increasing the memory footprint by a
factor of two.

Current State of Art Performance of TRMM and TRSM The NVIDIA
cuBLAS library currently provides two APIs for TRMM, IP and OOP, and a single IP
API for TRSM. Figure 4.3(a) shows the performance of NVIDIA cuBLAS (v7.5) DTRMM
IP against OOP using a Kepler K40 GPU, in double precision arithmetic. The theoretical peak performance of both the card and the DGEMM sustained peak are given as
upper-bound references. The OOP DTRMM runs close to DGEMM performance for asymptotic sizes. However, the IP DTRMM achieves only a small percentage of DGEMM peak,
and IP and OOP DTRMM performances differ by a factor of six. The OOP TRMM removes
the WAR data dependencies on B and can be implemented in an embarrassingly parallel fashion, similar to GEMM, at the expense of increasing the memory footprint by
a factor of two, in addition to violating the legacy BLAS TRMM API. Alternatively,
MAGMA provides an OOP TRSM implementation, in which the diagonal blocks of
matrix A are inverted, followed by a set of GEMM calls. Figure 4.3(b) displays the
performance of NVIDIA cuBLAS (v7.5) IP DTRSM with a few right-hand sides (RHS),
i.e., 512, as well as a number of RHS equal to the matrix size (square problem), in
comparison to the OOP implementation from MAGMA. cuBLAS DTRSM for square
problems runs close to DGEMM peak, although it highlights a jagged performance behavior. However, for few RHS, cuBLAS DTRSM loses computational intensity and
appears to further suffer from lack of parallelism. MAGMA DTRSM presents a more
stable performance for square matrices and much enhanced performance for low RHS
cases, at the cost of doubling the memory footprint and thus excessive data transfer.

(a) DTRMM for square matrices.
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(b) DTRSM for square and low RHS (512) matrices.

Figure 4.3: Performance comparisons of cuBLAS (v7.5) and MAGMA (v2.0.1) in-place
(IP) against out-of-place (OOP) of TRMM and TRSM using an NVIDIA Kepler K40 GPU, in
double precision arithmetic.

Identifying the Performance Bottlenecks We can observe limited concurrency
for IP TRSM, since updating the right-hand columns of matrix B (for a right-sided
TRSM) requires reading the values of the left-hand columns of the same matrix after
the latter have been updated, causing a multitude of RAW dependencies. Other
variants of TRSM exhibit similar RAW dependencies. The IP TRMM has also limited
concurrency because updating the left-hand columns of matrix B (for a right-sided
TRMM) requires reading initial values from subsequent right-hand columns of the same
matrix B before the right-hand columns are updated, causing a multitude of WAR
dependencies. Other variants of TRMM exhibit similar WAR dependencies, whereas,
the OOP TRMM and TRSM incur additional overheads due to data transfers through the
slow PCIe link, in addition to extra memory allocations, which would be prohibitive
for large matrix sizes, especially since memory is a scarce resource on GPUs.

Profiling of NVIDIA cuBLAS TRMM Assuming square matrices, GEMM performs 2N 3 floating-point operations (flops) on 3N 2 data, and TRMM performs N 3 flops
on 3/2N 2 data. In fact, TRMM can ideally be considered an IP GEMM; thus, the memory transactions involved are expected to be proportional to the processed data size.
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(b) OOP DTRMM.

Figure 4.4: Profiling of memory transactions for cuBLAS IP and OOP DTRMM against that
of DGEMM.

However, Figure 4.4(a) highlights that cuBLAS IP TRMM implementation performs
almost an order of magnitude of DRAM read memory accesses higher than a GEMM
for the same input size, and an equivalent number of DRAM memory writes to GEMM
for identical input size. In contrast, OOP TRMM implementation exhibits much better
memory traffic load, with almost equivalent DRAM read memory accesses to GEMM
for the same input size, but astonishingly more DRAM write accesses as shown in
Figure 4.4(b). This suggests that the cuBLAS implementation of TRMM is not optimal
and produces excessive memory accesses, due to its inability to efficiently overcome
the WAR dependencies. Note that profiling of cuBLAS and KBLAS memory transactions has been performed using the nvprof tool available from NVIDIA CUDA
Toolkit [51].
In this section, we propose to further improve the performance of IP TRSM and
IP TRMM on NVIDIA GPUs, by running closer to the GEMM peak, while remaining
compliant with the legacy BLAS regarding operating in-place. We refer to IP TRMM
and IP TRSM as TRMM and TRSM onward in this section.
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4.2.4

Recursive Definition and Implementation Details

In this section we describe the recursive formulation of the TRMM and TRSM operations,
as illustrated in Figure 4.5, and their implementation over NVIDIA GPUs. The
following definition illustrates the Left Lower Transpose TRMM, and the Left Lower
NonTranspose TRSM cases, where
TRMM → B = α AT B and TRSM → A X = α B,
B is of size M × N and A of size N × N . All other variants are supported and operate
in a similar manner. As illustrated in Figure 4.5, we first choose a suitable partition of
the number of B rows where M = M1 + M2 , as discussed in the following paragraph.
We then partition the triangular matrix A into three sub-matrices: two triangular
matrices A1 and A3 (i.e. two diagonal blocks) of sizes M1 × M1 and M2 × M2 ,
respectively, and a third rectangular non-diagonal block A2 of size M2 × M1 . We
correspondingly partition the rectangular matrix B into two rectangular matrices B1
and B2 of sizes M1 × N and M2 × N , respectively (such partitioning would be along
the columns N = N1 + N2 for right sided TRMM or TRSM, where A is of size N × N ).
We then re-write these operations as follows:

TRMM :

TRSM :





B1 = α AT1 B1





B1 = α AT2 B2 + B1






B2 = α AT3 B2




A1 X1 = α B1




B2 = α B2 − A2 B1






A3 X2 = B2

recursive TRMM
GEMM
recursive TRMM

recursive TRSM: Solve for X1 over B1
GEMM
recursive TRSM: Solve for X2 over B2

Recursion discontinues when reaching a size where the cuBLAS TRMM and TRSM exhibits good performance in comparison to the performance of further splitting, to
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minimize the extra overhead of continuing the recursion on small sub-matrix sizes.
At this level, we call again the cuBLAS TRMM or TRSM routine, respectively, which
launches one kernel with sufficient thread blocks to process the small sub-matrix in
parallel. The stopping size is left as a tuning parameter. In the reported experiments
of the following section, we used 128 as the stopping size, a value that was effective
across various GPU devices.
To maximize the performance of the generated GEMM calls, care must be taken
regarding partitioning the rows. Our target is to generate GEMM calls with maximum
possible sub-matrix size, which in turn creates optimal boost in performance. We
choose the partitioning M1 = M/2 if M is a power of 2, otherwise we choose M1 as
the closest power of 2 strictly less than M ; in both cases M2 = M − M1 . The same
logic applies when partitioning along columns for right sided TRMM or TRSM. Such a
strategy for partitioning the matrices is necessary to ensure the generated GEMM calls
operate on suitable matrix sizes and to minimize the number of trailing sub-matrices
with odd matrix sizes during the subsequent recursion.
By casting the TRMM and TRSM operations into a set of large GEMMs and a set of
small TRMMs and TRSMs, respectively, we benefit not only from the GEMM speed but
also from its optimized memory access pattern that fits the GPU memory hierarchy,
and thus remove most of the redundant memory accesses observed in cuBLAS TRMM
implementation, for instance. The next section details such performance gains.

4.2.5

Experimental Results

This section features the performance results of our recursive KBLAS-TRMM and KBLAS-TRSM
on GPUs and compares it to state-of-the-art implementation from NVIDIA cuBLAS
and MAGMA. The experiments were conducted on various NVIDIA GPUs generations: Fermi, K20, K40, GTX Titan Black, and the latest Maxwell GPU card. Since
the Titan and Maxwell are gaming cards, ECC memory correction was turned off
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N
M1

M2

N
M11 A11

A1
A2

B1
A3

B2

1 TRMM & TRSM: Partition matrices along M =
M 1 + M 2.

M12 A12
M2

A2

B11
B12

A13
A3

2 TRMM: Apply recursively B1 = αAT1 B1 ,
TRSM: Solve recursively A1 X1 = αB1

N

M1

M2

A1
A2

B1
A3

B2

3 TRMM: Apply GEMM B1 = αAT2 B2 + B1 ,
TRSM: Apply GEMM B2 = αB2 − A2 B1 .

B2

N

M1

M2

A1
A2

B1
A31

B21

A32 A33
M21 M22

B22

4 TRMM: Apply recursively B2 = αAT3 B2 ,
TRSM: Solve recursively A3 X2 = B2 .

Figure 4.5: Illustrating a Left-Lower-Transpose recursive TRMM, and Left-LowerNonTranspose recursive TRSM, partitioning along the rows. Steps are to be applied at
each recursive call in the order depicted in the picture.
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Figure 4.6: Profiling of memory transactions for KBLAS-DTRMM against that of DGEMM.

on the other GPUs for consistency. The latest CUDA Toolkit v7.5 was used. The
four precisions for TRMM and TRSM, in addition to their eight variants are supported
in our KBLAS software distribution. It is important to recall the profiling graphs
from Section 4.2.3, in which the performance bottleneck of the IP cuBLAS TRMM was
identified, i.e., the excessive amount of memory accesses.
Figure 4.6 illustrates how KBLAS-TRMM is capable of fetching fewer data from the
global memory in favor of reusing already fetched data in the higher cache levels,
as opposed to IP cuBLAS TRMM. Additionally, KBLAS-TRMM performs less data traffic
compared to cuBLAS DGEMM; however, this is commensurate with the processed data
size. Also, it performs fewer data fetching operations from the global memory than
the more regular cuBLAS OOP TRMM. Note that the increase in global memory data
writes in KBLAS-TRMM is due to some horizontal panels being updated several times
by the recursive nature of the algorithm. However, this increase in the number of
global memory writes is much less expensive than the significantly higher number of
global memory reads required by cuBLAS IP TRMM.
Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the performance comparisons of KBLAS-TRMM against
those of IP and OOP cuBLAS TRMM for single and double precision arithmetics, respectively. KBLAS-TRMM achieves similar performance to OOP cuBLAS TRMM while
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maintaining an equivalent memory footprint to IP cuBLAS TRMM. For large matrix
sizes in double precision, KBLAS-DTRMM achieves almost one Tflop/s; six times more
than the IP cuBLAS DTRMM from NVIDIA. KBLAS-DTRMM attains almost 90% of the
performance of DGEMM, due to the recursive formulation, which inherently enriches
TRMM with GEMM calls. Furthermore, Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show performance
speedup of IP KBLAS-TRSM against cuBLAS IP TRSM and MAGMA OOP TRSM for
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparisons of KBLAS-TRMM against that of IP and OOP cuBLAS
TRMM running on NVIDIA K40 GPU.

Matrix Dimension (x 1024)

(b) Double precision.

Figure 4.8: Performance comparisons of IP KBLAS-TRSM against that of cuBLAS IP TRSM
and MAGMA OOP TRSM running on NVIDIA K40 GPU, with square and low RHS matrices.

that although the performance gain with square matrices is not significant, and in
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fact smooths out the irregular performance from cuBLAS, the performance gain with
triangular solves with a small number of RHS is important. In practice, it is more
common to encounter a triangular solve with only a few RHS. Note also that IP
KBLAS-TRSM achieves similar (sometimes better) performance to MAGMA OOP TRSM
without the overhead of excessive data transfer and extra memory allocations.
Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show performance speedup of KBLAS-TRMM and KBLAS-TRSM
against cuBLAS TRMM and TRSM, respectively, on various generations of NVIDIA
GPUs. The speedup ranges shown prove the performance portability of our implementation across different NVIDIA GPUs. Note that the double precision capability ratio in reference to single precision capability of the Quadro-M6000 GPU (a
Maxwell architecture) has been intentionally fixed by NVIDIA to 1:32, hence its limited double precision computation performance. Although Titan Black GPU is also a
graphics card, the user can still control the double precision performance of its GPU
by switching between 1:3 and 1:24 ratios, which explains its ability to ramp up its
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Figure 4.9: Performance speedup of KBLAS-TRMM and KBLAS-TRSM against cuBLAS TRMM
and TRSM, respectively, on various generations of NVIDIA GPUs.

KBLAS Asynchronous API for TRMM and TRSM In scientific computations data often resides on the host memory; data is shipped to device memory on
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demand, and, as a best practice, one repeatedly operates on the data while it is in
the device memory until operations are completed or the result is needed back on
the CPU memory [52]. It is becoming common practice within scientific libraries to
provide an API that handles the data transfer between the host and the device implicitly and operates on it in one function call. This practice simplifies the API and
reduces the burden on programmers who want to replace a CPU call with an equivalent GPU function call, without explicitly handling data transfer. The only way to
perform such API, with the existing cuBLAS routines, is to wrap this routine within
a function call that will initiate the data transfer, wait for it to arrive in the device
memory, operate on it, then initiate its transfer back to the host memory, resulting
in a severe synchronous communication and computation scheme. In this context,
our implementation brings added value, in that, due to the recursive nature of the
routine calls, we can overlap communication with computation, i.e., by operating on
parts of the data while waiting for other parts to arrive into the device memory and
vice versa. We provide an asynchronous API that achieves this goal. Figures 4.10(b)
and 4.10(a) show the performance gain of such asynchronous TRMM and TRSM API’s
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Figure 4.10: Performance impact of asynchronous APIs for TRMM and TRSM.
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in comparison to the synchronous cuBLAS and KBLAS APIs.
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4.2.6

Performance Impact on High-Level Dense Linear Algebra Algorithms

To conclude, we demonstrate the impact of KBLAS-TRMM and KBLAS-TRSM when integrated into high-level dense linear algebra algorithms. In particular, the Choleskybased symmetric matrix inversion is one of the main operations for the computation
of the variance-covariance matrix in a statistics application [36]. The inversion algorithm first factorizes the dense symmetric matrix using the Cholesky factorization
(POTRF) and then inverts and multiplies in-place the triangular Cholesky factor by its
transpose (POTRI) to get the final inverted triangular matrix. Figure 4.11 illustrates
the performance impact of linking the MAGMA [28] library with the KBLAS library.
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Figure 4.11: Sample impact of using KBLAS-TRMM and KBLAS-TRSM in MAGMA library.

single and double precisions, respectively, when compared to using cuBLAS TRMM on
a single GPU, as seen in Figure 4.11(a). Moreover, the symmetric matrix inversion
operation drives a computational astronomy application [53], which designs future
instruments of the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT). This simulation
has a strong constraint on close to real-time computations, therefore, can favorably
benefit from the efficient KBLAS-TRMM and KBLAS-TRSM introduced in this section,
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when running on NVIDIA GPUs.
Finally, solving a system of linear equations with a positive definite matrix POSV
is a common operation in scientific computations which can be achieved by first
factorizing the matrix A with the Cholesky method (POTRF), then solving with POTRS.
Figure 4.11(b) demonstrates the impact of linking the MAGMA library with the
KBLAS library. With KBLAS-TRSM, MAGMA-POTRS acieves up to twofold and 30%
speedup, for single and double precisions, respectively, compared to linking with
cuBLAS TRSM.

4.2.7

Conclusions

Recursive formulations of the Level 3 BLAS triangular matrix-matrix multiplication
(TRMM) and triangular solve (TRSM) have been implemented on GPUs, which allow
reducing memory traffic from global memory and expressing most of the computations in GEMM sequences. They achieve up to eightfold and twofold speedups,
respectively, for asymptotic dense matrix sizes against the existing state-of-the-art
TRMM/TRSM implementations from NVIDIA cuBLAS v7.5, across various GPU generations. After integrating them into high-level Cholesky-based dense linear algebra algorithms, performance impact on the overall application demonstrates up to fourfold
and twofold speedups against the equivalent vendor implementations, respectively.
The new TRMM and TRSM implementations on NVIDIA GPUs are available in the
open-source KAUST BLAS (KBLAS) library [41] and are scheduled for integration
into the NVIDIA cuBLAS library in its future release.
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4.3

A Framework for Dense Triangular Matrix Kernels on
Various Manycore Architectures

4.3.1

Prologue

Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines are fundamental dense matrix operation kernels
for implementing high-performance computing applications, e.g., ranging from dense
direct solvers to eigenvalue solvers and singular value decomposition. Although they
are extensively optimized by hardware vendors [38, 40, 39] and often available in
open-source libraries [54, 55, 56], some BLAS kernels operating on general triangular
matrix structures, coming from the symmetry or the upper/lower matrix formats, do
not run at the sustained bandwidth (Level 1 and 2 BLAS) [57] or at peak performance
(Level 3 BLAS). The kernels from the latter BLAS family have often been taken for
granted in extracting hardware performance due to their high arithmetic intensity,
which commonly results in performing matrix-matrix multiplication operations. In
fact, it transpires that the dense triangular Level 3 BLAS kernels, i.e., the triangular
matrix-matrix multiplication (TRMM: B = α A B), and the triangular solve with
multiple right-hand sides (TRSM: A X = α B), suffer from performance losses, as
demonstrated in Section 4.2.3. To remedy these losses, current high-performance
implementations [39, 19] rely on an OOP design of these aforementioned kernels,
which aid exposure of more parallelism by weakening the thread synchronizations
encountered during the WAR and RAW data dependency hazards for TRMM and TRSM
kernels, respectively. In particular, we addressed in [58] four resulting drawbacks,
due to the OOP design as opposed to the in-place (IP) design, in the context of a
single GPU platform: 1) extra memory allocation, thus limiting the size of problems
achievable in scarce memory resources, especially on GPUs; 2) extra data movement,
causing extra data transfer time; 3) inefficient use of caches that need to serve one
additional matrix, thus, increasing cache misses; and, most importantly, 4) violation
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of the standard legacy BLAS API.
In this section, we extend the work of section 4.2, published in [58], in which
we demonstrated the effectiveness of recursive formulations in enhancing the performance of these kernels, and present a new high-performance framework for dense
TRMM and TRSM BLAS kernels on various hardware architectures. We further enhance
the performance of these triangular BLAS kernels on a single GPU by implementing
customized CUDA kernels for TRMM and TRSM, which are called at the bottom of the
recursion. In addition, a multi-GPU implementation of TRMM and TRSM is proposed
and shows an almost linear performance scaling, as the number of GPUs increases.
It should additionally be noted that the algorithmic recursive formulation of these
triangular BLAS kernels is, in fact, oblivious to the targeted hardware architecture.
We propose, therefore, to port these recursive kernel designs to homogeneous x86
hardware architectures by relying on the underlying vendor or open-source optimized
BLAS implementations to further boost the performance of the respective native
triangular BLAS kernels. Results reported on various hardware architectures and
optimized BLAS implementations highlight a significant performance improvement
against state-of-the-art BLAS libraries. These new kernels are freely available in the
KAUST BLAS (KBLAS) open-source library at https://github.com/ecrc/kblas.
The remainder of the section is organized as follows: Section 4.3.2 provides a
literature review for the kernels of interest; Section 4.3.3 recalls the uniform design
strategy for recursive high performance TRMM and TRSM BLAS kernels, as detailed in
Section 4.2, and motivates the need for further enhancements; Section 4.3.5 describes
the implementation of the proposed customized kernels, on single and multiple GPUs,
as well as the design portability on Intel x86 hardware against various BLAS libraries;
Section 4.3.8 presents performance results (in single and double precision arithmetic)
and comparisons against existing high performance BLAS implementations; we conclude in Section 4.3.9.
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4.3.2

Related Work

Various hardware vendors and third-party academic software libraries provide support
for highly tuned DLA operations for the scientific community. On x86 architectures,
of the most widely used libraries are the Intel MKL [38] and OpenBLAS [54]. Both
libraries provide an in-place (IP) variant of the triangular Level 3 BLAS kernels on
CPUs in congruence with legacy BLAS API. However, both libraries exhibit TRMM and
TRSM kernel performances much inferior to the sustained peak performance, calculated
from the matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) kernel, which is a legitimate upper
bound for compute-bound BLAS kernels.
On GPU hardware accelerators, the NVIDIA cuBLAS and cuBLAS-XT libraries [39]
provide support for TRMM and TRSM kernels on single and multiple GPUs, respectively.
The cuBLAS library maintains both IP and OOP variants of TRMM, and the IP variant
of TRSM, while assuming data resides on the GPU global memory. On the other hand,
cuBLAS-XT provides a CPU API, which assumes the matrix resides on the CPU host
memory and transparently manages the data movement between the CPU and GPU
main memories. The cuBLAS-XT library provides an OOP and IP variants of TRMM
and TRSM, respectively.
MAGMA [19, 28] provides an OOP implementation for TRSM supporting single and
multiple GPUs. To achieve better performance, MAGMA inverts the diagonal blocks
of the triangular input matrix and casts the remaining computations into GEMM calls.
Besides the overhead of additional memory allocations, numerical accuracy issues may
be encountered during diagonal block inversions.
BLASX is a highly optimized multi-GPU Level 3 BLAS library that has been
recently introduced and released [56]. It claims significant speedups against cuBLASXT, MAGMA, and other multi-GPU numerical libraries with runtime systems. BLASX
uses the tile algorithm with a dynamic runtime scheduler to achieve load balance
across GPUs and multi-level caching techniques with peer-to-peer GPU communica-
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tion to minimize data transfer time.
KAUST BLAS (KBLAS) is an open-source library that provides highly optimized
implementations for a subset of BLAS routines on NVIDIA GPUs as well as x86
architectures [57, 59, 60, 41, 58]. In particular, we have already demonstrated significant performance gains for IP TRSM and TRMM against cuBLAS IP and MAGMA OOP
implementations on a single NVIDIA GPU [58]. We used a recursive formulation of
TRSM and TRMM that converts most of the computations into GEMM operations while
optimizing the data access pattern.
Finally, converting DLA kernels into GEMM-like operations has been well studied
in the literature [42, 43, 49] because GEMM is embarrassingly parallel, maps well to the
hierarchical memory of modern CPUs and GPUs, and performs very closely to the
theoretical peak performance. Recursive formulations of DLA kernels are one way to
further enrich these with GEMM calls. Employing a recursive formulation is also not
a new technique in DLA [61, 62, 63, 45, 64, 65]. Recursive DLA algorithms have
been employed to minimize data motion across the hierarchical memory layers on x86
architectures [63, 45]; it has also been applied in the context of speeding up large
bandwidth-limited workloads seen during the panel factorizations of dense matrices.

4.3.3

Background on General Recursive TRMM and TRSM
Kernels

In this section, we briefly recall the uniform design strategy for recursive highperformance TRMM and TRSM BLAS kernels, and motivate the need for further enhancements of these kernels.

Recursive Formulations In Section 4.2, we addressed the performance optimizations of triangular Level 3 BLAS operations (TRMM and TRSM) on single GPU and
proposed using a recursive formulation that converts most of the computations to
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Figure 4.12: Illustrating recursive TRMM.

GEMM calls. The recursive TRMM operation RecTRMM: B = αA × B can be expressed
recursively as follows: Consider the left/lower/transpose case, and let M and N be
the number of rows and columns of B, respectively. We use the following notation
for sub-matrices: Xr1:r2,c1:c2 is the sub-matrix of X whose row indices range from r1
to r2 inclusive, and whose column indices range from c1 to c2 inclusive (array indices
starting with 1). Consider m = M/2, with m preferred to be the largest power of 2
less than M , for smoother further recursive splits.
We proceed with three subsequent steps: (1) operate recursively on B1:m,1:N with
RecTRMM: B1:m,1:N = αAT1:m,1:m × B1:m,1:N , as illustrated in Figure 4.12(a), (2) apply GEMM: B1:m,1:N = αATm+1:M,1:m × Bm+1:M,1:N + B1:m,1:N , as illustrated in Figure 4.12(b), and (3) operate recursively on Bm+1:M,1:N with RecTRMM: Bm+1:M,1:N =
αATm+1:M,m+1:M × Bm+1:M,1:N , as illustrated in Figure 4.12(c). For the same reasons,
this recursive formulation applies for the TRSM kernel. Other variants of TRMM and
TRSM operations (right/upper/transpose, etc.) can be expressed in a similar recursive
theme. We stop the recursion and resort to calling the native TRMM/TRSM routines
at the bottom of recursion at a size where original implementations usually exhibit
decent performance, rather than continuing recursion until very small sizes, where
kernel launch overheads may dominate (experimentally, 128 is a good choice). Note
that these recursive formulations do not incur any additional flops relative to the
original serial algorithm (O(M 2 N ) for left-sided TRMM/TRSM, O(M N 2 ) for right-sided
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TRMM/TRSM).

4.3.4

Motivation for further enhancements

As recalled above, the recursive formulation of TRSM and TRMM kernels converts most
of the computations into GEMM calls. Figure 4.13 illustrates how the innermost calls
to TRSM or TRMM routines at the leaves of the recursion operate on small triangular
blocks located in the diagonal along with a thin and wide portion of the output matrix
(i.e., a general matrix for TRMM or a matrix containing the right-hand sides for TRSM),
where the number of columns N may be larger than the number of rows M . Figure 4.14 highlights the profiling of native DTRSM and DGEMM calls within the recursive
KBLAS-DTRSM, in terms of flops and time breakdown. In particular, Figure 4.14(a)
shows that most of the flops consumed by RecTRSM are carried by GEMM calls involving
large matrices, while the flops consumed by native TRSM/TRMM calls diminish with the
increase in matrix size. Nevertheless, the time breakdown of RecTRSM, as drawn in
Figures 4.14(b) and 4.14(c) for square and tall matrix profiles, respectively, shows
that native TRSM kernel calls with thin and wide matrices still consume a large percentage of the overall execution time, especially when operating on a small number of
right-hand sides (see Figure 4.14(c)). This is mostly due to low hardware occupancy
engendered by limited concurrency. A similar profiling trend for RecTRMM, although
less significant, has been identified. These observations motivate the need for optimizing the native TRMM and TRSM CUDA kernels with a small number of rows involving
diagonal blocks with thin and wide output matrices, which may potentially improve
the overall RecTRSM and RecTRMM performances.
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Figure 4.13: RecTRMM / RecTRSM invokes thin-wide TRMM / TRSM calls.
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Figure 4.14: Flops and time breakdown of native DTRSM and DGEMM calls in recursive
KBLAS-DTRSM.

4.3.5

Implementation Details for KBLAS CUDA TRSM and
TRMM for Few Right-Hand Sides

In this section, we describe our design criteria and implementation of our CUDAbased native TRSM and TRMM kernels to better handle short and wide output matrices,
which we use in return to enhance the overall RecTRSM and RecTRMM performances on
GPUs. We also describe our multi-GPU implementation of these kernels, and port
the same recursive formulation on Intel x86 CPU architectures using various BLAS
libraries.

Data Dependencies. We briefly recall the TRSM and TRMM operations in order to
properly design a CUDA kernel for each. Assume M and N are the numbers of rows
and columns of matrix B, respectively. In a left/lower/non-transpose TRSM: A × X =
P
αB operation, an entry Bi,j = α(Bi,j − i−1
k=0 Ai,k ∗ Bk,j )/Ai,i can be computed as
long as the entries B0,j . . . Bi−1,j have already been updated to ensure numerical
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correctness. In a similar way, in a left/lower/transpose TRMM: B = αAT B, an entry
P −1
Bi,j = α M
k=i Ak,i ∗ Bk,j can be calculated provided the entries Bi+1,j . . . BM −1,j
have not previously been updated. It is easy to notice that the concurrency in the
left side variant of TRSM or TRMM operations is limited by the number of columns of
the output matrix (or the number of rows for the right side variant).

Hardware Occupancy. In the context of CUDA programming best practices [52],
achieving high occupancy, which transforms into high latency hiding, is usually a
useful metric for achieving high performance (this metric can be ignored in some cases
when the resources of the SM is otherwise properly utilized). Occupancy is measured
as the number of active warps per maximum number of supported concurrent warps
in an SM. In the case of a TRSM or a TRMM with thin and wide output matrix, assigning
one CUDA thread to compute all the entries of a single column of the B-matrix would
not involve enough threads to properly address high occupancy. It is necessary, thus,
to involve multiple threads for the computation of each B-matrix column. Given that
computation of each B-column requires reading all the entries of the A-matrix, it is
preferable to load blocks of matrix A in shared memory and share it across multiple
threads computing multiple B-columns.

Tile Algorithmic Design. Given the limitation of resources in an SM (register
file size, shared memory size, etc.), we need to adopt a blocking technique to compute many rows of matrix B in one single thread-block. In this context, the tile
algorithm may be a very efficient method to investigate. Note that we refer to the
tile algorithm as a blocking technique without altering the underlying data layout.
The tile algorithm for TRMM and TRSM kernel design offers two variants: right-looking
and left-looking, as seen in the literature for general DLA operations. In the case of
the TRSM kernel, for a TRSM update of a B-column block by a diagonal A-block, the
right-looking variant partially updates its lower blocks with a GEMM and writes them
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back to memory, before proceeding to the next TRSM update. Instead, the left-looking
variant updates a B-column block by GEMMs from its upper blocks and a TRSM from
a diagonal A-block before writing it back to memory. We use the left-looking variant since it trades fewer writes to memory, and therefore, less data movement, for
an equivalent extra number of reads (the latter are faster than the former especially
with GPU texture caching). A similar scenario can be drawn for TRMM.
GPU Shuffle Instructions. A TRSM / TRMM operation of a diagonal A-block on
a B-block requires that CUDA threads share values of the same column. To avoid
extra shared memory allocation, and to avoid the latency of shared memory accesses,
we cache the B-columns in registers and share their values across the CUDA threads
of each warp using the novel shuffle instruction, recently introduced by NVIDIA. A
shuffle instruction consumes fewer cycles and thus less latency than a shared memory
access. This fact motivates us to store the B-blocks in registers only. Since the
register sharing is possible among threads of a warp only (32 threads), it is favorable
to choose the tile size to be congruent with the warp size. Moreover, assigning one
warp to process one (or multiple) B-column reduces the possible expensive divergence
within one warp due to thread synchronizations.

Pseudocodes. Given the design considerations discussed above, Algorithms 4.1
and 4.2 present the corresponding pseudocodes for the TRSM and TRMM CUDA kernels,
respectively. For simplicity, we do not show the code for handling matrices whose sizes
are not multiple of the assumed tile size (32). Indeed, the side comments detail the
three paramount low-level optimizations aforementioned: (a) the increase of concurrency for better hardware occupancy, (b) the tile algorithm and left-looking variant
for better caching and register reuse, and (c) the use of efficient shuffle instructions to
weaken the impact of thread synchronizations. The TB and TB-grid used to launch
these kernels are governed by the tile size they can process. The kernels depicted in
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Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 assume that a warp of threads would work on a column of 32
elements (mandated by the shuffle instruction), therefore, the tile size for matrix A is
statically configured to be 32 × 32. Introducing the constant WPB (warps per block),
we configure the TB size as (32,WPB ) threads, thus, each TB would process WPB
columns of B. Consequently, we launch a one-dimensional grid of size N/W P B to
process all the columns of matrix B. WPB remains a tuning parameter; however,
experiments indicate that WPB = 8 produces the best performance. The pseudocodes
are templated for precision generations.
Algorithm 4.1: TRSM(α, M, N, A, B)
Input: A is an M × M matrix, B is an M × N matrix.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

shared shm[32 ∗ 32]
// shared memory to hold a tile of A
N T ← M/32
tx ← threadIdx.x
for c ← 0 to N T − 1 do
sum ← 0
// register holding dot product
for r ← 0 to c − 1 do
shm ← ldg(A[r, c])
// load tile A(r,c) into shared memory
b ← ldg(B[r])
// load tile B(r) into register
syncthreads()
P
sum ← sum + 31
// GEMM: B(c) += A(r,c) *
k=0 (shmtx,k ∗ shf l(b, k))
B(r)
syncthreads()
shm ← ldg(A[c, c])
// load tile A(c,c) into shared memory
b ← ldg(B[c])
// load tile B(c) into registers
syncthreads()
for j ← 0 to 31 do
// perform TRSM on shared memory and registers
if j = tx then
b ← (α b − sum)/shm[j, j]
sum ← sum + shm[tx + j ∗ 32] ∗ shf l(b, j)
syncthreads()
B[c] = b
return;

// store back tile B(c) to global memory
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Algorithm 4.2: TRMM(α, M, N, A, B)
Input: A is an M × M matrix, B is an M × N matrix.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

shared shm[32 ∗ 32]
// shared memory to hold a tile of A
N T ← M/32
tx ← threadIdx.x
for c ← 0 to N T − 1 do
sum ← 0
// register holding dot product
shm ← ldg(A[c, c]) // load tile A(c,c) from global to shared memory
b ← ldg(B[c])
// load tile B(c) into registers
syncthreads()
P
sum ← sum + 31
k=tx shmk,tx ∗ shf l(b, k) // TRMM: B(c) += A(c,c) * B(c)
syncthreads()
for r ← c + 1 to N T − 1 do
shm ← ldg(A[r, c])
// load tile A(r,c) into shared memory
b ← ldg(B[r])
// load tile B(r) into register
syncthreads()
P
sum ← sum + 31
// GEMM: B(c) += A(r,c) *
k=0 shmtx,k ∗ shf l(b, k)
B(r)
syncthreads()
syncthreads()
B[c] = α sum

17
18
19

// store back tile B(c) to global memory

return;

4.3.6

KBLAS Multi-GPU RecTRSM and RecTRMM

The purpose of a multi-GPU API for TRSM and TRMM is to provide a function call that
can replace an existing CPU function call with as little code intrusion as possible,
as may be required by certain GPU-based libraries. As such, the data is assumed to
reside on CPU memory. The multi-GPU routine should transparently manage the
data transfer from/to the GPU main memory, thus, relieving the developer from this
burden, especially since multi-GPU setups represent challenging platforms for highperformance computing. In fact, the recursive breakdown of our proposed RecTRMM
and RecTRSM operations naturally simplifies this process. Since the invocation of
GPU kernels is recursively handled on the CPU code, we can hide the data transfer
(from/to CPU to/from GPU memory), while performing computations. For that
purpose, dedicated CUDA streams are created to handle data transfer to/from the
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GPU, which are separate from the computation streams. Synchronization between
data-transfer streams and computation streams is handled by CUDA events. Data
transfer from the CPU is invoked at the beginning, based on the recursive splitting
depicted in Figure 4.12, while the sequence of operations is statically pre-determined.
As soon as portions of matrices A and B needed for the next computation kernel
reach the GPU main memory, its corresponding computation kernel is invoked, while
other data transfers are still active in the background. Figure 4.15, captured with the
nvprof visual profiler from NVIDIA, illustrates the complete overlap of computation
and communication on a RecTRSM operation of size M = N = 16, 000 running on two
K20 GPUs.

Figure 4.15: communication / computation overlap in multi-GPU RecTRSM.

Since the concurrency of the left-side variant of TRMM and TRSM operations is limited to the number of columns of matrix B (number of rows for the right-side variant),
as discussed in Section 4.3.5, and to minimize cross-GPU stream synchronization, we
distribute the output matrix B on the multiple devices, while input matrix A is
shipped for each device. However, this may limit the problem size that can be computed. To resolve this limitation, we design two stages for the algorithm. The first
stage computes the operations using the recursive scheme described above provided
the GPU memory can fit the data. A second stage is invoked when the next GEMM
data cannot be fitted on the collective multiple GPUs memory, at which an out-of-core
multi-GPU GEMM is invoked for subsequent GEMM calls. Following that, the execution
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returns to the recursive scheme to process the remaining subsequent portions of the
recursion. Highly efficient multi-GPU GEMM implementations can be utilized for this
purpose and are available from cuBLAS-XT [39], BLASX [56], and KBLAS [41].
To compensate for the time of memory allocation (for subsequent GEMM and TRSM
or TRMM calls), we pre-allocate a large memory pool that is sufficient for all data
needed on the GPU. The size of data needed on GPU is determined by the number of
participating GPU devices on which matrix B is distributed, and the lower or upper
portions of matrix A. With this scheme in place, the scaling of multi-GPU TRSM /
TRMM calls is not affected by any cross-GPU communications and may, therefore, be
almost linear.

4.3.7

On Intel x86 CPU Architectures

We further extend the recursive formulation of Level 3 BLAS triangular operations
into Intel x86 architectures: multi-core CPUs and Xeon Phi. Although only Intel
architectures are considered in this section, the recursive formulation is oblivious to
the CPU vendors and can be seamlessly ported to any CPU vendors (e.g., IBM and
AMD). The strategy follows the one we adopted in [58], where the TRSM and TRMM
operations are recursively split into GEMM and two RecTRSM and RecTRMM subsequent
operations, respectively, where the subsequent GEMM calls rely on a highly optimized
BLAS library implementation of choice. Similarly, the TRSM and TRMM calls at the
bottom of recursion again use the native TRSM and TRMM implementations from the
corresponding BLAS library. The stopping size of the recursion on the x86 CPU
is a tuning parameter that varies across libraries and hardware. This parameter
is determined empirically and corresponds to a trade-off between the kernel launch
overhead and the single kernel performance.
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4.3.8

Experimental Results

In this section, we present the performance results of our KBLAS implementation for
both TRMM and TRSM kernels on various architectures and compare it to state-of-theart BLAS libraries. Since all our implementations are equivalent in flop count to the
native versions, we report performance results in flops per second, which are obtained
by dividing the flop count by the execution time, or in speedups, over a range of input
sizes.

Environment Settings Experiments have been conducted on single and multiple NVIDIA K40 GPUs across all subsequent GPU performance plots (unless noted
otherwise). We use CUDA v7.5 and MAGMA v2.0.2 on GPU platforms. Performance of BLASX library have been extracted from their corresponding plots in [56],
since their open-source software distribution does not yet include the testing code
of the kernels considered in this work. For the experiments on Intel x86 architectures, we report experiments on a dual-socket 10-core Intel Ivy Bridge system running at 2.8GHz and having 128GB of memory. Experiments on Intel Xeon Phi were
conducted on a system with a Knights Corner (KNC) co-processor having 61 cores
and 15.5GB of memory. For both systems, we rely on Intel compilers v15 and the
corresponding Intel MKL along with OpenBLAS v0.2.14, BLIS v0.1.6-56, for optimized BLAS libraries. All CPU and GPU performance reported correspond to an
average of ten and five consecutive runs, respectively. Only SP and DP arithmetic
are studied in this section, although KAUST BLAS (KBLAS) open-source library
(https://github.com/ecrc/kblas) supports all four precisions.

Performance on Single GPU Figure 4.16 shows the performance gain obtained
with the RecTRSM from KBLAS using the new native customized TRSM kernel introduced in this section, against the RecTRSM from KBLAS using the corresponding
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cuBLAS kernel instead, as introduced in Section 4.2. Most of the performance improvements occur in SP and DP arithmetic for a small number of right-hand sides
(up to 73% and 40%), as highlighted in Figure 4.16(a) and Figure 4.16(b), respectively. To have a better perspective, we also compare our implementations against
corresponding native MAGMA and cuBLAS implementations. Note that MAGMA
implementation of TRSM is OOP, and requires twice the memory allocation and data
transfer, thus limiting the size of problems that can be solved on the GPU’s scarce
memory. The gain with square matrices for SP and DP RecTRSM, as seen in Figures 4.16(c) and 4.16(d), respectively, is minimal due to the high concurrency already
engendered by large matrix sizes.
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Figure 4.16: Performance comparison of the TRSM kernels.

For the same reasons, the new customized KBLAS-TRMM kernel brings another factor of performance gain on top of RecTRMM in DP, but mostly in SP (up to 30%), with
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small number of right-hand sides, as reported in Figures 4.17(b) and 4.17(a), respectively. The gain is, however, limited for square matrices, as shown in Figures 4.17(c)
and 4.17(d), for the aforementioned reasons.
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Figure 4.17: Performance comparison of the TRMM kernels on single NVIDIA K40 GPU.

For all subsequent GPU performance graphs, we refer to RecTRSM and RecTRMM
as the KBLAS recursive kernel containing the new customized TRSM and TRMM CUDA
kernels, respectively.

Performance on Various Single GPU Hardware Generations Figure 4.18
reports the performance gain on various GPU generations (including the most recent
Pascal P100 GPU) of KBLAS RecTRMM and RecTRSM kernels, in SP and DP, with a
small number of right-hand sides, against previous corresponding kernels from Section 4.2. The gain in performance ranges from 40% to 70% for STRSM, from 10%
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to 30% for DTRSM, from 20% to 60% for STRMM, and 60% to 140% for DTRMM. The
main goal of this section is to show the backward and forward compatibilities of our
recursive implementations, besides the additional performance improvements.
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Figure 4.18: Performance speedup of KBLAS RecTRSM and RecTRMM against previous
corresponding kernels from Section 4.2 on various GPU generations.

Performance on Multiple GPUs We report next the performance gain of both
RecTRSM and RecTRMM multi-GPU implementations from KBLAS against those from
cuBLAS-XT [39], MAGMA [19, 28], and BLASX [56]. The performance numbers from
the latter have been extracted from Wang et al [56], which only reports performance
on three GPUs. The multi-GPU implementation assumes the matrix data is residing
on the host-CPU memory, and thus, the reported performance numbers account for
both data transfer and computation execution times. Figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b)
demonstrate significant performance gain with KBLAS-DTRSM against that of multiGPU cuBLAS-XT (up to 2X) and the recent BLASX libraries (up to 30%), respectively. Figure 4.19(c) reports a similar performance gain against the MAGMA library
(up to 76%), which is an OOP implementation and does not account for data transfer from the CPU memory. On the other hand, Figures 4.20(a) and 4.20(b) show
that multi-GPU KBLAS-DTRMM can match the OOP implementation from cuBLASXT (which also requires twice the memory allocations and data transfers), as well as
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the performance of the more sophisticated dynamic runtime system from BLASX.
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Figure 4.19: Performance comparison of Multi-GPU DTRSM on multiple NVIDIA K40
GPUs.
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Figure 4.20: Performance comparison of Multi-GPU DTRMM on multiple NVIDIA K40
GPUs.

Performance Comparisons on Intel x86 Architectures Figure 4.21 demonstrates the performance gain of RecTRSM and RecTRMM kernels on Intel x86 architectures, i.e., an Ivy Bridge 20-core system and a Knights Corner (KNC), against various
BLAS libraries. The tuning parameter for stopping the recursion has been experimentally determined and set from 256 up to 512 on the CPU depending on the matrix
size. On the Intel Xeon Phi, the tuning parameter is much higher and has been set
from 1000 up to 1500 to be the most effective. In particular, Figures 4.21(a), 4.21(b),
4.21(c), and 4.21(d) highlight the performance speedup of KBLAS RecTRMM against
the corresponding native TRMM kernels (square / tall-and-skinny) from MKL-CPU (up
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to 40% / 250%), MKL-KNC (up to 100% / 300%), OpenBLAS (up to 20% / 100%),
and BLIS (up to 70% / 55%), respectively. Figures 4.21(e) and 4.21(f), show the performance speedup of KBLAS RecTRSM against the corresponding native TRSM kernels
(square / tall-and-skinny) from MKL-CPU (up to 50% / 70%) and MKL-KNC (up
to 23% / 120%), respectively.

4.3.9

Conclusion

We have presented new high-performance in-place TRSM and TRMM BLAS CUDA kernels, for matrices with a small number of RHS on single GPU, that enhance the
performance of RecTRSM and RecTRMM by up to 70% and 140%, respectively, while
outperforming corresponding cuBLAS kernels by more than 2X and 10X respectively.
We have also highlighted a multi-GPU implementation of these kernels, which outperforms cuBLAS, MAGMA, and BLASX corresponding implementations by up to
100%, 76%, and 30% respectively. We have ported the proposed recursive formulations of these kernels to BLAS libraries running on Intel x86 architectures including
the Knights Corner co-processor, and demonstrated significant speedups (reaching
up to 3X) on various vendor and open-source BLAS libraries, especially on tall-andskinny output matrices (i.e., general matrix for TRMM with a small number of columns
and solution matrix with a small number of right-hand sides for TRSM). Similar to
other BLAS kernels, these triangular kernels are central building blocks for many scientific applications. The single GPU RecTRSM and RecTRMM kernel implementations
have already been integrated into NVIDIA cuBLAS v8.0 and the CPU variants are
also considered for integration in Cray Scientific Library (LibSci). All precisions and
kernel variants are supported in the KAUST BLAS (KBLAS) open-source library
available at https://github.com/ecrc/kblas.
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Figure 4.21: Performance comparisons of KBLAS RecTRMM and RecTRSM on Intel x86
architectures against BLAS libraries.
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4.4
4.4.1

GPU-Resident Cholesky Factorization
Prologue and Related Work

In this section, we present a GPU-resident Cholesky factorization with improved performance that would be very beneficial for the work presented later in this thesis.
Indeed, Cholesky factorization is at the core of covariance matrix solvers that are
the main focus of this thesis, in addition to many other scientific computations and
applications. It is, therefore, of high interest to examine the performance and efficiency of the available implementations of this core LAPACK operation and improve
its performance, especially on GPU devices.

State-of-the-art implementations Many vendor and third party libraries provide
highly tuned implementations of Cholesky factorization (code named POTRF) on CPU
based systems (e.g., Intel Math Kernel Library - MKL, OpenBLAS, etc.) and on
GPU accelerators (e.g., MAGMA, NVIDIA cuSOLVER, etc.).
For example, MAGMA provides a set of hybrid CPU-GPU implementations of
various LAPACK algorithms, during which kernels that may benefit from higher efficiency on the CPU are shipped to the host memory and executed using state-of-the-art
CPU based library routines (such as Intel MKL or OpenBLAS), while the remaining
kernels are executed on the GPU using well optimized MAGMA CUDA kernels or
NVIDIA libraries routines. Specifically, MAGMA implements POTRF using a block algorithm, which, assuming a right-looking Cholesky variant, ships the diagonal blocks
to the CPU memory and executes their factorization on the CPU. Subsequently, it
transfers them back to the GPU memory to be used in updating the panel below it
using the GPU implementation of TRSM, followed by the trailing submatrix update
to its right using SYRK. This process is pursued for the subsequent panels until completion of the matrix factorization. Whenever possible, host-device data transfers are
overlapped with kernels executed on the GPU device and the CPU host.
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However, the incurred data transfer through the PCIe bus of these small blocks
may become prohibitive, especially at medium to small matrix sizes. This is due
to their factorization kernel, which lies at the critical path of the overall matrix
factorization. This translates to a situation, where the CPU may not be able to lead
the GPU in its execution, causing the GPU to wait for CPU results.
The NVIDIA cuSOLVER library provides a GPU-resident implementation of
Cholesky factorization, which requires a preallocated memory workspace and outperforms the hybrid MAGMA implementation on relatively small matrix sizes, as
will be shown in the next section. Recently, Abdelfattah et al. [66] introduced a
variant of GPU-native implementation of Cholesky factorization in MAGMA that
addresses the shortcomings of the hybrid implementation. The whole factorization is
performed solely on the GPU, and authors show that their GPU native implementation may outperform cuSOLVER POTRF for single precision computations for large
matrix sizes. However, their implementation has not been released at the time of
writing, therefore, is not available for us to evaluate.
We are specifically interested in the performance of Cholesky factorization for
relatively small matrix sizes, ranging from 512 to 1024. In fact, the dynamically
scheduled Cholesky-based factorize and solve that will be addressed in Chapter 5, and
the Tile Low-Rank Cholesky factorization in Chapter 6, both require factorization of
diagonal symmetric positive matrices using POTRF that have sizes in this mentioned
range. Therefore, we attempt in this section to enhance the performance of POTRF at
the target size range, and work on a GPU-resident implementation that avoids the
host-device data transfer overhead.

4.4.2

GPU-Resident Implementation

We describe in this section our implementation of GPU-resident Cholesky factorization, as outlined in Algorithm 4.3. The implementation consists of three parts: (1)
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Algorithm 4.3: GPU-resident Cholesky Factorization
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Algorithm POTRF(uplo, n, A, lda, inf o)
numBlocks ← n/nb + (n%nb > 0)
for b ← 0 to numBlocks do
nb ← min(nb, n)
POTRF rec(uplo, nb, A, lda, inf o)
if n − nb > 0 then
TRSM(Right, Lower, T rans, N onU nit,
n − nb, nb,
1, A, lda,
A + nb, lda)
SYRK(Lower, N oT rans,
n − nb, nb,
−1, A + nb, lda,
1, A + nb ∗ lda + nb, lda)
n − = nb
A + = nb ∗ (lda + 1);
return;
Procedure POTRF rec(uplo, n, A, lda, inf o)
if n ≤ 32 then
blockDim ← dim3(32, 32)
POTRF Kernel <<< 1, blockDim >>> (uplo, n, A, lda, inf o)

// at the recursion stop size

else

// invoke recursion
n1 ← largest power of 2 less than n
n2 ← n − n1
POTRF rec(uplo, n1, A, lda, inf o)
TRSM(Right, Lower, T rans, N onU nit,
n2, n1,
1, A, lda,
A + n1, lda)
SYRK(Lower, N oT rans,
n2, n1,
−1, A + n1, lda,
1, A + n1 ∗ lda + n1, lda)
POTRF rec(uplo, n2, A + n1 ∗ lda + n1, lda)

// recursive POTRF

// recursive POTRF

return;
Kernel POTRF Kernel(uplo, n, A, lda, inf o)
shared sdata[n ∗ n]
// setup shared-memory
if threadIdx.x ≥ threadIdx.y then
// copy data from global to shared-memory
sdata[threadIdx.x + threadIdx.y ∗ blockDim.x] ← A[threadIdx.x + threadIdx.y ∗ lda]
smem ← sdata
for j ← 0 to n do
if threadIdx.y ≥ j then
if j < n − 1 then
asm volatile(”bar.sync%0, %1; ” :: ”r”(bar), ”r”(n ∗ (n − j)) : ”memory”)

48

s ← smem[j] sx ← smem[threadIdx.x] sy ← smem[threadIdx.y]
if threadIdx.y = j then
s ← sqrt(s)
smem[threadIdx.x] ← (threadIdx.x = j)?s : sx/s;

49

else

45
46
47

smem[threadIdx.x + (threadIdx.y − j) ∗ n] − = sx ∗ sy/s;

50

smem + = n

51

53

if threadIdx.x ≥ threadIdx.y then
// copy data back to global memory
A[threadIdx.x + threadIdx.y ∗ lda] ← sdata[threadIdx.x + threadIdx.y ∗ blockDim.x]

54

return;

52
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a block algorithm implementation of the Cholesky algorithm using the right-looking
panel-update iterations (lines 1 − 17 of Algorithm 4.3), (2) a recursive Cholesky implementation that operates at a diagonal block whose size is the panel width of (1)
and uses (3) at recursion stopping (lines 18 − 35 of Algorithm 4.3), and (3) the
CUDA kernel that operates at a diagonal block of size up to 32 × 32 (lines 36 − 54 of
Algorithm 4.3),

Right-Looking POTRF We assume that the matrix data fits in the GPU device
memory and will be hosted there throughout the factorization process. We use the
right-looking variant of Cholesky factorization to process matrices of large sizes because it offers the best performance among the other viable variants (left-looking,
top-looking, and recursive) for the targeted sizes. This implementation starts by
factorizing a diagonal block with a predefined size, called panel-width, using the procedure from (2), then updates the panel below it with a call to TRSM, and launches
a SYRK call to update the trailing submatrix to its right. Because the SYRK call
updates the largest portion of the matrix at each iteration, and due to its highly
parallel execution, the right-looking Cholesky variant may admit the highest efficiency among the other variants. The panel-width remains a tuning parameter that
should be manipulated for each matrix size and typically ranges from 32 to 512. Note
that this implementation utilizes the recursive implementation of TRSM developed in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

POTRF Recursive Procedure For the factorization of a diagonal block whose
size is the panel-width and exceeds the size which the CUDA kernel from (3) can
process, we use a recursive Cholesky implementation that stops recursion by calling
our custom CUDA kernel from (3). The recursive blocking utilized by this variant
fosters better data locality, as demonstrated in Section 4.2, especially for relatively
small matrix sizes. This intermediate call is needed at large matrix sizes, where a
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larger panel-width should be used to minimize the number of iterations in step (1).

POTRF CUDA Kernel Assuming a block size of N = 32, the CUDA kernel hosts
the data of the 32 × 32 block in shared-memory, and assigns a set of 1024 threads arranged in 32×32 TB, each thread computing for a corresponding element of the matrix
block. The principle design idea behind this thread arrangement is to maximize concurrency in computing the elements of the matrix block. The complete factorization
of the block requires a set of 32 sweeps, where sweep-i updates columns i through
N . At sweep-i, the code synchronizes only the warps that work on the columns i
though N . warps whose updates are finished (working on columns less than i) are
not captured by the synchronization and may proceed into writing their results to the
global memory. This selective synchronization allows overlapping of computation and
data writes within the same TB. To allow this selective synchronization, we utilize
the NVIDIA PTX barrier instruction (wrapped in an assembly statement) instead of
the TB-global

4.4.3

syncthreads() statement (line 44 of Algorithm 4.3).

Performance Results

The experiments reported below are conducted on an NVIDIA DGX1 server with
8-P100 Pascal GPU devices and an Intel Broadwell CPU with two sockets of 20 cores
each. We use CUDA version 8.0 for all the tests. The software stack involves MAGMA
2.3.0 and Chameleon version 1.0.0 with StarPU version 1.2.0 all compiled with gnu
gcc version 5.5.0 compiler. MKL results are reported with Intel MKL 2017. Double
arithmetic precision is used for all the tests.
In the first experiment, we compare the performance of our KBLAS GPU-resident
Cholesky factorization, described in Algorithm 4.3, with the hybrid CPU-GPU implementation of MAGMA and the GPU-resident NVIDIA cuSOLVER library. We report
the performance in GFlop/s and speedups recorded for small matrix sizes up to 1024
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Figure 4.22: Performance comparison of GPU-resident KBLAS-POTRF against hybrid CPUGPU MAGMA, GPU-resident NVIDIA cuSOLVER, and CPU Intel MKL implementations,
at small matrix sizes.

in Figures 4.22(a) and 4.22(b), respectively. Note that the speedups of KBLAS-DPOTRF
against MAGMA-DPOTRF and cuSOLVER-DPOTRF at the targeted matrix sizes reach more
than 4× and 50%, respectively. Figures 4.23(a) and 4.23(b) show the performance
in GFlop/s and speedups for larger matrix sizes up to 10240. KBLAS-DPOTRF consistently outperforms MAGMA-DPOTRF and slightly tops cuSOLVER-DPOTRF. However, the
performance gap narrows with the increase of matrix size, where the computational
cost of factorizing the diagonal blocks diminishes with respect to the GEMM dominant
computation of the off-diagonal blocks.
In the second experiment, we study the impact of using the KBLAS-DPOTRF routine instead of MAGMA-DPOTRF for factorizing the diagonal blocks, while computing
the Cholesky factorization of huge matrix sizes that do not fit in the GPU memory. We thus employ the Chameleon library to execute an out-of-core variant of
Cholesky factorization utilizing the tile algorithm from PLASMA [26]. Chameleon
uses the dynamic runtime system StarPU to schedule tasks across the multiple GPUs
and handle the data transfer from/to host memory to/from device memory transparently. The tile size used for disseminating tasks is an important factor that affects the performance for these scales. The tile size most suitable to the GPU for
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Figure 4.23: Performance comparison of GPU-resident KBLAS-POTRF against hybrid CPUGPU MAGMA, GPU-resident NVIDIA cuSOLVER, and CPU Intel MKL implementations,
at large matrix sizes.

the various dense linear algebra tasks involved should be large enough to saturate
the GPU but not too large to enable parallelism across multiple GPUs. A typical
value noted in our experiments was 1024; we thus use this tile size and compare the
performance of Chameleon-DPOTRF with MAGMA-DPOTRF for diagonal blocks against
Chameleon-DPOTRF with KBLAS-DPOTRF for diagonal blocks on a DGX1 system with
one P100 GPU and another time with eight P100 GPUs. Corresponding performance
plots are shown in Figures 4.24(a) and 4.24(b), respectively. The noted speedups
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Figure 4.24: Performance of out-of-core Cholesky factorization using Chameleon with
KBLAS-DPOTRF on diagonal blocks vs using hybrid CPU-GPU MAGMA implementation for
diagonal blocks on DGX1 system.
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for using KBLAS instead of MAGMA in the plots when running on a single P100
GPU (Figure 4.24(a)) start from 3.2× at matrix size 10240 and decreases down to
1.05× at matrix size 40960, due to the dominant GEMM calls at the larger sizes. The
speedups recorded when running on the full DGX1 system with eight P100 GPUs
(Figure 4.24(b)) range from 1.6× at matrix size 20480 down to 1.2× at matrix size
71680, again due to the dominant GEMM calls at the larger sizes.
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Chapter 5
Leveraging Horizontal Performance using Fine-Grained
Computations

In this chapter, we demonstrate the performance impact of exposing concurrency
using fine-grained computations for dense linear algebra matrix algorithms. We use
the computational astronomy simulation as a proxy application to highlight the performance enhancements starting on shared-memory systems equipped with hardware
accelerators and scaling up all the way to distributed-memory supercomputers.

5.1

Background on Adaptive Optics Simulations

There are two ways of simulating adaptive optics (AO) systems: either through Monte
Carlo time-domain end-to-end simulations ([67], [68], [69], or [70]) including physical
models of the turbulence, the telescope, and all the sub-components of the AO system,
or through Fourier domain analysis ([71],[72]). Both simulation schemes require the
computation of a TR. Most of the time, the authors do not describe the computing
libraries they use to compute the TR, from which we infer that they use available
standard libraries.
Beyond the computation of the TR alone, the Monte Carlo scheme is a complex multi-physics iterative simulation process which is not directly comparable to
our pseudo-analytical approach in terms of time to solution performance. These approaches require thousands of iterations to simulate a few seconds of observations and
need several seconds per frame [69]. Our approach is similar to the Fourier domain
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analysis in this respect, as we simulate several minutes of observations in one shot
and the most compute-intensive part of our simulation is the computation of the TR.
However, staying in the spatial domain allows us to take into account most of the
significant factors that impact AO performance, while the Fourier domain analysis is
limited by the number of assumptions required to model the power spectral density
of the various error terms. For instance, the finite size of the telescope or cone effect
for LGS cannot be handled intrinsically [69]. In that sense, and to our knowledge, our
pseudo-analytical approach in the spatial domain, using highly optimized numerical
libraries, is unique as it provides accurate image quality assessment comparable to
end-to-end simulation output with minimum time-to-solution comparable (or faster
than) Fourier domain analysis.
A primary advantage of our pseudo-analytical approach is that it converts all
the necessary computations into a sequence of dense linear algebra operations that
benefit from the existing highly optimized software, vendor and third-party, libraries
for dense linear algebra [28].
Furthermore, previous implementations of the Cholesky-based matrix inversion
have been demonstrated on homogeneous x86 multicore [73] as well as on a limited
number of GPUs [74]. Besides having an additional computational stage (DSYMM) for
simulating the TR, we use the StarPU runtime which executes tasks on CPU and
GPUs simultaneously to solve large-scale problems.
In the next sections, we demonstrate several approaches to enhance the performance of the two scientific applications, on shared memory single node systems
equipped with GPUs (sections 5.2 and 5.3), and on distributed memory systems
(section 5.4).
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5.2

Pipelining Computational Stages of the TR for MOAO
on a Multi-GPU System

In this section, we present a novel numerical linear algebra algorithm to compute
the TR for MOAO. We first use certain empirical assumptions about the system
to regularize the ill-conditioned problem described in a previous study [75]. This
regularization renders the system numerically more stable and therefore allows full
exploitation of the symmetry and the positive-definiteness of the covariance matrix.
We apply the Cholesky-based matrix inversion algorithm, which not only performs
fewer floating-point operations than pseudo-inversion algorithms based on matrix
diagonalization using a symmetric eigenvalue solver (as discussed in [75]) but also
exposes more parallelism. The TR is finally obtained by a symmetric matrix-matrix
multiplication between a generated input matrix from the system and the inverted
covariance matrix.
By using the MORSE numerical library [29], a dynamic runtime system called
StarPU [34] drives all aforementioned computational stages of the TR simulation and
enables pipelining and the running of tasks in an out-of-order fashion across different
stages on shared-memory heterogeneous systems (x86 and hardware accelerators),
while ensuring data coherency and dependencies.

5.2.1

Contributions

Our contributions for MOAO at this stage are four-fold and will strongly impact
the computational astronomy community. Knowing that computing the tomographic
reconstructor is the most time-consuming component of the MOAO instrument simulation:
1. We regularize the numerically unstable TR construction problem by accounting
for the natural noise from the WFS, which renders the concerned matrix an
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invertible symmetric positive-definite (SPD). We then propose a new numerical linear algorithm based on the covariance matrix inversion using Cholesky
factorization to compute TR.
2. We operate the entire tomographic reconstructor computation using tile algorithms, which exposes more concurrency compared to previous approaches and,
therefore, maximizes advantage of available computational resources on the system, both x86 multicore and multi-GPUs.
3. We pipeline the four computational stages of the TR construction as explained
in section 5.2.3. For that purpose we employ the dynamic runtime system,
StarPU, in the context of the MORSE library and express the simulation as
a flow execution of tasks due to a productive data-driven programming model.
The tasks are then scheduled in an out-of-order fashion by aggressively following
a critical path in the composed DAG. This is the first time, to our knowledge,
that such a programming model associated with a dynamic scheduler has been
used in computational astronomy.
4. We compute the tomographic reconstructor not only at an unprecedented scale,
which opens new research horizons, but also by an order of magnitude (13X)
faster than existing state-of-the-art implementations.

5.2.2
5.2.2.1

A New Mathematical Model
Estimation of the tomographic reconstruction error

We follow an approach validated on sky on the CANARY experiment [76]: the TR is
used to retrieve the wavefront that a virtual sensor would measure when looking at
a source located on a given scientific target and called truth sensor (TS). The TR is
used as a linear operator between a vector of measurements from the different WFS
and a vector of commands to apply to the DM in the science channel. Finding this
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reconstructor is an inverse problem, the optimal reconstructor is estimated using
a minimal mean square error (MMSE) approach, relying on priors of turbulence
parameters (Kolmogorov assumption, global Fried parameter, turbulence strength
profile, wind speed profile, etc.) to constrain it and provide regularization.
If we call ~t the measurements of the TS and ~v the voltages applied on the DM,
we can calibrate an interaction matrix D by soliciting each actuator of the DM one
by one:
~t = D ~v

(5.1)

and we can control the DM from the TS measurements using

~v = D† ~t

(5.2)

where D† is the generalized inverse of D, possibly with some filtered modes.
The tomographic error vector ~e, as it would be measured by a noiseless TS, would
be
~e = ~t − R m
~

(5.3)

where R is the TR used to drive the DM. Given a particular reconstructor, we can
thus compute the covariance matrix Cee ∈ Rt×t of ~e as follows:
t
Cee = Ctt − Ctm Rt − RCtm
+ RCmm Rt

(5.4)

where Cmm ∈ Rm×m represents the covariance matrix between all the measurements
of all the WFS of the instrument, Ctm ∈ Rt×m is the covariance matrix between
the measurements of the TS and all other WFS measurements, Ctt ∈ Rt×t is the
covariance matrix between the measurements of the TS. R ∈ Rt×m is the tomographic
reconstructor with t the number of measurements from the TS (of the order of 10k in
the case of the E-ELT) and m the number of tomographic measurements generated
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by the system, typically 10 × t.
The structure function of the phase tomographic error, Dtomo (ρ), can then be
deduced from the statistical covariance matrix of the DM actuators, Cvv ∈ Rv×v ,
which is computed using
Cvv = D† Cee D†t

(5.5)

with Cee given in Eq. 5.4 and D† explained at Eq. 5.2. Cvv contains all the compensation residuals the system missed because of the limited accuracy of the tomographic
measurement and reconstruction process. Cvv is the main term of the MOAO system
error budget and depends on the actual turbulence conditions. It is expressed in the
DM space with modes (the actuators influence functions – IF) describing the phase
of the electromagnetic field in the pupil plane of the instrument. Using a model of
the DM actuators IF, and combining the corresponding structure function with structure functions obtained for other typical sources of errors (DM limited sampling of
the turbulence, aliasing, system delay, etc.), it is thus possible to estimate the image
quality obtained for given turbulence conditions and a given TR. It has been shown,
for instance in [77], that the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) tomographic
reconstructor can be written as:

−1
R = Ctm0 .Cm
0 m0

(5.6)

where index 0 represents the dependency on the turbulent conditions which are different from the conditions of Eq. 5.4. In the case of the E-ELT, Cmm is an extremely
large matrix (100k x 100k or larger) making its inversion the most compute-intensive
part of our pseudo-analytical model.
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5.2.2.2

Empirical approach

In the noiseless approach described in the previous sub-section, the inversion of the
matrix Cmm in Eq. 5.6 is not necessarily a valid inversion, because the null space of
Cmm may be not empty. The latter is composed of modes (i.e., WFS measurements
of a given phase) that cannot be introduced by atmospheric turbulence and have thus
a null variance under the Kolmogorov statistics, examples of which are given in [78].
Additionally, because the global tip and tilt of the wavefront cannot be measured with
LGS due to the upward and downward propagation of the Laser photons (known as
the tip-tilt indetermination problem [79]) the two tip-tilt modes from each of the LGS
WFS measurements have to be filtered out, which introduces more null eigenvalues.
A naive approach is to invert Cmm using diagonalization and filter out the weakest
eigenvalues.
An alternative approach is to filter out the modes by introducing noise a contribution in the covariance matrix. WFS data suffer from detection and readout noise
that should be taken into account. This noise is uncorrelated between sub-apertures
and is simply added onto the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and, in the
case of LGS measurements, on sub-diagonal elements because of the intrinsic correlation of x and y measurements in this case due to the elongation of the laser spot.
Accounting for this noise adds a constant term to all eigenvalues and thus partly
regularizes the inversion. The number of these eigenvalues increases with the number
of degrees of freedom of the system as more complex modes become available to the
WFS. However, whatever the number of modes, they will be filtered out, because we
add a diagonal to the covariance matrix. Consequently, this approach is valid for any
covariance matrix size, i.e., any system dimensioning (regarding the number of WFS
and the number of samples in the pupil).
There remain the LGS tip-tilt modes that must be removed because they are
present in the turbulence but cannot be measured by the system. We propose to
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follow an original approach to filter these out during the inversion process. The
system cannot measure these modes because of the physical propagation of the Laser
photons. It is as if these modes only were measured with a signal to noise ratio of 0,
i.e., with very high noise. Tip and tilt are very peculiar modes of the phase; because
they are linear deformations of the phase across the pupil, they produce constant
measurements across the pupil. It is thus possible to model an uncorrelated noise
component due to tip-tilt measurements by adding a constant value to all x and all y
measurement covariances of all LGS WFS. This component will add to the eigenvalues
of the original Kolmogorov tip-tilt modes, and if the value is high enough, its inverse
tends to zero which in turn filters out these modes during the inversion.

Figure 5.1: Structure of the Cmm covariance matrix. In this case the first two WFS are
using LGS. In red, the noise term added to all WFS. In grey, the constant component added
to blocks of LGS WFS to filter out tip-tilt during the inversion.
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Figure 5.1 outlines the various terms added to Cmm . The latter is the covariance
matrix of all measurements from all WFS. Each WFS probes different regions of
the wavefront, integrated over the respective lines of sight, with regular sampling.
Each WFS produces a set of x and y measurements for each probed region of the
pupil. Cmm is the covariance matrix of all x and y measurements of all WFS. It
is symmetric and positive definite and is composed of blocks corresponding to each
couple of WFS and sub-blocks for x and y. Due to this original approach, the null
space of the modified Cmm covariance matrix is empty, and we can perform direct
inversion instead of diagonalization using eigenvalue decomposition.

5.2.3
5.2.3.1

Implementation Details
Computational Stages of the Tomographic Reconstructor

The TR is calculated through four computational stages. The covariance matrix
is generated from the system and turbulence parameters. It is first processed using Cholesky factorization (DPOTRF). The resulting triangular factor is then inverted
(DTRTRI), and the inverted factor is then multiplied in-place by its transpose (DLAUUM).
The last stage consists of multiplying the final triangular matrix by a rectangular input matrix generated from the system and turbulence parameters (DSYMM). The core
kernels of all the stages are based on Level 3 BLAS operations and are therefore
compute-bound.
The following sections show the pseudo-codes for the entire TR simulation and
assume only the lower part of the matrix is referenced. Algorithms 5.1-5.4 present the
pseudo-codes for each stage using MORSE API function calls and assume that only
the lower part is referenced. Note that the most called function is the matrix-matrix
multiplication.
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Algorithm 5.1: MORSE DPOTRF Tile Async. A is an NT x NT tile matrix.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

for k = 0 to NT−1 do
MORSE TASK dpotrf(Ak,k );
for m = k + 1 to NT−1 do
MORSE TASK dtrsm(Ak,k , Am,k );
for n = k + 1 to NT−1 do
MORSE TASK dsyrk(An,k , An,n );
for m = n + 1 to NT−1 do
MORSE TASK dgemm(Am,k , An,k , Am,n );
return;

Algorithm 5.2: MORSE DTRTRI Tile Async. A is an NT x NT tile matrix.
1
2
3
4
5
6

for n = 0 to NT−1 do
for m = n + 1 to NT−1 do
MORSE TASK dtrsm(An,n , Am,n );
for m = n + 1 to NT−1 do
for k = 0 to n−1 do
MORSE TASK dgemm(Am,n , An,k , Am,n );

8

for m = 0 to n−1 do
MORSE TASK dtrsm(An,n , An,m );

9

MORSE TASK dtrtri(An,n );

7

10

return;

Algorithm 5.3: MORSE DLAUUM Tile Async. A is an NT x NT tile matrix.
1
2
3
4
5

for m = 0 to NT−1 do
for n = 0 to m−1 do
MORSE TASK dsyrk(Am,n , An,n );
for k = n + 1 to m−1 do
MORSE TASK dgemm(Am,k , Am,n , Ak,n );

7

for n = 0 to m−1 do
MORSE TASK dtrmm(Am,m , Am,n );

8

MORSE TASK dlauum(Am,m );

6

9

return;
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5.2.3.2

Main MORSE Pseudo-Code

Algorithm 5.5 represents the main code based on MORSE, which drives the entire TR
simulation. The Tile Async interface refers to the function, which asynchronously
schedules the different stages using tile algorithms. We employ the DMDAS (deque
model data-aware sorted) scheduling policy from StarPU, which uses performance
execution models to schedule tasks where their termination time will be minimal
while respecting task priorities set by the user.
Algorithm 5.4: MORSE DSYMM Tile Async. A is NT x NT tile matrix, B,
C are MT x NT tile matrices.
1
2
3
4
5

for m ← 0 to MT−1 do
for n ← 0 to NT−1 do
for k ← 0 to NT−1 do
if (k < n) then
MORSE TASK dgemm(Bm,k , An,k , Cm,n )
else if (k == n) then
MORSE TASK dsymm(Ak,k , Bm,k , Cm,n )

6
7

else
MORSE TASK dgemm(Bm,k , Ak,n , Cm,n )

8
9

10

return;

Algorithm 5.5: Tile Hybrid CPU-GPU Tomographic Reconstructor computation using Runtime System MORSE.
Input: Cm,m is an NT x NT tile covariance matrix. Cp,m is an MT x NT tile
matrix.
Output: Computation results are written to TR, an MT x NT tile matrix.
1
2
3
4
5

MORSE
MORSE
MORSE
MORSE
return;

DPOTRF Tile Async(Cm,m )
DTRTRI Tile Async(Cm,m )
DLAUUM Tile Async(Cm,m )
DSYMM Tile Async(Cm,m , Cp,m , T R)
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5.2.3.3

Directed Acyclic Graph Representations

This section shows different DAGs for each computational stage with MT= 6 and
NT= 8. The height of each DAG gives information about the length of the critical
path, while the width expresses the level of concurrency. Shorter and wider DAGs are
desirable to make better use of the underlying hardware resources. For instance, the
DLAUUM DAG 5.2(b) has the longest critical path while the DSYMM DAG 5.2(d) exposes
more concurrency due to its embarrassingly parallel nature. Our proposed algorithm
merges the execution of these different stages by pipelining their task execution using
the numerical library MORSE and the runtime system StarPU. Figure 5.3 highlights
— with an artificially small example for graphical clarity — the overall DAG of the
TR simulation with out-of-order task execution and pipelining across multiple stages,
which shows shorter time to overall solution. Each node represents a DLA task that
operates on a matrix tile, while lines between nodes represent the dependency between
corresponding tasks.

5.2.4

Experimental Results

In this section, we show the results on the largest shared-memory machine with
multi-GPUs we could access at the time of writing. The system is representative of a
vast class of servers and workstations commonly used for computationally intensive
workloads. They show the industry transition from chips with few cores to several
tens of cores.

5.2.4.1

Experimental Setup

All calculations are performed in double precision floating-point arithmetic. The
experiments were run on a dual-socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 of eight cores
each, running at 2.00 GHz, with a total of 64GB of main memory. The theoretical
peak is 256 Gflop/s (or 16 Gflop/s per core). The system is equipped with four
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Figure 5.2: DAGs for each computational stage.
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Figure 5.3: DAG of the overall tomographic reconstructor simulation.
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NVIDIA Kepler K20c GPUs with ECC on. Each GPU has a peak performance of
1.3 Tflop/s with a sustained DGEMM peak at 1.1 Tflop/s. We compile the development
branch of MORSE, StarPU v1.1.0 and MAGMA v1.4.1 with Intel compilers v13.0.1
and link against the Intel MKL (composer 2013).

5.2.4.2

Performance in Time

Figure 5.4 shows timings in seconds of the TR application on a homogeneous multicore
as well as a heterogenous environment with multi-GPUs. The execution time increases
with the problem size. The homogenous implementation on 16 cores is overwhelmed
by the computation intensity of the overall simulation and cannot fully exploit the
high level of concurrency. Adding a single GPU reduces the elapsed time drastically.
The time to solution decreases even further when adding more GPUs. The obtained
scaling on the overall hybrid system is satisfactory. It takes around 77 seconds to
simulate the TR for a problem size of 51200. Such excellent performance shows that
the scheduler StarPU can cope with hardware complexity while maximizing available
resource usage.

5.2.4.3

Performance in Gflop/s

Figure 5.5 presents the performance in Gflop/s when using only 16 cores and when
adding one GPU to the comuptation up to the full system with 4 GPUs. The 16
cores curve hits close to the theoretical peak of the x86 system. Figure 5.6 highlights
three upper-bound curves to assess the hardware usage, from loose to tight:
1. The total theoretical peak CPUs and GPUs combined.
2. The sustained performance of the matrix-matrix multiplication (DGEMM) on a
single GPU multiplied by the number of GPUs (tight upper-bound represented
by a constant line)
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Figure 5.4: Performance of the TR simulation in time (seconds).
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Figure 5.5: Performance of the TR simulation in Gflop/s.
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Figure 5.6: TR Performance assessment.
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Figure 5.7: TR simulation trace showing full utilization of 16 cores with 4 GPUs.

3. The sustained performance of tile DGEMM from MORSE scheduled using StarPU
scheduler on 4GPUs. This bound is more realistic as it takes into account the
overhead of memory transfer between host and device.
Our TR simulation therefore runs at approximately 85% efficiency. There remains
room for improvement to move closer to the sustained peak by further optimizing the
StarPU scheduler through advanced features (e.g., manual data dependency settings),
which may eventually negatively impact user productivity.

5.2.4.4

Performance Traces

Figure 5.8: Zoom in for traces of two of the GPU devices, showing overlap in time for
kernel computation tasks (upper sequence) and data transfer tasks (lower sequence) with
very small overhead (brown color). Black represents data transfer idle time.
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Figure 5.7 represents the trace of a TR simulation on the full system. All computational resources (CPU or GPU) are in a busy state most of the time. Although
there are some scattered overhead and idle time, they are mitigated by the compute
intensiveness of the application. Figure 5.8 presents a zoom-in of Figure 5.7 to demonstrate how StarPU is able to overlap communication by useful computation due to
CUDA streams.

5.2.4.5

Performance Comparisons
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Figure 5.9: Performance comparisons against existing TR implementations.

Figure 5.9 gives the speedup of the Cholesky-based TR (Chol-TR) against the
eigensolver-based TR [75] (Eig-TR). Chol-TR scores up to 13-fold speedup against
Eig-TR for large problem sizes. There are mainly three reasons for this performance
improvement. Regarding arithmetic complexity, Chol-TR perfroms more than five
times fewer floating-point operations. The remaining factor of 2.5 comes from a very
efficient implementation due to tile algorithms associated with a dynamic runtime system, StarPU, which is capable of pipelining tasks from various computational stages
(see Figure 5.3) and hiding communication overhead. Eig-TR uses block algorithms
and cannot maximize available computational resources. It relies on a static data
management, which prevents it from scaling to large problem sizes due to the GPU
memory size limitations.
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5.3

Adaptive Optics Simulation for the World’s Largest Telescope on Multicore Architectures with Multiple GPUs

Gendron et al. [80] introduced a simplified approach to the multi-physics numerical
simulation of the MOSAIC instrument (see 2.2) to handle extremely large scale systems efficiently. In this approach, each step consists of calculating a tomographic
reconstructor, which is then applied against freshly acquired observational data,
through a sequence of compute-intensive dense linear algebra operations and fast
Fourier transforms. Each computational step models the MOAO compensation for
the effect of atmospheric turbulence over long exposures, through covariance matrices used to compute the phase structure function from the tomographic error in
the pupil plane. The latter is used to compute the equivalent long exposure point
spread function giving the end image resolution. This step is then repeated for subsequent single exposures to simulate hours of observations. Gendron et al. [80] only
proposed a high-performance implementation of a single tomographic reconstructor
using block algorithms (i.e., a bulk synchronous programming model). Charara et
al. [53], also described in Section 5.2, further improved this using tile algorithms resulting in a task-based implementation, in the context of the MORSE library [29] with
the StarPU dynamic runtime system [34]. However, neither works covered the computation resulting from the observing sequences and were targeting a system with
a limited number of GPUs. The large scale of the aforementioned comprehensive
MOAO application and the size of the parameter space to explore impose severe time
constraints. Therefore, it is critical not only to implement high performance computational multi-stage within a single step, but also to start the computation of the
next tomographic constructor as soon as possible, while pipelining the computations
involved during the real-time data assimilation to feed the observing sequence. In
return, the observing sequence generates at each iteration a point spread function
(PSF), which provides a direct measurement of the image quality at the output of
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the instrument. Nowadays state-of-the-art Monte Carlo based simulations in the AO
community require several hours to generate just a single PSF.
Our goal is to develop an innovative and efficient approach for the simulation of
extreme scale AO system performance, in the context of design studies for the EELT instrumentation, to reduce significantly time-to-solution for the computation of
PSFs in a given system configuration. Such reduction in time-to solution will allow
the community to perform the millions of simulations needed for the dimensioning of
these AO systems, in a reasonable time, consistent with the E-ELT instrumentation
preliminary design study schedule. The solution proposed relies on the PLASMA [28],
a high-performance numerical library associated with a lightweight dynamic runtime
system OmpSs [81, 82]. PLASMA expresses most of the dense linear algebra algorithms using fine-grained computational tasks and requires a scheduler to dispatch
the various operations on the underlying architecture. Unlike PLASMA’s original
dynamic scheduler QUARK [31], OmpSs can target heterogeneous architectures and
therefore, can leverage the additional compute power from hardware accelerators, such
as GPUs. PLASMA provides two APIs for calling its functions: a synchronous interface, which necessitates all processing units to synchronize immediatly after a given
operation terminates, and an asynchronous variant, which allows the processing units
to smoothly proceed to the next operations, while ensuring data dependencies are
not violated. This results in a pipelined execution based on a DAG where nodes
represent tasks and edges describe the data dependencies between them. This efficient fine-grained task scheduling associated with a lookahead technique enables the
scheduler to mitigate the data motion overhead between the host and the device. The
GPU computational power enables then near real-time simulations.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 5.3.1 highlights
our contributions; Section 5.3.2 prologues the next sections and introduces the two
nested computational stages of the MOAO framework, i.e., the tomographic recon-
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structor calculation and the observing sequence assimilation; Section 5.3.3 gives highperformance implementation details and presents the two synchronous and asynchronous interfaces; Section 5.3.4 shows the MOAO performance results on heterogeneous architectures.

5.3.1

Contributions

Our contributions in this section can be summarized as follows:
• The design of a comprehensive MOAO simulation framework, which is capable
of calculating not only the tomographic reconstructor several times, but also
adding in-between real-time data assimilation to feed the observing sequence.
• An asynchronous task-based formulation of the new MOAO simulation, generating fine-grained execution flow of computational tasks from both nested
stages, which permits to perform lookahead across observing sequences’ as well
as tomographic reconstructor’s iterations.
• A high-performance MOAO implementation based on PLASMA, associated
with OmpSs dynamic runtime system for effective support on heterogeneous
systems with multiple GPUs, through a lightweight and non-intrusive layer of
abstraction. In fact, this contribution has an impact beyond this computational
astronomy application as this allows PLASMA (originally designed for x86 architecture only) and all its numerical functionalities (solving dense systems of
linear equations, Eigen decomposition, SVD solvers, etc.) to be ported effortlessly not only onto GPUs but also on other vendor accelerators (Intel Xeon
Phi, AMD APU, etc.), thanks to OmpSs portability.
• This efficient MOAO simulation represents the first framework to assess the
performance of the future instruments in almost real-time, through realistic
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numerical simulations of the system behavior, covering a wide parameters spectrum. These instrument calibrations are critical during the design phases, as
they have a direct impact on the technical trade-offs driving the final image
quality as well as on budgetary considerations.

5.3.2

Prologue

In section 5.2 ([53]), we have only investigated a single tomographic reconstructor
calculation on x86 systems with a limited number of GPUs (but without the inbetween simulation of multiple observing sequence simulations), in the context of the
MORSE library [29] with the StarPU dynamic runtime system [34].
This section considers the performance of the entire MOAO framework on eight
GPUs with additional nested computational stages, i.e., the observing sequence assimilation, besides the subsequent tomographic reconstructor calculations. The resulting
new framework can generate tens of PSF in only a few minutes and will enable the
AO community to properly assess and dimension future telescope instruments in a
productive manner.
A full-scale simulation of an MOAO observation of a distant galaxy, requiring an
exposure time of several hours, is obtained by averaging many of the long exposure
PSFs (typically several thousand). It provides us with the image quality at the
output of the system and allows the astronomer to evaluate the scientific return of
the observation.
We have built a pipeline for this full-scale simulation using two nested loops:
• Inner loop: an observing sequence of one to ten long exposures with a given
ToR with varying atmospheric conditions
• Outer loop: a ToR update loop containing the observing sequence but computed
for fixed (and slightly different) atmospheric conditions
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Figure 5.10: The full scale MOAO framework with input parameters on the left. While
system parameters remain constant, turbulence parameters evolve with time. The compute
modules are represented by circles and the involved matrices by rectangles. An example of
the final output PSF is provided underneath.

This pipeline is depicted in Figure 5.10, in which the main computing modules
are represented by circles and the matrices involved with rectangles. The matcov
module generates the covariance matrices Cmm , Ctm and Ctt while ToR module computes equation 5.6, the two BLAS modules in the observing sequence phase compute
Equations 5.4 and 5.5 and the intersample module corresponds to the final PSF
computation involving interpolation and Fourier transform.

5.3.3

High Performance MOAO Framework Implementations

This section provides detailed information on the high-performance implementation
of the MOAO framework, which consists of the three equations shown in Section 5.3.2,
in the context of the PLASMA library.

5.3.3.1

The Tomographic Reconstructor

The ToR calculation (Equation 5.6) can be split into three computational stages, as
already discussed in [53]: Cholesky factorization of the symmetric covariance matrix
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Cmm (PLASMA dpotrf[ Tile[ Async]] ) followed by its explicit matrix inversion using the freshly computed Cholesky factor (PLASMA dpotri[ Tile[ Async]] ) and the
symmetric matrix-matrix multiplication (PLASMA dsymm[ Tile[ Async]] ) by Ctm to
2
form the actual ToR R. The covariance matrices Cmm and Ctm have a size of Ntot

and Ntot × Nts , with Ntot the total number of measurements and Nts the total number of measurements in the true sensor, respectively. However, compared to [53] in
which only a single ToR was calculated, this comprehensive MOAO framework computes a new ToR at each iteration of the outer loop, due to the evolving turbulence
parameters.

5.3.3.2

The Observing Sequence

We have integrated the novel observing sequence simulation performed in the inner loop and executed in-between ToR computations into the initial MOAO framework [53]. The observing sequence simulations produce a PSF at each iteration
of the inner loop. The calculation of the tomographic error, Cee (Equations 5.4)
of size Nts × Nts , can be decomposed into three successive calls to Level 3 BLAS
operations: a symmetric rank 2k matrix update (PLASMA dsyr2k[ Tile[ Async]] ),
a symmetric matrix-matrix multiplication (PLASMA dsymm[ Tile[ Async]] ) and a
matrix-matrix multiplication (PLASMA dgemm[ Tile[ Async]] ). Once Cee has been
computed, the calculation of Cvv (Equations 5.5) of size Nact × Nact , with Nact
the number of DM actuators, is split into a symmetric matrix-matrix multiplication (PLASMA dsymm[ Tile[ Async]] ) followed by a matrix-matrix multiplication
(PLASMA dgemm[ Tile[ Async]] ). The actual computation of D† is performed offline and can be reutilized for several MOAO simulations.
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Figure 5.11: DAG representation of the overall MOAO framework execution for the calculation of three ToR (i.e., three iterations of the outer loop) and a single observing sequence
(i.e., one iteration in the inner loop) on a two-by-two tile matrix.

5.3.3.3

A typical DAG for the MOAO Framework

Figure 5.11 shows the directed acyclic graph of the overall MOAO framework for the
calculation of three ToR (i.e., three iterations of the outer loop) and a single observing
sequence (i.e., one iteration in the inner loop) on a two-by-two tile matrix. Although
the number of tiles in the matrix has been chosen to be the smallest possible, the
total number of generated MOAO tasks is quite large, which again demonstrates
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the complexity and the compute-intensiveness of the simulation. To better convey
the meaning of the DAG, we assign four node shapes (with associated color codes).
The rhombic nodes (light blue) correspond to the covariance matrix generation tasks,
the hexagonal nodes (green) gather all tasks generated in the first iteration of the
outer loop (labeled “1”), the circular nodes (cyan) represent all tasks generated in
the second iteration of the outer loop (labeled “2”), and the triangular nodes (violet)
regroup all tasks generated in the third and final iteration of the outer loop (labeled
“3”). In general, the height of the DAG corresponds to the length of the critical
path, and its width highlights its level of concurrency. Therefore, the DAG of a highly
parallel numerical algorithm would appear short and wide. In our MOAO simulation,
although the number of tiles is small, the length of the critical path is 34 steps and
the highest number of concurrent tasks is 16, as shown by the oval nodes (labeled
by step id:#tasks) located on the left side of the DAG. Another interesting point is
the execution pipeline across iterations, for instance, at step 18 some of the tasks
generated during the first, second and third iteration can run concurrently. Finally,
the covariance matrix generation tasks located at the top left, and right side of the
DAG correspond to D† , which feeds each inner loop iteration during the observing
sequence, hence the long arrows showing the data dependencies.
Once the MOAO framework has been expressed by tasks using PLASMA, it is then
necessary to schedule these on the underlying hardware resources. PLASMA comes
by default with a static scheduler as well as the QUARK dynamic runtime system [31].
Neither of these schedulers is capable by default of transparently dispatching work
on hardware accelerators; they only support homogeneous x86 architectures.

5.3.4

Performance Results and Analysis

This section highlights the parallel performance of the MOAO framework implementation. As explained in Section 5.3.2, existing MC simulation frameworks are mostly
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focusing on the experimental performance of the overall AO systems (e.g., instrument calibrations) rather than reporting the time-to-solution as a performance metric. Nonetheless, the arithmetic complexity of MC-based AO iterative methods is not
practical as it generates many more operations than the MOAO framework, which
relies on a direct numerical method.
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Figure 5.12: MOAO performance on the homogeneous System (A).

5.3.4.1

Environment Settings

The experiments are performed on two systems. System (A) is a modern homogeneous multicore architecture based on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.3GHz
with 36 Haswell cores, with 128 GB of DDR4 main memory. With the new FMA
instruction, the chip can issue 16 double precision floating-point operations per cycle,
therefore, the theoretical peak performance of System (A) is 16 × 36 × 2.3 = 1.32
Tflops/s. System (B) is a heterogeneous multicore architecture based on Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 @ 2.6GHz with 16 SandyBridge cores (older generation of Intel processors than System (A) with only 8 double precision floating-point operations
issued per cycle), 64 GB of DDR4 main memory and 8 NVIDIA Kepler K40 GPUs
(ECC on), with 12 GB of main memory. The theoretical peak performance of System
(B) is 1.43×8+16×2.6×8×1e-3 = 11.77 Tflops/s. The software stack of the MOAO
framework contains PLASMA v2.6 linked with Intel MKL BLAS v15, the OmpSs suite
with mcc compiler v1.99.7, and NANOX runtime v0.9a all compiled with the GCC
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compiler suite v4.8.2 on System (A) and v4.4.6 on System (B). All experiments are
run at scale with regards to the number of DM actuators (5120) and the total number
of measurements of the truth sensor (10240). We perform five iterations for the ToR
computation and ten for the observing sequence. Performance comparisons of various
PLASMA tile numerical algorithms (fine-grained task-based parallelism using a dynamic runtime system) against the equivalent traditional LAPACK block numerical
algorithms (coarse-grained with multithreaded BLAS parallelism) have already been
addressed in the literature. We refer to [28] for more details on the performance gain
of PLASMA over LAPACK algorithms. We also do not consider the naive interface
from PLASMA (Section 3.2.2.1) in the performance results and concentrate solely on
the high-performance PLASMA Tile Sync and Tile Async interfaces. Double precision arithmetic has been used for all experiments.

5.3.4.2

Performance Results

Figure 5.12 shows the overall MOAO performance on the homogeneous System (A).
The elapsed time in seconds is presented in Figure 5.12(a) for the various total number
of measurements, and The performance in Gflops/s is shown in Figure 5.12(b). For
Ntot = 30720, the MOAO simulation takes appriximately 2000 seconds, achieves close
to 1.2 Tflops/s and delivers about 90% of the theoretical peak. Since the PLASMA
asynchronous and synchronous variants are highly optimized, there is no concrete
benefit in using either one or the other on the homogeneous System (A), due to
the well-balanced workload guaranteed by the Level 3 BLAS operations and the low
latency and high bandwidth of Intel on-chip QuickPath Interconnect.
Figure 5.13 shows the overall MOAO performance on the heterogeneous System
(B). The elapsed time in seconds is presented in Figure 5.13(a) for the various total
number of measurements and increasing number of GPUs. The performance is shown
in Figure 5.13(b) to demonstrate how the underlying hardware is utilized. For Ntot =
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30720, the MOAO simulation takes around 380 seconds and achieves around 6.8
Tflops/s using 8 GPUs and 16 SDB cores, which corresponds to 60% and 70% of
the theoretical peak and the sustained DGEMM peak of System (B), respectively. The
sustained DGEMM peak of the system is calculated from the sustained DGEMM peak on
a single device (1.2 Tflop/s) multiplied by the number of devices on the system (9.6
Tflop/s total), which, including the CPU computational power, totals around 9.9
Tflops/s. Note that the total sustained DGEMM peak is rather a loose performance
upper-bound since it does not take into consideration the data movement between
the CPU and GPU remote memories. There is a significant benefit (up to 33% on
8 GPUs and 16 SDB cores) of using the PLASMA asynchronous interface compared
to the synchronous version on the heterogeneous System (B). Indeed, OmpSs has
to move data between the host and the devices and vice-versa and the generated
overhead cannot be hidden sufficiently when running on the synchronous regime. The
asynchronous mode allows mitigation of the data transfer overhead by overlapping
communications with useful computations.
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Figure 5.13: MOAO performance on the heterogeneous System (B).

5.3.4.3

Performance Speedup

Figure 5.14(a) presents the performance speedup of the MOAO framework when running on System (B) vs. System (A) for the various total number of measurements.
Although this is not an “apples to apples” comparison, the main idea is to investi-
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gate the performance obtained by the MOAO framework on the latest CPU hardware
chip and compare it against that achieved on the latest GPU hardware board. Such
comparison should demonstrate the importance of hardware accelerators for applications characterized by highly compute-intensive workloads. For Ntot = 30270, the
accelerated MOAO framework scores 6x speedup (out of 9x) against its highly optimized CPU version, which is essential toward satisfying the real-time constraint
of the MOAO framework. As the total number of measurements increases, the large
amount of data movement overloads the dynamic runtime system and impedes further
performance, hence the constant speedup curve.

5.3.4.4

Performance Scalability

Figure 5.14(b) provides the performance scalability of the MOAO framework on System (B) and confirms the observation made in the previous section. The speedup
curve of 8 GPUs + 16 SDB against the single GPU + 16SDB attains up to 4.5
Tflops/s out of the maximum theoretical speedup of (11.77)/(1.76) = 6.6 Tflop/s.
This ratio represents 70% of parallel efficiency. The obtained results are encouraging given the complexity of the MOAO framework but can be enhanced by reducing
data movement between the host and the devices. Such enhancement can be realized by further improving OmpSs scheduling policies to enforce data locality when
dealing with systems with a large number of GPUs. This ensures that a given data
tile is returned to the host only after applying several computations on it, to prevent
expensive offloading back and forth.

5.3.4.5

Tracing

Tracing is a crucial step to dissect the simulation framework and to better analyze the
obtained performance numbers. Figure 5.15 depicts timelines on System (B) when
running the MOAO framework in synchronous (Figure 5.15(a)) and asynchronous
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Figure 5.14: Speedup and scalability of the MOAO framework.

(Figure 5.15(b)) modes for the calculation of five ToR (i.e., five iterations of the outer
loop) and three observing sequences (i.e., three iterations in the inner loop) on a
ten-by-ten tile matrix. It is important to notice that time scales (x-axis) of both
subfigures are not similar. There is a total of 24 timelines per trace, as shown on the
y-axis: 16 CPU threads, half of which participate in the MOAO computation (mostly
data generation) and the other half, which handle data off-loading to the 8 GPUs,
represented by the remaining 8 threads timeline. The blue color indicates idle state
and the other colors correspond to actual task executions. Although the 8 threads
handling communication appear idle in the sense that they do not launch task kernels,
they are in fact busy initiating communications with their GPU peers. Although these
timelines represent smaller scale experiments, we can still clearly notice the timelines
of the five ToR in Figure 5.15(a). The asynchronous mode results in an out-of-order
task scheduling, as shown in Figure 5.15(b), which permits overlap of some of the
expensive data transmissions with MOAO task computations. However, the profiling
of the thread states highlights room for improvements since GPUs are not always in
a running state during the whole execution, waiting for the data to cross the slow
PCIe interconnect. Indeed, OmpSs sometimes seems to excessively flush out the data
tile from the GPU device memory to the CPU main memory, breaking the data locality principle. This is confirmed by the limited performance scalability, addressed
in Section 5.3.4.4. Although challenging, this can be reduced by implementing the
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remaining CPU kernels on the GPUs, so that the whole heterogeneous MOAO framework transforms into a GPU-resident only application. The reduction of data motion
with OmpSs, which will necessitate a new scheduling policy, and the implementation
of new GPU kernels are beyond the scope of this work and will be addressed in future
work. Active communication channels will remain; however, these will occur between
devices at a much higher bandwidth, owing to the GPUDirect technology [87].

(a) Synchronous MOAO.

(b) Asynchronous MOAO.

Figure 5.15: Tracing on System (B) with 16 SDB + 8 GPUs.

5.4

Real-Time Massively Distributed Multi-Object Adaptive
Optics Simulations for the European Extremely Large
Telescope

5.4.1

Introduction

The E-ELT is perhaps the most challenging project in ground-based astronomy due
its unprecedented diameter size (40 meters) and the complexity of the planned instrument suite. In particular, MOSAIC [10] is one of the most critical instruments
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due to its intrinsically multiplexed design. Coupled to the novel MOAO concept, the
MOSAIC instrument embarks several deformable mirrors used to compensate for the
atmospheric turbulence in real-time to remove any distortions that may occur on the
resulting images for various positions in a large science field.
We describe a simulation of MOSAIC on real turbulence profiles and assess its
throughput in terms of image quality in the FoV. These image quality estimates are
also called PSFs. The crux of this work is a pseudo-analytic formulation of the error
propagation in an AO system, which assists in exposing parallelism in the simulation
process by providing an approach based on well-established linear algebra software
libraries. The simulation corresponds to a pipeline of successive covariance matrix
generations along with compute-intensive operations.
Recalling from Section 5.3.2, this pipeline can be represented by two nested loops.
The outer one is the long exposure loop and generates a TR for each position in the
science FoV. This TR is then fed into an inner loop which is responsible for generating
the actual short exposure PSFs, with varying turbulence conditions. Averaging these
short exposure PSFs over several iterations of the inner and outer loops emulates the
variation of turbulence conditions and leads to an estimate of the system performance
along the course of a night of observations.
The actual workload depends on many parameters from the telescope (e.g., the
number of wavefront sensors), from the system environment (e.g., atmospheric turbulence), and from the number of targets of interest. While this simulation is critical
by itself, at this stage of the E-ELT design, to define the proper dimensioning for
the instrument, it can also be used toward the generation of a high resolution performance map, which may be a key reference for astronomers in predicting the scientific
return to be expected at the focus of the instrument on a number of science fields. To
our knowledge, this is the first-ever generation of such a high-resolution performance
map for such a complex instrument.
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The implementation of the simulation pipeline relies on ScaLAPACK [23], the
state-of-the-art high performance dense linear algebra software library. ScaLAPACK
uses a two-dimensional block cyclic data distribution to scatter the various data structures over the memory of the computational nodes and relies on efficient BLAS implementations to extract performance from the underlying hardware resources. The
resulting high-throughput pipeline can cope with 4k galaxies in a common field of
view on two massively parallel supercomputers and generate a corresponding highresolution performance map for a night of observations in almost real-time, i.e., we
generate the PSFs at the same speed at which we observe the sky.
To compute the ToR in Eq. 5.6, a Cholesky-based solver is employed to take
advantage of the positive-definiteness of the covariance matrix Cmm . The typical
number of measurements which corresponds to the actual size of Cmm targeted for
the E-ELT telescope is approximately 100k for a single FoV. The size of the right
hand side Ctm depends on how many galaxies are contained in the FoV, since all
galaxies share the same Cmm . These DLA matrix operations have been well-studied
in the literature and are broadly available in the open-source shared-memory and
distributed-memory libraries, LAPACK [22] and ScaLAPACK [23], respectively, as
well as in highly optimized vendor numerical libraries (e.g., Intel MKL [38] and Cray
LibSci [92]). The first comprehensive high performance MOAO implementation [93]
was optimized on shared-memory systems equipped with hardware accelerators using the PLASMA library associated with the dynamic runtime system OmpSs [33],
described in Section 5.3. However, the number of measurements was limited to 32k
and only five galaxies have been investigated in the experiments.
We introduce here the first large scale MOAO implementation with 100k number
of measurements for a single FoV, simulating 4k galaxies during a single night of real
observations data coming from the CANARY tomographic AO demonstrator [86],
installed on the WHT telescope in the Canary islands.
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The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 5.4.2 highlights
the MOAO implementation on distributed-memory systems; Section 5.4.3 outlines
the hardware specifications of the two leading-edge supercomputers on which the
experiments have run; the science performance results and analyses are presented in
Section 5.4.4 using real observation data; HPC performance results and analyses are
demonstrated in Section 5.4.5; Section 5.4.6 presents the impact of this work on the
overall MOAO technique moving forward; and we conclude in Section 5.4.7.

5.4.2
5.4.2.1

Implementation Details
Algorithmic Innovations

The MOAO Pseudo-Analytical Method In our simulation approach the tomographic reconstruction error is expressed as a covariance matrix Cee of the tomographic error vector ~e during a given short exposure. A full description of this
simulation approach is given in [80] in which the reader will additionally find detailed
technical background on AO simulations. As recalled in Section 5.2.2.1, the tomographic error covariance matrix is expressed in Equation 5.4, which demonstrates
that replacing R by its expression given in Eq. 5.6 shows that the computation of
matrix Cee can be based on the covariance matrices Ctt representing the true sensor
measurements, in addition to Ctm and Cmm , which are all covariance matrices of WFS
measurements.
To derive the actual phase structure function of the tomographic error, Cee , for a
given direction, it is then necessary to project Cee onto the space of the corresponding
actuator of the deformable mirror using the pseudo-inverse of the so-called interaction
matrix D. The former calibrates the interaction between the DM and the TS. This
projected version of the covariance matrix, Cvv , is obtained as in Eq. 5.5. The phase
structure function is then obtained, under some given hypothesis, by interpolating
the Cvv covariance function on a grid depending on the DM geometry. The PSF is
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Figure 5.16: Overview of the process to generate short exposure images for each science
channel.

then obtained by Fourier transforming the exponential of the opposite phase structure
function. The validity of this approach has been extensively demonstrated in [80].
Note here that these matrices all depend on atmospheric conditions. In a real
experiment, the ToR would be computed using a series of turbulence parameters
recorded at a given time during the night and then used on the system while the
turbulence continues to evolve for a given time (typically tens of minutes to an hour)
before it is updated. Realistic numerical simulations should thus address this dimension in the problem and be able to reproduce both the ToR computation for a given
state of the atmosphere and successive short exposure images obtained with changing
conditions. These short exposure images are then averaged to obtain one equivalent
long exposure image per science channel. This process can then be repeated a number
of times to obtain several long exposure images per channel and per night.
In contrast to Monte Carlo simulation approaches, in which this effect can only be
simulated sequentially, the formalism of Eq. 5.6, Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.5 exposes more parallelism since all the atmospheric turbulence realizations are treated independently.
The overall process to obtain a long exposure snapshot for each science channel from
several short exposure images is depicted in Figure 5.16 and our implementation of
this pipeline, can benefit both from the multiplex provided by the multiple science
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channels to be assessed and from the independence of each turbulence realization. In
this figure, the covariance matrices for the ToR and the tomographic error computations are generated in the Covmat boxes.
Note that this pseudo-analytical approach does not include a number of terms in
the overall MOAO error budget. In this pipeline, we concentrate on the dominant
error term for MOAO: the tomographic error, as already discussed in [80]. An endto-end simulation scheme, relying on a Monte Carlo approach would provide more
accurate results, including all possible sources of errors in an AO system (see [94] for
a full description of the typical AO error budget). However, since tomographic error
is the main dimensioning parameter for an MOAO system, the results obtained from
our pipeline give accurate trends for image quality evolution over varying observing
conditions and guide star configurations, which are not strictly comparable with the
output of a Monte Carlo simulation. This is discussed in more depth in [80]. This
tomographic error is nevertheless the most valuable input for a system design study.
Considering the very large multiplex gain it provides, this input makes the pseudoanalytical approach the perfect tool for such system dimensioning studies, which
require the spanning of a wide range of values in the parameter space.

Load Imbalance Issues Once the various covariance matrices have been generated, the pseudo-analytical model describing the MOAO simulation (Eq. 5.6 and 5.4)
is mostly composed of dense matrix computations involving dense linear solvers (for
the tomographic reconstructor calculation) and successive calls to Level 3 BLAS matrix operations (for the atmospheric turbulence integrations at each snapshot). The
various data structures Cmm , R, Ctm , Ctt , Cee and Cvv have irregular sizes, ranging
from 100k ×100k (due to the number of WFS=14 at full scale) for Cmm to 5k ×5k
for Cvv (due to the number of actuators at full scale). Considering the pipeline, the
simulation starts therefore in the outer loop, with computation on large data struc-
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tures, and finishes in the inner loop, operating on much smaller data structures. This
causes load imbalance that may prevent linear scaling on a large number of computational nodes. Load balancing is not investigated in this study and will be beneficial
to consider in the future.

MOAO Kernel Portability One of the most important characteristics of this
novel MOAO model is how the BLAS operations play a major role as basic blocks,
not only in terms of performance, since BLAS have been vastly adopted by vendor
numerical libraries, but also in terms of portability across different hardware architectures. In fact, it is critical to ensure the MOAO simulation can run on various
architectures with BLAS-like performance since it is not clear how the hardware landscape will evolve over the next decade. This is of particular importance since this
simulation pipeline includes some critical building blocks of the strategy of operations
of the instrument, such as the efficient computation of the ToR, and will ensure maintainability of these operational tools over a long term, consistent with the lifetime of
the instrument.

5.4.2.2

Implementation Innovations

The high performance MOAO implementation consists of two phases: the long exposure snapshot in which the calculation of several tomographic reconstructors (one
for each detected science channel) occurs, and the short exposure images, which integrate the atmospheric turbulences across science channels, as depicted in Figure 5.17.
The implementation is based on ScaLAPACK, which internally relies on the Message
Passing Interface [95] for inter-node communications.

The Long Exposure Snapshot All ToRs for each science channel are obtained
by performing a Cholesky-based linear solver using ScaLAPACK block algorithms on
distributed-memory systems. Using a two-dimensional block cyclic data distribution,
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Figure 5.17: Sketch of the MOAO implementation, showing the long exposure snapshot
stage and the nested short exposure images stage.

the various matrices are scattered among a grid of tightly-coupled P × Q processors,
where P is set to be the number of science channels and Q the number of cores
per node (one MPI process per core). To avoid redundant calculations, we stack
the Ctm from each science channel as one large right-hand side matrix and solve the
corresponding dense linear system of equations with a single Cholesky factorization,
followed by the usual forward and backward substitutions. Because the science channels of the FoV are tightly-connected, data movement occurs only within a subset
of all processes involved for a given long exposure snapshot, therefore, owing to the
compute-intensiveness of the operation, data movement overheads are limited. The
aforementioned mechanism holds when simultaneously operating long exposure snapshots, due to the Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms (BLACS [96])
context, which behaves similarly to MPI sub-communicators. Once this large solver
has finished, each ToR solution will be used to feed the inner loop of the pipeline,
i.e., the short exposure images, as described in the following Section.
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The Short Exposure Images Once this phase has been activated, each ToR for
the science channels is read in parallel and used to perform each short exposure image
concurrently, where atmospheric turbulence is successively applied to the ToR at each
iteration (Eq. 5.4 and 5.5).

5.4.3

System and Environment Settings

Our experiments were conducted on two Cray systems. The first, codenamed Shaheen2 from KAUST Supercomputing Lab, is a Cray XC40 system with the Cray Aries
network interconnect, which implements a Dragonfly network topology. It has 6174
compute nodes, each with two-sockets Intel Haswell 16 cores running at 2.30GHz and
128GB of DDR3 main memory, and we use Intel compiler suites v16.3.3.210. The
theoretical peak performance for Shaheen-2 is 7.27Pflops/s, while its sustained HPL
performance has been recorded at 5.54Pflops/s.
The second system, codenamed Cray-KNL, is also a Cray XC with Aries interconnect but features compute nodes with Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing (KNL)
processors. Every KNL has a base frequency of 1.4GHz and is equipped with 192GB
DDR4-2400 RAM and 16GB MCDRAM. The theoretical peak performance of the
Cray-KNL system is 1.56Pflops/s, while its sustained HPL performance has been
recorded at 780Tflops/s. The Cray-KNL system is operated in quadrant mode while
the memory is in cache mode, where all MCDRAM is configured as direct-mapped
cache. We used 64 cores out of 68 on every KNL for computation, while 4 cores
were dedicated to system services. Furthermore, hugepages were employed. Executables for the KNL target were generated with the Intel compiler version 17.0.1.132.
The work load managers on the Shaheen-2 and the Cray-KNL systems are native
SLURM and Moab/TORQUE+ALPS, respectively. On both systems, we relied on
the ScaLAPACK implementation from the vendor Cray LibSci.
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Figure 5.18: Overview of the simulation input parameters and output short and long
exposure images for a single science channel and during a full night.

5.4.4

Science Performance Analysis

In order to assess the scientific output of the simulation, we defined a typical simulation scenario outlined both in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.18. The WFS guide sources
configuration is depicted in the upper left panel of Figure 5.18, where the position of
the field stars used for guiding is indicated with blue dots and the position of Laser
guide stars with red dots. The turbulence profiles used to simulate turbulence evolution are shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 5.18 and have been extracted from
experimental data acquired with the CANARY demonstrator [86]. In this sub-figure,
the strength of the turbulence is plotted as a function of altitude in the atmosphere
(y-axis) and time (x-axis). The MOAO system parameters list in Table 5.1 is representative of a full scale instrument with maximum WFS number and density on a
40m diameter telescope pupil, thus, is one of the most complex simulation tasks to
perform in the context of the MOSAIC design trade-off studies.
The output for the simulation of one observation for several science channels of
the instrument is pictured in the right panel of Figure 5.18. Each image of this panel
is a short exposure image (S.E.) in a direction of a given science channel, obtained
for a single tomographic reconstructor (ToR) with a turbulence profile extracted from
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Table 5.1: List of system and turbulence parameters of the simulated telescope operation.

System Parameters
Telescope diameter
38.9 m
WFS number
up to 14
WFS density
76x76
Number of measurements for 1 WFS
10240
Total number of measurements
up to 102400
Number of actuators for 1 science channel
5336
Number science channels
up to 64x64
Turbulence Parameters
Coherence scale (at 0.5µm)
0.05 to 0.35 m
Number of layers
60
ToR update rate
every hour
Error computation rate
every 10 minutes

the turbulence profile timeline of the bottom left panel. The variation in the image
shape is explained by the variations in space and altitude of the turbulence strength
distribution between the various science channel directions.
As explained, for instance in Section 6 of [88], from such a set of images, that can
be as large as 64 × 64 images, two different kinds of observables for a single short
exposure can be extracted: a map of the Strehl ratio across the science FoV, and a
map of the ensquared energy. Both observables are a measure of the image quality at
the output of the instrument. The Strehl number is measured as the ratio between the
maximum of the obtained image and the maximum of a diffraction limited image (i.e.
as if there were no turbulence), and the ensquared energy is measured as the integral
of the image in a box around the maximum. The latter provides a measurement of
the amount of power actually concentrated in this box, the size of which is tunable
to the actual integral field spectrograph aperture size. This is, therefore, a measure
of the actual sensitivity of the instrument.
The main intent of this preliminary experiment is to assess the output of the full
simulation pipeline with actual experimental data as an input to emulate a realis-
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tic scenario for the evolution of atmospheric turbulence conditions during a night of
observation. From these preliminary results, depicted in Figure 5.19, simulating different short exposure performance maps with varying turbulence conditions appears
to be very consistent. First, the performance maps peak at the location of the guide
sources. This is the typical behavior to be expected for a tomographic AO system,
in which turbulence reconstruction works better in the direction of the guide sources.
Additionally, the evolution in the maps observed between the various turbulence profiles is also compatible with the content of these profiles; while turbulence weakens,
as shown by the value of r0 (a measure of the inverse of the turbulence strength), the
performance increases globally on the map.
The pipeline can produce similar outputs for a tunable number of science channels
and can also be called with a tunable number of short exposure computations and
long exposure snapshots. While these preliminary results are very encouraging, our
goal is to produce high resolution maps of the instrument performance for a variety of
scenarios in terms of system dimensioning and turbulence distribution and evolution
in the context of MOSAIC MOAO design studies. This will require extensive use of
the simulation pipeline at the largest scale possible.

5.4.5

HPC Performance Results

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our implementation for the largescale MOAO framework on the two distributed-memory systems Shaheen-2, and CrayKNL, as described in Section 5.4.3. Figures 5.20(a) and 5.21(a) show Gflops/s performance, while Figures 5.20(b) and 5.21(b) present time to solution when increasing the
number of WFS, on Shaheen-2 and Cray-KNL, respectively. Gflops/s is an important
metric because it assesses the actual software implementation by showing how much of
the hardware resources is being used, and in the case of a direct dense linear solver, it
is essentially inversely proportional to the actual runtime. Performance and elapsed
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Figure 5.19: Ensquared energy (left) and Strehl (right) maps on a 64x64 grid for 4 different
turbulence conditions (as reported by r0 ) corresponding to 4 sets of short exposures in the
science FoV. One ToR was generated per pixel of one image and the same ToR is used for
the 4 different turbulence conditions.

time increase while augmenting the number of WFSs, since the covariance matrix
Cmm becomes larger (up to a problem size of 102, 400, see Table 5.1), as expected.
Since our simulation is mostly compute-bound for the most part, the achieved performance is reasonable on both systems for small to medium node counts compared
to the theoretical peak performance, although this is not a tight upper-bound for
the workload we consider in the simulation pipeline. However, the performance begins to deteriorate due to the process idleness encountered because of load imbalance
during the short exposure inner loop, as described in Section 5.4.2.1. This behavior is captured on both systems, starting from 1024 and 512 nodes, on Shaheen-2
and Cray-KNL, respectively. The elapsed time is, however, very promising since the
MOAO simulation pipeline reaches an overall throughput of one PSF generated at
full system capacity in less than a second when WFSs is set to full scale, i.e., 14. This
throughput is computed by dividing the total execution time by the number of PSFs
generated. The gain in time to solution compared to the traditional Monte Carlo
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method is impressive.

Using the state-of-the-art end-to-end simulation pipeline,
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Figure 5.20: Strong scaling and time to solution of the large scale MOAO simulation up
to 6144 nodes (196, 608 cores) on Shaheen-2 system.
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Figure 5.21: Strong scaling and time to solution of the large scale MOAO simulation up
to 512 nodes (32, 768 cores) on Cray-KNL system.

COMPASS [97], and considering the same system scale, one Monte Carlo iteration
for a single target requires approximately 200 milliseconds to compute. To generate
short exposure PSFs as in our pseudo-analytic pipeline requires approximately 10k
Monte Carlo iterations, thus leading to a time-to-solution for a single short exposure
PSF of about 200 seconds. With such PSF throughput, generating a high resolution
performance map, as displayed in Figure 4, would take more than 230 hours or approximately 10 days. Additionally, beyond the execution time of a single Monte Carlo
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iteration, a significant overhead must be added in the Monte Carlo scheme every time
the atmospheric conditions are updated.
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Figure 5.22: Time breakdown of WFS-14.

To better emphasize this load imbalance issue, Figure 5.22 reports the time breakdown of each computational phase of the overall MOAO simulation for WFS=14,
when the system is at full scale, on the Shaheen-2 system. The three computational
stages, i.e., the matcov, the ToR and the CeeCvv, have different scalability, when
the number of nodes is increased. While the generation of covariance matrices matcov and the ToR computation scale appropriately, the computation inside the short
exposure inner loop does not, and, therefore prevents the scalability on larger node
counts. This is again aligned with the load imbalance issue due to the irregular data
structures, as discussed in Section 5.4.2.1. In summary, there is clearly room for
further improvement, as outlined in the next section.

5.4.6
5.4.6.1

Impacts for MOAO Moving Forward
Moving Forward with MOSAIC

The preliminary design studies of multi-million euro astronomical instruments, such
as MOSAIC, for the E-ELT require exploration of a large parameter space includ-
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ing science channel distributions across the FoV, guide star brightness and positions,
laser guide star constellation diameters, atmospheric variability, several observation
wavelengths, etc. Building high resolution image quality maps to monitor the evolution of scientific performance across these parameter spaces requires the computation
of millions of ToR and tens of millions of short exposure images. Leading such a
large scale simulation campaign, in order to find the right trade-off in the instrument
design, meet the scientific requirements and optimize the cost, is highly dependent on
efficient numerical simulations. While Monte Carlo based approaches would require
several days to simulate a single long exposure image, considering that one short exposure PSF can be generated at best in a few hours, we have shown that a whole night
of observation, including multiple long exposure images, for several science channels,
can be simulated in approximately one hour.
Moreover, some building blocks of the simulation pipeline, such as the ToR computation stage, are also core components of the system operational strategy. This
simulation scale opens new research horizons in numerical methods for experimental astronomy, with certain core developments standing as pathfinders toward actual
operations and future astronomical discoveries on the E-ELT. Leveraging these high
performance linear algebra techniques has proved to be very efficient in providing the
multiplex gain required to significantly accelerate the simulation process, enabling
a wide coverage of parameters in system dimensioning studies. Similar approaches
could be leveraged to assist the actual system operations, when commissioned, and
increase its performance and stability on sky, hence its science throughput.
As demonstrated in [93], since the MOAO simulation relies extensively on computebound kernels provided by the optimized numerical BLAS libraries, hardware accelerators appear to be a valid path moving forward, and can significantly leverage the
performance numbers reported here. This simulation is not architecture-dependent,
and therefore can possibly run on various hardware platforms. Energy efficiency is also
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critical for astronomers since the telescope sites usually have limited power envelopes.
Energy efficient hardware solutions (e.g., ARM processors) may be considered in the
near future and porting this MOAO simulation may not require extensive work, due
to its strong BLAS dependence.

5.4.7

Conclusion

This section highlights the real-time massively distributed multi-object adaptive optics simulations for the European Extremely Large Telescope. This simulation allows
the user to create a high resolution performance map of 4K positions in the science
FoV and achieves a throughput of one PSF generated every 4 seconds, which makes it
real-time. This simulation is not only key to the design studies for MOSAIC but also
to the actual instrument construction, as the core of the simulation, the tomographic
reconstructor computation, is also at the core of the instrument operation. The next
steps, once we introduce a new level of parallelism which consists of processing multiple positions simultaneously in the short-exposure inner loop, will be to increase
the number of field positions, produce multi-wavelength PSFs, and simulate an even
larger field of views, which consists of processing multiple positions simultaneously
in the short exposure inner loop. While this will certainly increase performance and
reduce time to solution, the load imbalance issues may still be present for extreme
scale MOAO simulations. Fine-grained computations using the task-based programming model associated with dynamic runtime systems [34, 98] may mitigate this load
imbalance overhead by further keeping all processing units busy, while overlapping
communications with computations.
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Chapter 6
Towards Off-Diagonal Low-Rank Matrix Computations

Covariance matrices with huge dimensions are becoming more abundant in statistics
and machine learning with the advent of BigData. Operating on such huge covariance
matrices involves factorization, inversion, and linear solution, whose complexities are
cubic in order and thus computationally expensive. It is necessary in these cases
to pursue an approximation of these matrices that reduces both computational and
storage cost. Approximations of covariance matrices which involve dimension reduction techniques known as low-rank or reduced-rank spatial models ([99, 100, 101]),
or require low-rank perturbations of diagonal approximations [102] have been studied and used in spatial statistics literature. Problems inherent in these approaches
have also been stated and discussed in [103, 104]. Moreover, these approaches rely
on down-sampling/reducing the huge datasets, thus losing much of the embedded
information and potentially affecting the accuracy of computational results. In the
following sections, we propose a method of approximating the full covariance matrix
by numerically extracting the significant features embedded in the matrix through numerical analysis, compressing the identified low-rank blocks of the matrix accordingly,
and adaptively controlling the error imposed by the compression. In this approach
we assume that variables of the variance-covariance matrix are naturally ordered,
where correlations between far apart variables in the ordering tend to be small, which
translate into low-rank off-diagonal blocks of the corresponding covariance matrix.
Next, we briefly review existing methods that explore and employ the low-rankness
of dense matrix sub-blocks and identify approaches that are promising for covariance
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matrix computations in terms of computation time and memory footprint.

Hierarchical Low-Rank Formats A family of matrix compression algorithms
that are based on low-rank matrix approximations has been proposed and well studied
from a theoretical standpoint. The rank k of a square matrix A of dimension n is
the cardinality of the largest set of linearly independent rows (or columns) of A. The
matrix A can then be decomposed into two matrices U and V of size n × k, where
A = U V T . When k is small, the matrix A is said to be of low rank. Exploiting the
low rankness of a dense matrix, that is, representing A by the product of two skinny
matrices U and V , is very useful for several applications including compression and
cheaper operation complexity. Decomposing a matrix A into two skinny matrices,
U and V , can be achieved by different methods, the most practical of which is the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
It is often the case that a matrix is not globally of low rank, but its sub-blocks are
of low rank, thus dense but data-sparse. Hierarchical low-rank algorithms make use of
this property to reduce the required storage cost and operational cost of huge sparse
and dense matrices significantly [105]. Various formats for compressing a matrix
using the low-rank property of its sub-blocks have been proposed in the literature
depending on the admissibility condition of the matrix sub-blocks. Clustering the
indices of a matrix into a recursive cluster tree helps in identifying the low-rank subblocks based on their admissibility condition and thus helps in partitioning the matrix
hierarchically. The hierarchical structure is imposed by the multi-level cluster-tree
on each matrix dimension. Accordingly, two sub-families of hierarchical low-rank
formats can be identified:
• Non-nested bases, where the bases for each sub-block are stored explicitly. The
simplest format under this category is the Block/Tile Low-rank (BLR/TLR)
format, in which the cluster tree has depth one; thus the hierarchy is flat. The
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BLR format has been discussed in [106, 107, 108, 109]. The Hierarchical OffDiagonal Low-Rank (HODLR) format (discussed in [110, 111, 109]) splits a
matrix into four sub-blocks, two off-diagonal blocks that are of low-rank, and
two diagonal blocks that are recursively split in the same manner, stopping
recursion when diagonal blocks are non-admissible or full-rank. In contrast to
HODLR, the H-matrix format allows the off-diagonal blocks to be recursively
decomposed into low-rank and full-rank blocks. H-matrices are the most general
format of hierarchical matrices and have been systematically studied in [112,
113, 105].
• Nested bases, where bases for the low-rank blocks are not stored explicitly but
computed from their children’s bases in the recursive cluster trees. H2 -matrices
use this concept to further decrease the storage requirement and computational
costs of operating on these matrices. HSS format follows the same as HODLR
but adds to it the nested bases capability to further compress it.

6.1

Accelerating Low-Rank Computations

Note that, although theoretical studies on hierarchical low-rank matrix formats were
established a decade ago, efficient implementations are still under intensive investigation. Up to the time of writing, no single piece of software has been publicly provided
that can scale across heterogeneous hardware architectures, nor across hierarchical
low-rank formats.
One of the common features of all the hierarchical low-rank formats mentioned
above is that the computational load on the matrix is transformed from a coarse-scale
to a fine-scale level, where the predominant computational tasks are transformed into
medium to small size low or full rank blocks. However, the hierarchical nature of these
formulations imposes, as a first obvious attempt, a recursive implementation based
on the recursive cluster tree construction scheme. With the advent of many-core
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processors and massively parallel hardware accelerators, it is necessary to rethink
these formulations in light of the programming models that make efficient use of
emerging massively parallel hardware, to accelerate the execution of hierarchical lowrank implementations.
We propose a strategy for accelerating the computation of low-rank operations
(Cholesky, etc.) on heterogeneous hardware architectures for the moderate matrix
sizes as needed by our target scientific applications, within the Hierarchical Computations on Manycore Architectures (HiCMA) project, outlined as follows:
• Increase parallelism by flattening the recursion tree, and implementing taskcentric flow of execution.
• Improve occupancy by batching operations.
• Accelerate execution using task-based programming model (with dynamic/static
runtime systems).
• Enhance locality by controlling the tree unrolling depth.
We apply this strategy within the HiCMA project to non-nested bases hierarchical
formats, in order of their complexity: TLR, HODLR, then H. This formulation of the
hierarchical low-rank matrices is oblivious to the hardware architecture, and makes
efficient implementations across various hardware accelerators, especially over GPUs,
as well as distributed computing environments possible. In this thesis we focus on
the first and most straightforward format, namely TLR format, because it can make
good usage of batch processing, as will be explained in the next section.

6.2

Contributions Plan

In the following sections, we describe our proposed methods to accelerate hierarchically low-rank computations (within HiCMA) on hardware accelerators, specifically
on GPGPUs.
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Common to all hierarchical low-rank computation formats described above is the
fact that the bulk of the computation is converted from coarse scale to fine scale.
That is, high-level operations are converted into a set of small-scale tasks on a huge
number of very small low-rank or full-rank matrix sub-blocks. Moreover, most of
these tasks are independent, i.e., can mostly be executed in parallel. Launching these
tasks on a GPU device requires assigning a different CUDA stream for each task to
ensure they run concurrently. However, due to their small size, launching these tasks
will be trapped by the kernel launch overhead, and will be effectively serialized by
the device driver. It is necessary, thus, to obtain high-performance computations
over GPUs, to minimize the overhead of kernel launches for small sized tasks, and to
launch, at the same time, sufficient workload to the huge number of cores available
at such devices. This is achieved by grouping similar tasks and launching a batched
operation on them. Batching operations over a CPU is easily handled by existing
parallel schemes such as OpenMP parallel-for. However, such operations on the GPU
need to be carefully designed, to ensure the device is sufficiently occupied, and at the
same time not impeded by over-subscription of its resources.
Note also that two modes of operations can be generated within the hierarchical
low-rank computations: a) batched operations of the same size (fixed rank sub-blocks)
that are useful to control memory footprint of TLR, for example, and b) batched operations with variable size (variable rank sub-blocks) that are useful to control accuracy
of computations of TLR. In the next section, we study, design, and propose our efficient implementation schemes over GPUs for batched operations with very small
uniform sizes (section 6.3). We also describe our implementation of batched low-rank
Level 3 BLAS kernels and tile low-rank BLAS operations over GPUs (section 6.4) utilizing batched operations. We use these developments to accelerate the computations
of hierarchically low-rank Cholesky factorization with the TLR format in section 6.5.
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6.3

Batched Operations for Very Small Triangular Matrices
Over GPUs

6.3.1

Prologue

The Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) [50] and the LAPACK [18] libraries
have been the foundation of the high-performance computing (HPC) software stack
chain for decades. In fact, most of the scientific applications nowadays rely on a highly
optimized BLAS implementation, often provisioned by the vendor chip manufacturers, to extract performance from the underlying processing units. These architecturedependent libraries (e.g., available in the Intel MKL [38] for x86 or the NVIDIA
cuBLAS/cuSOLVER libraries [39, 114] for GPUs) may allow application developers to achieve close to bandwidth or floating-point performance sustained peak for
memory-bound or compute-bound kernel workloads, respectively, across various hardware systems.
However, some of the most critical applications currently of high interest to the
HPC community, especially in data analytics, face a major performance bottleneck
due to the inadequacy of legacy BLAS/LAPACK frameworks. For instance, tensor contractions [115] for deep learning and hierarchical low rank data-sparse matrix
computations [112, 116] are key operations for solving partial differential equations.
Interestingly, the bulk of the computation of these operations typically resides in performing thousands of independent dense linear algebra operations on very small sizes
(usually less than 100). Even the highly vendor-optimized sequential implementations
may not cope with the overhead of the memory latency at these tiny sizes. Moreover,
calling the sequential version of the dense linear algebra functions within an embarrassingly parallel OpenMP loop may not be an option, due to the API overhead (i.e.,
parameter sanity check, memory initialization, etc.), which is not overlapped because
of the low arithmetic intensity of the kernel operations. This is further exacerbated
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by hardware with a large number of threads, such as GPUs with many streaming
multiprocessors, for which high occupancy may not be reached, bandwidth may not
become saturated, and thread parallelism may not be exploited given the small workloads. At present, vendors currently provide only a subset of the overall batched
linear algebra operations, with limited support for very small problem sizes.
This section describes the high-performance implementations on GPUs of various
batched triangular dense linear algebra operations targeting very small sizes (up to
256 in dimension), which are currently either poorly supported or not supported at
all. There are two main algorithmic adaptations, which may address this challenge:
designing synchronization-reducing (i.e., strong scaling) and communication-reducing
(i.e., data motion avoiding) algorithms. Although both features are important moving forward with extreme scale simulations on future exascale systems, they also
become crucial in obtaining performance from small workloads on highly parallel
GPU devices. Our fundamental strategy consists of using a recursive formulation
of the linear algebra operation, which inherently encompasses both algorithmic features, by recasting most of the memory-bound computations into compute-bound
operations. In fact, performance optimizations and modeling of numerical kernels
based on matrix-matrix multiplications (GEMM) have been well studied [42, 43, 49].
Besides being highly parallel, the GEMM operation operates on locally cached data and
maps well to the hierarchical memory of modern CPUs and accelerators. Recursive
formulations leverage the performance of LAPACK/DLA kernels by converting them
into mostly GEMMs. Employing a recursive formulation is not a new technique in
DLA [61, 62, 63, 45, 64, 65]; recursive DLA has been employed to minimize data
motion across the hierarchical memory layers on x86 architectures [45, 63], and has
also been applied to speed up large bandwidth-limited workloads, seen in the panel
computation during factorizations of dense matrices. Recursion has recently been
employed [58, 117] on large workloads to greatly enhance the performance of certain
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already compute-bound triangular DLA kernels operating over NVIDIA GPUs. For
GPU-based DLA kernels operating on much smaller workloads, the recursive scheme
is even more of a necessity as it allows the code to maintain the data newly fetched
in from the global memory at the level of the caches. Furthermore, to reduce vertical
data motion and diminish the overheads of going back and forth to shared-memory,
we stress register usage on the GPUs and utilize the CUDA shuffle instruction, with a
register caching technique described by Falch et al. [16], which enables threads within
a warp to communicate without having to rendezvous at the level of the sharedmemory. Additionally, we reduce synchronizations by operating on a whole matrix
within a single warp.
We target certain Level 3 BLAS triangular operations (symmetric rank-k update,
triangular matrix-matrix multiplication and solve) in addition to particular triangular matrix computations from LAPACK (Cholesky factorization, corresponding linear
solvers and matrix inversions). Some of our batched LAPACK functions reuse internally our batched BLAS kernels in a multi-dimensional recursion fashion and create
further optimization opportunities by fusing the batched BLAS inner kernels for better performance. Our new implementations of single and nested batched kernels
outperform existing state-of-the-art open-source and commercial implementations on
GPUs.
The remainder of the section is organized as follows: Section 6.3.2 presents related
work, Section 6.3.3 outlines the operations currently supported in the KBLAS library,
Section 6.3.4 recalls the challenges of designing triangular BLAS and LAPACK operations, Section 6.3.5 describes the fundamental algorithmic techniques to extract
performance when dealing with a batch of matrix operations of very small sizes, the
implementation details of the various batched GPU kernels are given in Section 6.3.6,
Section 6.3.7 provides the performance results of various herein introduced batched
triangular dense linear algebra operations on GPUs and compares them against ex-
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isting state-of-the-art implementations.

6.3.2

Related Work

The need for batched operations on BLAS routines, as well as on LAPACK routines,
has been under thorough investigation lately [118]. The effectiveness of batched
operations has been demonstrated in several applications [119, 115]. Both vendors
and academic institutions have contributed batched operations to their library recent
releases. For instance, NVIDIA and Intel provide only a subset of batched operations
in cuBLAS [39] and the MKL [38] / LIBXSMM [120] libraries, respectively, while
MAGMA [19] from the University of Tennessee supports further batched BLAS and
LAPACK kernel operations.
In particular, batched GEMM has probably attracted the most attention since it is
ubiquitous in emerging wide range of applications, e.g., related to the convolution
operations in deep learning. cuBLAS [39] provides a batched GEMM implementation
on NVIDIA GPUs with both strided and non-strided forms. MKL [38] provides an
implementation for batched GEMM on Intel CPUs, in addition to the LIBXSMM [120]
library, which is based on low-level code generation. MAGMA also provides an implementation for batched GEMM on both NVIDIA GPUs and on CPUs [121, 122] for
mid-range and very small matrix sizes, which are optimized at the register operations level. Besides batched GEMM, MAGMA implements other Level 3 BLAS batched
operations, such as triangular solves (TRSM) and symmetric rank-k update (SYRK).
For advanced dense linear algebra algorithms from LAPACK, MAGMA leads the
quest for developing high performance batched matrix factorizations: (1) batched
Cholesky factorizations [123], where three algorithms, i.e., non-blocked, blocked, and
recursive blocked, are examined in contrast to the traditional hybrid CPU-GPU based
factorization, (2) superseded later by batched Cholesky/LU/QR factorizations [124,
125, 126, 127, 128, 129] using batched BLAS as building blocks, and more recently (3)
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revisited batched Cholesky factorization [130] using an auto-tuning framework. All of
these aforementioned batched kernels operate on matrices with the same size. In [131,
132, 66], a newer implementation in MAGMA is proposed for handling batched matrix
factorizations with variable sizes, which has also been of interest in the context of
accelerating sparse linear algebra [133] during the Schur complement calculations.
More recently, some authors have proposed new batched QR and SVD kernels for very
small matrix sizes with applications in the compression of hierarchical matrices [134].
In this section, we focus our attention on batched Level 3 BLAS operations that
involve triangular matrices (i.e., TRSM, SYRK, TRMM). We then derive several batched
LAPACK algorithms that involve SPD matrices (Cholesky based factorization, solve,
and inversion) using these aforementioned Level 3 BLAS triangular kernels. We have
previously discussed and evaluated alternative formulations for the standard (nonbatched) Level 3 BLAS triangular operations on large matrix sizes [58, 117] and have
shown that recursive formulations may provide superior performance by optimizing
the memory access patterns. Herein, we aim at extending this strategy to very small
matrix sizes and improving parallel performance of batched operations, with a careful
treatment on memory accesses. Moreover, at the time of writing, we consider only
uniform sizes, which may be critical for accelerating low-rank matrix approximations
and arithmetics during the preconditioning phase of sparse iterative solvers.

6.3.3

The KBLAS Library

KBLAS1 is an open-source library providing highly optimized kernel implementations
of a subset of BLAS operations on NVIDIA GPUs [57, 41, 117, 58]. All four standard
precisions are supported.
1

Available online at http://github.com/ecrc/kblas-gpu.
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6.3.3.1

Current Features

KBLAS currently provides support for a subset of the Level 2 and 3 BLAS kernels,
i.e., the general and symmetric matrix-vector multiply (GEMV and SYMV) as well as the
triangular matrix multiply and triangular solve with multiple right-hand sides (TRMM
and TRSM), respectively, on single and multiple GPUs. The single GPU variants of
these aforementioned Level 2 and 3 BLAS routines have been integrated into the
NVIDIA cuBLAS library versions 6.0 and 8.0, respectively [135]. We also provide
support for matrix-matrix multiplication GEMM on multiple GPUs.

6.3.3.2

Kernel API

We aim to be consistent in the KBLAS API with the standard/legacy BLAS API
for easy code integration. This is especially true for single GPU routines, which
operate on the default CUDA stream, and thus are considered synchronous routines.
Corresponding asynchronous routines are provided, which accept a CUDA stream as
a parameter and are suffixed with async. Similarly, all KBLAS routines are prefixed
with kblas , in accordance with the naming conventions in MAGMA and cuBLAS.
Level 2 and 3 BLAS routines assume their parameter data already reside on the device
memory, thus, are categorized as GPU API. KBLAS provides corresponding CPU API
routines which assume data is resident on the host memory and will implicitly handle
the data transfer. These routines accept CPU data pointers and are suffixed with
cpu. Routines for multiple GPU support are suffixed with mgpu and accept an extra
parameter specifying the number of devices to run on, with an optional parameter
specifying the device ID to use.

6.3.3.3

New Features

The new batched Level 3 BLAS kernels supported in KBLAS and targeted in this work
are TRSM, TRMM, and the symmetric rank-k update kernel SYRK. We further provide the
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following batched operations of high-level LAPACK/DLA, which inherently depend
on batched TRSM, TRMM and SYRK: the Cholesky factorization (POTRF), the positive
definite triangular solve (POTRS), the solution to a system of linear equations with
a positive definite matrix (POSV), the inverse of a real upper or lower triangular
matrix (TRTRI), the product of an upper or lower triangular matrix with its transpose
(LAUUM), the inverse of a real symmetric positive definite matrix (POTRI), and a new
LAPACK routine resulting from the merge of the Cholesky factorization and inversion
of symmetric positive definite matrices (POTI).
These new batched routines follow the naming and API conventions adopted in
MAGMA/cuBLAS and are suffixed with batch. Besides the legacy BLAS and LAPACK parameters, batched routines have two variants: one accepting an array of
pointers to the batch of matrices assuming the input data is scattered in memory and
another that assumes the data have contiguous memory allocations, thus, accepting a single memory address pointer and a stride value between consecutive input
matrices.

6.3.4

Limitations of Triangular DLA operations

It is critical, for adequately designing the necessary batched CUDA kernels, to study,
understand and expose the level of parallelism inherent in the triangular DLA operations. In fact, the data dependency in the algorithm of each operation dictates the
degree of parallelism of such an operation, and, consequently, may limit or enrich the
level of parallelism. In the context of our targeted triangular DLA operations, two
key factors play the main role in determining the level of inherent parallelism: the
triangular matrix shape and in-place (IP) nature of the operation.
The IP nature of triangular DLA operations encounters certain data read-write
dependency hazards, since computing a set of elements need the values of another set
of elements before the latter can be updated (Write-After-Read or WAR hazard) or
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after they are updated (Read-After-Write or RAW hazard). Such dependencies limit
the parallelism inherent in the DLA operation and may allow processing only one row
or column of elements at a time. To alleviate these data dependency impacts on parallelism, one option is to use an OOP variant at the cost of extra memory allocations
and data transfers, therefore, limiting the problem size that can be processed within
the limited GPU memory, but, most importantly, not conforming to the legacy BLAS
API.
The other key factor, i.e., the triangular or symmetric shape of involved matrices,
demanding only half of the matrix elements to be processed, engenders load imbalance
among threads that compute a row or a column of entries in parallel, and they may
need to diverge as they cross the diagonal entries. Since threads within a CUDA
warp execute the same instructions in a lock-step fashion, thread divergence within a
warp is expensive, because it forces diverging threads to idle status while other lockstep synchronized threads compute, thus wasting valuable core cycles. Abdelfattah
et al.[132] design two variants of batched Cholesky factorization to cope with the
triangular nature of the matrix: loop-inclusive and loop-exclusive. In the former,
all factorization iterations are executed in one kernel to maximize chances of data
reuse. In the latter, each iteration is executed in a separate kernel launch to optimize
resource utilization.
Our approach to remedy the effect of both factors, triangular shapes and IP nature,
is based on a holistic set of techniques to increase parallelism while enhancing memory
accesses: a) recursive formulations, with multi-dimensional recursion, which help
optimize resource allocation and relieve WAR and RAW data dependency hazards, b)
register blocking, which relaxes the shared memory limitation constraint and operates
at the faster register memory, c) fused kernels, which improve data reuse, and d)
nested batches, which increase concurrency in computation.
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6.3.5

Fundamental Algorithmic Techniques

In this section, we describe the techniques to improve the performance of batched
triangular BLAS and LAPACK operations for very small sizes on GPUs. Although
these operations differ in their processing algorithms and their outcome, they share a
common trait, that is, involving triangular matrices. We thus operate on these with a
uniform approach using the following range distinction for very small matrix sizes: 1)
for matrix size up to 16 we design highly optimized CUDA kernels, and 2) for matrix
size beyond 16 and up to 256 the CPU driver orchestrates the recursion formulation
by launching these CUDA kernels, then stops at the diagonal blocks of size 16, on
which we apply the CUDA kernels from 1).

6.3.5.1

Recursive Blocking

Upon processing matrices of medium to large sizes, blocking is a necessary practice
because such matrices cannot fit in the small (first level) caches available in modern
CPUs or GPUs. Blocking helps in stressing the hierarchical memory of both CPU
and GPU architectures.
In recent work [58, 117], we have illustrated, for large matrix sizes, how recursive
formulations reduce data transfer across the GPU memory hierarchy and increase
parallel performance when applied to triangular Level 3 BLAS operations, by casting
most of the computations in terms of GEMM operations.
Such blocking may be not necessary when processing small matrices that fit in
the cache. However, when processing a large number of small matrices, caches may
quickly saturate, and a form of blocking should still be consider for this case. Therefore, we extend our previous technique for handling batched operations onto small
matrix sizes. Figure 6.1 illustrates the successive steps for the batched POTRF operation using recursive blocking. In our design, the recursive formulations resort at the
recursion base, for processing of diagonal blocks, to highly optimized CUDA kernels,
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which store and operate on data at the level of registers, as shown in Figure 6.1(a),
Figure 6.1(b) and Figure 6.1(c) for the recursive POTRF, TRSM, and SYRK kernels, respectively.
Note that the binary recursive formulations employed here are fundamentally different from unary recursive formulations (otherwise known as the block algorithm),
where a panel with a predefined width is factorized followed by an update to the right
side, then a unary recursion applied to the right side. Our binary recursive formulation starts by splitting the triangular matrix to (usually) half size, then operating
recursively on each side either independently or sequentially based on the involved
triangular operation.

(a) Rec.
POTRF

Batched

(b) Rec.
TRSM

Batched

(c) Rec.
SYRK

Batched

(d) Rec.
POTRF

Batched

Figure 6.1: Illustrating recursive batched POTRF with multi-dimensional recursion.

6.3.5.2

Register Hosted Computations

Similar to the CPU memory hierarchy, an NVIDIA GPU features memory hierarchy
structured as follows, mentioned in their ascending order of access speed: 1) a device
on-chip memory that resides on the card, with high bandwidth (relative to SDRAM),
which is a few GBs in size, 2) a non-programmable on-chip L2-cache that is shared
among all SMs, 3) a local non-programmable L1 / read-only texture cache dedicated
to each SM, with a (usually 64KB) programmable shared memory, and 4) a 32-bit
register file accessible by threads running on the SM’s cores.
Note that registers are the fastest memory, on which it is desirable to make direct computations. Note also that CUDA imposes a limitation on how much shared
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memory a TB can consume. In our case, since the processing of each matrix (of
the batched operations) is independent of the others and no data re-use is possible
across the input matrices, it would be necessary to cache each matrix into shared
memory to operate on it. However, saturating the shared memory per TB prevents
other TBs from loading into the same SM and, consequently, sharply decreases the
occupancy of the SMs and prevents proper latency hiding. For this reason, we adopt
a different strategy, which relies on caching data in registers only. Register caching,
as we describe below, has been evaluated and promoted by Falch et al. [16].
Recall that recursive formulations, explained above, convert off-diagonal block
processing into batched GEMM calls, while diagonal block processing is handled by
our CUDA implementations for the BLAS or LAPACK batched kernels. We design
highly optimized kernels that operate on tiny diagonal blocks (up to 16 in size). We
fit the data onto the registers of the cooperating threads to perform each matrix
operation. There are two key advantages for fitting data in registers only. First, we
avoid, in most of the kernel implementations, the need for more expensive shared
memory accesses. Second, we avoid saturating shared memory and consequently
avoid limiting the number of concurrent TBs executing on the same SM. However,
since the register file is shared among the executing threads, saturating register usage
may also limit the number of concurrently executing TBs in an SM. For that reason,
careful treatment and pressure on registers is needed to avoid register spilling into
much slower local memory (which is hosted on the device memory).
Conversely, loading data only in registers limits the possibilities of sharing data
among threads (data sharing is possible only between threads of the same warp),
unless we share data through shared memory, which we are trying to avoid. For that
reason, we make sure that processing each matrix is limited to threads of the same
warp. Whenever data sharing is needed among threads processing the same matrix,
we utilize the shuffle instruction. The shuffle instruction allows registers of the same
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warp to share their values in four possible ways: shuffle up, shuffle down, butterfly
and indexed shuffle [136]. It is also possible to share data among sub-groups of the
warp threads by defining the shuffle width, which allows us, by specializing thread subgroups within a warp, to process multiple matrix operations with one warp. Moreover,
processing each matrix operation within one warp provides the extra advantage of
removing any artificial synchronizations since threads in a warp are already lock-step
synchronized. By avoiding synchronizations, the warp scheduler can better hide the
data fetching latency, which becomes the main bottleneck. In dummery, by using
register blocking and the shuffle instruction, we avoid shared-memory limitations and
latency, can share data between threads at the cost of no extra cycles, and reduce
synchronizations among warps.

6.3.5.3

Nested Batching Calls

As explained above, recursion breaks the computation of triangular BLAS or LAPACK routines into a set of sub-operations involving diagonal or off-diagonal matrix
blocks. In some operations, e.g., SYRK or TRTRI, computation of some or all of the
diagonal or off-diagonal blocks may be independent and thus may be computed in
parallel, resulting in an additional level of parallelism, referred to as nested batching
calls. Indeed, while a batched sub-call operates on the same corresponding subblock of each input matrix, a nested batching call can combine several sub-calls to
batched routines operating on several sub-blocks, from the same recursion level, into
one batched call with a 2D TB-grid, or by issuing parallel batched calls on multiple CUDA streams. Figure 6.2 illustrates this concept for the batched SYRK. This is
especially effective when the number of batched matrices does not provide sufficient
workload to saturate the GPU occupancy needed to utilize all the GPU cores and to
hide data fetching latency. This low occupancy situation may be encountered when
running weak scaling experiments on multiple GPUs, and nested batching calls may
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remedy such a bottleneck by further increasing concurrency.
An
A2

A3

A4

Bn
A1

B1

B2

B3

B4

Figure 6.2: Illustration of nested batching calls for the batched SYRK. Blocks of similar
green shades can be processed in one batched GEMM call. Diagonal red-shaded blocks can be
processed in one batched SYRK call.

6.3.5.4

Kernel Fusion

Processing thousands of very small matrices concurrently in batched mode may still
fall into the category of a memory-bound operation because arithmetic intensity is
very low, especially when operating on hardware with over-provisioned Flops. It
would, therefore, be of high importance to avoid data transfer, whenever possible,
when designing our kernels. Indeed, particular attention should be paid when two
or more kernels operate successively on the same data block. As outlined above,
we designed our kernels to operate on data that fits in registers. Thus, rather than
launching multiple kernels, with the associated kernel launch overhead, and reading
/ writing the data multiple times, we fuse the multiple kernels into one code that
performs all the corresponding operations in-place, as long as the data fits in registers
and the successive operations occur on the same data block. As an example, this is
the case when solving a system of linear equations (POTRS), which consists of two
consecutive triangular solves.
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6.3.6

High Performance Implementation Details

In this section, we present a detailed description for the implementations of the
batched triangular operations, based on the guidelines outlined in Section 6.3.5. There
are two main fundamentals for the studied batched kernels: the recursive formulations, and the required techniques for highly optimized CUDA kernels operating on
tiny matrix sizes, which are invoked at the recursion stopping criterion.

6.3.6.1

Pseudocode Samples

To illustrate the concepts described in Section 6.3.5, we provide sample pseudocode
for some of the supported batched routines that are representative of the others.
Concepts applied in these pseudocode snippets are detailed in the following sections. Source codes of all routines are available in the KBLAS open-source library
(www.github.com/ecrc/kblas-gpu). In the following code snippets, input validation,
error checking, and error reporting are omitted for simplicity.
Algorithm 6.1: RecPOTRF Batch()

6

Input: A batchCount of pointers (A array) to SPD matrices to be factorized, of size n each, with leading
dimension lda, and row of f set and col of f set offsets.
Output: Matrices are factorized in-place.
const W P T B ← 2
// Warps per Thread Block (WPTB) templatized for various sizes
const T GS ← 8
// Thread Group Size (TGS) templatized for various sizes
if n ≤ T GS then
// at the recursion stop size
blockDim ← dim3(T GS, W P T B ∗ 32/T GS)
gridDim ← dim3(batchCount/blockDim.y + (batchCount%blockDim.y! = 0), 1)
P OT RF Batch CU DA kernel <<< gridDim, blockDim >>> (n, A, lda, row of f set, col of f set)

7

else

1
2
3
4
5

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

// invoke recursion
n1 ← largest power of 2 less than n
n2 ← n − n1
RecP OT RF Batch(Lower, n1, batchCount,
A array, row of f set, col of f set, lda)
RecT RSM Batch(Right, Lower, T rans, N onU nit,
n2, n1, batchCount,
1, A array, row of f set, col of f set, lda,
A array, row of f set + n1, col of f set, lda)
RecSY RK Batch(Lower, N oT rans,
n2, n1, batchCount,
−1, A array, row of f set + n1, col of f set, lda,
1, A array, row of f set + n1, col of f set + n1, lda)
RecP OT RF Batch(Lower, n2, batchCount,
A array, row of f set + n1, col of f set + n1, lda)

return;

// recursive POTRF-Batch
// recursive TRSM-Batch

// recursive SYRK-Batch

// recursive POTRF-Batch
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Algorithm 6.2: POTRF Batch CUDA kernel( )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: A batchCount of pointers (A array) to SPD matrices to be factorized, of size n each (n ≤ T X), with
leading dimension lda, and row of f set and col of f set offsets.
Output: Matrices are factorized in-place.
const T GS ← 8
// Thread Group Size (TGS) templatized for various sizes
const EP T ← 8
// Elements per Thread (EPT) templatized for various sizes
A ← A array[blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + threadIdx.y]
// current operation handled by this
thread-group
// shift by row and column offset
A ← A + row of f set + col of f set ∗ lda
rA[EP T ] ← {0}
// static array of registers per thread holding matrix A
s←0
for i ← 0 to EP T do
// copy needed data from global to registers
if tx < n and i < n then
rA[i] ← A[threadIdx + i ∗ lda]
for j ← 0 to EP T do
s ← sqrt(shf l(rA[j], j, T GS))
if j < n then
rA[j] ← rA[j]/s
for i ← 0 to EP T do
if j < i and i < n then
s ← −shf l(rA[j], i, T GS)
if i ≤ threadIdx.x then
rA[i] ← F usedM ultiplyAdd(rA[j], s, rA[i])

14
15
16
17
18

21

for i ← 0 to EP T do
if tx ≥ i and i < n and tx < n then
A[threadIndx.x + i ∗ lda] ← rA[i]

22

return

19
20

// perform factorization on registers

// copy data back to global memory

Algorithm 6.3: RecTRSM Batch( )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Input: A batchCount of pointers (A array) to triangular matrices, of size n each, and batchCount of
pointers (B array) to rectangular matrices, of size m × n each, with leading dimensions lda and ldb
respectively, and offsets A row of f set, A col of f set, B row of f set, B col of f set respectively.
Output: Solution of AX = B is stored in matrices B.
const W P T B ← 2
// Warps per Thread Block (WPTB) templatized for various sizes
const T GS ← 8
// Thread Group Size (TGS) templatized for various sizes
const T Y ← 64
// tuning parameter
if n ≤ T GS then
// at the recursion stop size
blockDim ← dim3(T GS, 32/T GS)
gridDim ← dim3(batchCount/blockDim.y + (batchCount%blockDim.y 6= 0), m/T Y + ((m%T Y ) 6= 0))
T RSM Batch CU DA kernel <<< gridDim, blockDim >>> (m, n, batchCount,
alpha, A array, lda, A row of f set, A col of f set, B array, ldb, B row of f set, B col of f set)
else

// invoke recursion
n1 ← largest power of 2 less than n
n2 ← n − n1
mInvAlpha ← −1/alpha
RecT RSM Batch(Right, Lower, T rans, N onU nit,
// recursive TRSM-Batch
m, n1, batchCount,
alpha, A array, A row of f set, A col of f set, lda,
B array, B row of f set, B col of f set, ldb)
GEM M Batch(N oT rans, T rans,
// Batched-GEMM
m, n2, n1, batchCount,
mInvAlpha, B array, B row of f set, B col of f set, ldb,
A array, A row of f set + n1, A col of f set, lda,
one, B array, B row of f set, B col of f set + n1 ∗ ldb, ldb)
RecT RSM Batch(Right, Lower, T rans, N onU nit,
// recursive TRSM-Batch
m, n2, batchCount,
alpha, A array, A row of f set + n1, A col of f set + n1 ∗ lda, lda,
B array, B row of f set, B col of f set + n1 ∗ ldb, ldb)

return;
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Algorithm 6.4: TRSM Batch CUDA Kernel( )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Input: A batchCount of pointers (A array) to triangular matrices, of size n each, and batchCount of
pointers (B array) to rectangular matrices, of size m × n each, with leading dimensions lda and ldb
respectively, and offsets A row of f set, A col of f set, B row of f set, B col of f set respectively.
Output: Solution of AX = B is stored in matrices B
const T GS ← 8
// Thread Group Size (TGS) templatized for various sizes
const EP T ← 8
// Elements per Thread (EPT) templatized for various sizes
const T Y ← 64
// tuning parameter
shared shared data[blockDim.x ∗ (blockDim.x + 1) ∗ blockDim.y]
// setup shared memory
sdata = shared data + threadIdx.y ∗ EP T ∗ (EP T + 1)
// start n-index for B-block
Bn start ← T Y ∗ blockIdx.y
// end n-index for B-block
Bn end ← (n > (T Y ∗ (blockIdx.y + 1))) ? T Y ∗ (blockIdx.y + 1) : n
n blocks ← (Bn end − Bn start)/EP T
// current operation handled by this
A ← A array[blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + threadIdx.y]
thread-group
B ← B array[blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + threadIdx.y]
// current operation handled by this
thread-group
A ← A + A row of f set + A col of f set ∗ lda
// shift by row and column offset
B ← B + B row of f set + B col of f set ∗ ldb + Bn start ∗ ldb
// shift by row and column offset, and
y-block size
rA[EP T ] ← {0}
// static array of registers per thread holding matrix A
rB[EP T ] ← {0}
// static array of registers per thread holding matrix B block
if threadIdx.x < m then
// copy needed data of matrix A from global to registers
for i ← 0 to EP T do
if i < m then
rA[i] ← A[threadIdx.x + i ∗ lda]
for b ← 0 to n blocks do
// for each block of matrix B
for i ← 0 to EP T do
// copy needed data of block b of matrix B from global to registers
if i < m then
rB[i] ← alpha ∗ B[(threadIdx.x + EP T ∗ b) ∗ ldb + i]
for j ← EP T − 1 to 0 do
// solve for this block
if j < m then
for i ← 0 to EP T do
if j < i and i < m then
rB[j] ← F usedM ultiplyAdd(rB[i], −shf l(rA[j], i, T GS), rB[j])
rB[j] ← rB[j]/shf l(rA[j], j, T GS)

28
29
30
31
32
33

34

for i ← 0 to EP T do
// transpose data from registers to shared memory, to avoid
non-coalesced memory write
sdata[i + threadIdx.x ∗ (EP T + 1)] ← rB[i]
for i ← 0 to EP T do
// copy data back to global memory
B[threadIdx.x + EP T ∗ b ∗ ldb + i ∗ ldb] ← sdata[threadIdx.x + i ∗ (EP T + 1)]
if (Bn end − Bn start)%EP T 6= 0 then
/* process last block in a similar way as in lines 19 − 31, omitted for brevity
return;

*/
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Algorithm 6.1 describes the recursive Cholesky factorization CPU driver routine,
which calls Algorithm 6.2 CUDA kernel to factorize tiny diagonal blocks at the recursion base. It also calls Algorithm 6.3 that implements recursive TRSM, which in turn
calls the Algorithm 6.4 CUDA kernel to solve for blocks involving diagonal blocks.
For brevity, Algorithms 6.1 and 6.2 handle the lower case of Cholesky factorization.
The upper case can be described similarly. Similarly, Algorithms 6.3 and 6.4 handle
the right/lower/transpose case of TRSM. Other variants can be described similarly.

6.3.6.2

Recursive Formulations

Table 6.1 illustrates the recursive formulations we have applied for each of the introduced batched operations. The first column of the table lists the mathematical
representation of each operation. The table lists one variant for each of the operations
(the second column); other variants are supported and can be described in a similar
recursive fashion. The table illustrates the input/output/input-output matrices and
colors them accordingly. Note that, except for SYRK, all the targeted operations are
in-place (denoted by mixed shade). For example, in TRSM, the output matrix X overwrites the memory occupied upon input by matrix B; therefore the second line of the
recursive definition uses B1 where, logically, X1 should appear.
Recursive Implementation We describe here the recursive algorithms for triangular matrices. Assuming the lower case, split the triangular matrix A into three
sub-matrices: an upper-left triangular matrix A1, a lower-left rectangular matrix A2,
and a lower-right triangular matrix A3, as illustrated in Table 6.1. Split matrix B,
if involved, at a corresponding index, into B1 and B2. This is translated as splitting
the rows of B for left-sided operations, and the columns of B for right-sided ones.
The split is preferred to be at an index of a power of 2 since this produces fewer
clean-up trailing matrices and, thus, helps generate better performance; however, to
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Table 6.1: Recursive formulations of the batched operations and the CUDA kernels called
at the recursion stop.
Batched operation

T RSM : A X = αB

T RM M : B = α AT B

SY RK : B = αAAT + βB

P OT RF : A = L LT

P OT RS : A X = B f

P OSV : A X = B g

−1h

T RT RI : A = A

LAU U M : A = A AT

P OT RI : A = A−1i
P OT I : A = A−1j

a

Variantab

LLN

LLT

L

L

L

L

L

L

L
L

N

RecT RSM :

RecT RM M :

RecSY RK:

RecP OT RF :

RecP OT RS:

P OSV :

RecT RT RI:

RecLAU U M :

P OT RI:
P OT I:

Recursive definitionc


A1 X1 = α B1



B2 = α B2 −
A2 B1




A3 X2 = B2

T

 B1 = α A1 B1


B1 = α AT2 B2 +
B1




B = α AT3 B2
 2
T

B
 1 = αA1 A1 +



βB1



B2 = αA2 AT1 +
βB2




T

B

3 = αA2 A2 +


βB3

A1 = L1 LT1




 A1 X = A2

A3 = −A2 AT2 +



 A3


T
 A3 = L3 L3

A
X
=
B
1
 1 1




 B2 = B2 − A2 B1
A3 X2 = B2


 B2 = B1 − A2 B2



 A X = B
1
( 1 1
A = L LT
AX=B

X A1 = −A2



 A X=A
3
2

A1 = A−1

1


A2 = A−1
2

A1 = A1 AT1



 A = AT A + A
1
2
1
2
 A2 = AT3 A2



A = A3 AT3
( 3
A = A−1
A = A AT
(
A = L LT
A = A−1

Splitd
RecT RSM
GEM M
RecT RSM
RecT RM M
GEM M

Kernel (max)e

A1

B1

A2 A3

B2

A1

B1

A2 A3

B2

KerT RSM (16)

KerT RM M (16)

RecT RM M
RecSY RK
GEM M

A1

B1

A2

B2 B3

KerSY RK(16)

RecSY RK
RecP OT RF
RecT RSM
RecSY RK
RecP OT RF
RecT RSM
GEM M
RecP OT RS
GEM M
RecT RSM
RecP OT RF
RecP OT RS
RecT RSM
RecT RSM
RecT RT RI
RecT RT RI
RecLAU U M
RecSY RK
RecT RM M
RecLAU U M
RecT RT RI
RecLAU U M
RecP OT RF
RecP OT RI

A1

KerP OT RF (16)

A2 A3

A1

B1

A2 A3

B2

A1

B1

A2 A3

B2

A1

KerP OT RS(16)

KerP OSV (8)

KerT RT RI(16)

A2 A3

A1

KerLAU U M (16)

A2 A3

A1

KerP OT RI(8)

A2 A3
A1

KerP OT I(8)

A2 A3

Variant legend: Upper/Lower, Left/Right, Transpose/Non-transpose.
Other variants admit similar recursive formulations, not mentioned for brevity.
c
Rec-prefix denotes recursive call.
d
denotes input matrix,
denotes output matrix,
denotes input-output matrix.
e
Ker-prefix denotes the CUDA kernel. Max is the maximum size the kernel supports.
f
P OT RS assumes matrix A is factorized.
g
P OSV factorizes matrix A, then applies P OT RS.
h
T RT RI assumes matrix A is triangular (after factorization).
i
P OT RI assumes matrix A is factorized.
j
P OSV factorizes matrix A, then applies P OT RI.
b
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avoid operating on thin matrices produced upon encountering sizes that are slightly
bigger than powers of 2, one may split at a power of 2 that is not the closest. Proceed
by applying the same recursive scheme to the left side of the recursion involving A1,
applying any middle updates involving A2, then applying the recursive scheme to
the right side of the recursion involving A3. The recursive scheme for each operation is also detailed in Table 6.1. The recursion stops upon reaching a size that can
be handled by our CUDA kernels as described in Section 6.3.6.3 and illustrated in
Algorithms 6.1 and 6.3.

Multi-Dimensional Recursion The main advantage of the recursive implementation of the batched DLA kernels is in relaxing the WAR or RAW data dependency
hazards. For the case of batched BLAS operations, the recursive scheme achieves this
relaxation by converting the IP BLAS operations into a set of calls to OOP GEMMs.
However, the recursive scheme of some LAPACK operations does not involve direct
conversion to GEMMs, as detailed in Table 6.1, e.g., in the case of Cholesky factorization (POTRF). To remedy this shortcoming, it is necessary to use multi-dimensional
recursion, that is, invoke the recursive formulations of the sub-components of the
main recursive call. For example, RecPOTRF invokes itself in addition to RecTRSM
and RecSYRK, which, in turn, convert into batched GEMM calls, as illustrated in Algorithm 6.1.

6.3.6.3

CUDA Kernels

We discuss the design and implementation of the KBLAS CUDA kernels that process
batched operations on matrices of tiny sizes (up to 16). Table 6.1 lists the CUDA kernels that are needed for the corresponding batched operations. Recall our motivation
to store and process such tiny matrices in registers, as explained in Section 6.3.5.2, to
avoid the latency of shared memory, since such data can fit in registers only. However,
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we need to carefully craft the kernel pressure on registers to avoid register spillage
into much slower local memory.
Note that, since the processing of each matrix in the batched operation is independent, there is, generally, enough parallelism in batched operations to involve all
the cores of the underlying hardware in the computation, especially when the batch
size is large enough. However, that is not enough to extract high performance from
the involved operations for several reasons. First, due to the low arithmetic intensity
of the targeted operations at very small matrix sizes, these operations are memory
bound. Thus, appropriate utilization of the hierarchical GPU memory structure and
bandwidth is needed. Second, since each matrix operation is independent of the other
batched operations, each matrix will need to be loaded into shared memory or registers, or both, to be processed, which creates huge pressure on the low capacity shared
memory and registers. The alternative option of accessing the main memory directly
from the CUDA threads is not considered due to the inherently slow global memory
accesses. Such memory pressure would sharply decrease the occupancy of the GPU
and consequently decrease kernel performance. Third, the triangular or symmetric
shape may drive threads to an idle state, while other threads are computing. For
these reasons, careful design of the CUDA TB and TB-grid is needed, as discussed in
the next subsections.

6.3.6.4

Thread-Block Design

Multiple options can be explored for the design of TB and the distribution of computation on multiple threads, some of which has been explored by [137] in the context
of batched LU factorization. In the following paragraphs, we explore and evaluate
these options and justify our choice of TB design and TB-grid layout.
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Thread Level Parallelism In this layout, one CUDA thread computes one operation. Such a layout would allow arbitrary matrix sizes to be processed per thread
with no idle cycles. However, processing each matrix operation will be serialized being
served by one thread. Its main disadvantage is in having to fetch all data directly from
main off-chip memory since neither single thread register capacity nor shared memory
capacity would suffice for caching the involved matrices, unless very few threads are
involved per TB, which in turn engenders very low occupancy, and consequently very
low performance. Obviously, this approach is not the best configuration we can use.

Warp Level Parallelism In this layout, one warp computes one operation. Since
the parallelism available in all of our target kernels is limited to processing one row
(or column) concurrently, due to the IP requirement, this TB layout allows one thread
to compute all elements of a column (or row resp.) sequentially. This layout makes
better utilization of parallel CUDA threads and may allow data of each matrix to be
stored within registers, and eventually may allow supporting matrices of size up to
32 in dimension per kernel. However, due to the triangular shape of the matrices, a
high percentage of the consumed cycles would be spent by idle threads. Moreover,
the register pressure would be very high (demanding 32 × 32 × 2 = 2048 registers per
warp for the double precision case to process a matrix of size 32 × 32), which causes
register spillage to the slower local memory and sharply decreases the occupancy.
Such configuration is far less than optimal for our purposes.

Thread-block Level Parallelism One TB (including one or more warps) to process one matrix is also not a suitable choice for the same reasons above. Additionally,
only a small number of TBs can run concurrently on an SM by CUDA design, which
definitely does not increase occupancy, especially when the batch size is huge.
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Thread-group Level Parallelism We propose and implement this TB design that
makes better utilization of the SM resources and minimizes idle thread cycles. We
introduce the notion of thread groups (TG). A TG is a subset of threads of a warp
that can share register values through the CUDA shuffle instruction. The shuffle
instruction can share data between threads within a thread-index range. This range
is enforced by CUDA to be a power of 2 (i.e., the only possible values are 2, 4, 8, 16,
or 32). Consequently, we define a TG size (TGS ) in a corresponding manner (i.e., 4,
8, or 16). For our purposes, a TG would store and compute one matrix operation.
The amount of register storage needed is also dictated by the TGS for triangular
matrices. We, thus, introduce the constant EPT (elements-per-thread) which is the
size of an array statically declared by each thread to store the input/output matrix
elements. The EPT for a triangular matrix has to be congruent to TGS ; however,
EPT for a rectangular matrix can be tuned for optimal register pressure. We also
introduce the tunable parameter WPTB, representing the number of warps per TB.
Consider one more constant WS representing the warp size (which is fixed by CUDA
to 32, but may change with future GPU architectures). With these notions in place,
we design our thread blocks as two-dimensional blocks (TBx, TBy), where vertical
dimension TBx = TGS, and horizontal dimension TBy = WPTB × WS / TBx.
Consequently, one warp stores and processes multiple matrices. Figure 6.3 illustrates
a typical example case where the matrix dimension of the batched matrices is 8 or
less; we use TGS = 8, EPT = 8; consequently, a warp serves four matrices in this
particular example (demanding 8 × 8 × 2 × 4 = 512 registers to host four 8 × 8
matrices). The choice of WPTB is empirically influenced by the register demand
of the threads, which in turn affect occupancy. The options are limited and range
from 1 to 4. Note that these design parameters (TGS, EPT, WPTB ) are templatized
and automatically selected at runtime based on input matrix size, operation variant,
and kernel traits. One may also leverage the tuning framework introduced in [130],
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which allows extensive tuning through the BEAST (Bench-testing Environment for
Automated Software Tuning) [138] auto-tuning framework. The proposed threadgroup parallelism is illustrated in Algorithms 6.2 and 6.4.

6.3.6.5

TB-Grid Design

CUDA thread blocks can be organized in 1, 2, or 3-dimensional grids. Given the TB
design outlined previously, we use 1D grids for the general cases. The 1D grid size
(GS ) is affected by two values: the batch size (BS ), and the number of operations
served by a TB, which is equivalent to TBy. Thus, the grid size is determined by
GS = dBS/T Bye. However, there are two cases where we employ 2D grids to enable
further optimizations as explained in following paragraphs.

Nested Batching Calls We discussed in Section 6.3.5.3 the concept of nested
batching calls. This can be achieved by deploying multiple CUDA streams to execute
in parallel the independent batched calls within a recursion level. It can also be
achieved in a simpler way by deploying a 2D grid of the involved batched call, the
x-dimension is used normally across the batch size, and the y-dimension is used to
batch across the parallel computations of sub-blocks from the same matrix. This is
the case, for instance, for the kernels KerSYRK and KerTRTRI. Figure 6.2 illustrates
this concept for the KerSYRK kernel, applied to the red diagonal blocks, which can be
batched within one whole SYRK operation as well as across the batch size. The same
can be said about similarly green-shaded blocks.

Enhancing Parallelism for Large Dimensions In this section, we target matrices with very small sizes, i.e., up to 256 in dimension. However, some operations
accept two inputs for dimensions, consider for example the left-sided TRSM operation,
it takes as input M (the number of rows of the triangular matrix A), and NRHS
(the number of right-hand sides for matrix B). In order to allow the NRHS to grow
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beyond the small size, we split the NRHS into chunks, and deploy a 2D grid of TBs,
where the x-dimension works normally across the batch size, while the y-dimension
launches TBs across the NRHS chunks. Such an arrangement of a 2D grid is needed
in KerTRSM, KerTRMM, KerPOTRS, and KerPOSV. We illustrate this configuration in

Thread group

Algorithms 6.3 (lines 3-7) and 6.4 (lines 3-12).
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Figure 6.3: A warp split into
4 thread-groups (TG). Each
thread stores 8 matrix elements in registers. Each TG
stores and processes a matrix.

6.3.6.6

Table 6.2: Fused kernels of the triangular BLAS and LAPACK routines.
Kernel (Max Size)

Fused kernels

KerSY RK(16)

KerSY RK(8) + KerGEM M (8) + KerSY RK(8)

KerP OT RF (16)

KerP OT RF (8) + KerT RSM (8) + KerSY RK(8)

KerP OT RS

KerT RSM + KerT RSM T

KerP OSV

KerP OT RF + KerT RSM + KerT RSM T

KerP OT RI

KerT RT RI + KerLAU U M

KerP OT I

KerP OT RF + KerT RT RI + KerLAU U M

Additional Optimization Techniques

Shared Memory Buffering In [41], we introduced the concept of double buffering
at the register level. Double buffering is used to hide the latency of fetching data from
main GPU memory by pipelining its instructions with other computation instructions.
In this work, we employ the same concept by buffering at the shared memory level
since register space is very limited. We use shared memory buffering for two purposes.
The first type of usage is for early fetching of data that is scheduled to be processed
next. By the time the current block is processed, the next block is being fetched into
the shared memory block in parallel, due to the possible pipelining of instructions
made possible by the advanced nvcc compiler. When ready, the data at the sharedmemory buffer is copied to the register buffer for processing; then the next block
fetched again. Shared memory buffering is needed in kernels KerTRSM, KerTRMM,
KerPOTRS, and KerPOSV. More importantly, we use shared memory buffering to avoid
non-coalesced memory reads. When fetching data into register blocks, non-coalesced
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reads may be encountered, especially with transposed cases. To avoid these slow
reads, we fetch the data into shared memory with coalesced reads, then transpose
the data into register blocks for processing. Such usage of shared-memory buffering
is illustrated in Algorithm 6.4 (lines 29-32).

Kernel Fusion In Section 6.3.5.4, we explain and justify the need and advantage
for fusing batched kernels. We note here the operations where we apply batched
kernel fusion within KBLAS implementation. Table 6.2 summarizes the fused batched
kernels and the corresponding matrix sizes.

Loop Unrolling Loop unrolling is a widely used effective optimization technique
which enhances instruction level parallelism (ILP) with the aid of the compiler. Loop
unrolling can be automatically applied by the compiler based on the level of optimization flags, or by explicitly instructing the compiler to apply it with special pragmas.
Using the nvcc compiler from NVIDIA, loop unrolling can be applied only when the
number of iterations of the loop is statically defined at compile time. For this reason,
by parameterizing our kernel implementations with TGS, all the internal loops that
use TGS may be unrolled.

6.3.7

Performance Results and Analysis

This section highlights the impacts of the optimization techniques on the batched
DLA operations for small matrix sizes and compares the performance against existing
CPU and GPU implementations (whenever available) on various hardware configurations.

6.3.7.1

Environment Settings

Experiments reported below have been conducted on single and multiple NVIDIA
K40 GPUs across all subsequent GPU performance plots (unless noted otherwise).
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Since all of our implementations are equivalent in Flop count to the native versions,
we report performance results in Flops per second, which are obtained by dividing the
theoretical Flop count of each algorithm by the execution time, over a range of input
sizes. We use CUDA v7.5, Intel compilers v16, and MAGMA v2.2.0. Performance
timing does not include data transfer to/from the GPU since data is assumed to reside
on the GPU memory, given the low arithmetic intensity of the CUDA kernels. All
results are reported with IEEE compliant compilation (without fast-math compiler
optimization). Although single and double precision arithmetics (SP and DP) are only
shown in the subsequent performance graphs, KBLAS is distributed with support to
all precisions. The considered batch sizes are sufficient to saturate the device and we
generally use a batch size in SP twice larger than DP to maintain the same amount
of data for both precisions.

6.3.7.2

Performance Gain Breakdown

To properly assess the fundamental techniques introduced in Section 6.3.5, we examine the incremental performance gain of each optimization technique.
DGEMM-kernel

Other-kernels

Execition Time %

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 6.4: Profiling of recursive batched operations, showing most time is spent in
batched DGEMM.

Recursive Formulations The recursive formulations play a major role in accelerating triangular operations by converting them into mostly GEMMs of (nearly) square
sizes. Figure 6.4 shows a breakdown of the execution time of each kernel in all the
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triangular operations, expressed as a percentage of the total time for execution. The
figure shows that time spent in GEMM operation, due to recursive formulations, is dominant with respect to the other kernels. For instance, thanks to multi-dimensional
recursion, RecPOTRF is decomposed into a set of batched GEMM calls, which, in turn,
consumes 77% of the execution time. The performance impact over the non-batched
version is demonstrated in Figure 6.5 for the case of batched STRSM and DTRSM. The
curves cuBLAS-xTRSM-Rec show the effect of applying recursion over the corresponding cuBLAS TRSM, where we call the cuBLAS batched GEMM kernel for off-diagonal
blocks and the cuBLAS batched TRSM kernel for recursion base. Since recursion in
batched RecTRSM begins at size 32 and beyond, it has no affect at lower sizes. Indeed,
the effect of recursion magnifies with the increase in matrix sizes as larger GEMMs are
generated, reaching beyond 2.5X speedup at the higher end of the targeted matrix
sizes. Similarly, The curves MAGMA-xTRSM-Rec in Figure 6.6 show the effect of
applying recursion over the corresponding MAGMA POTRF, where we call the KBLAS
batched TRSM and SYRK for off-diagonal blocks and the MAGMA batched POTRF kernel
for recursion base.
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(a) Batched STRSM.
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(b) Batched DTRSM.

Figure 6.5: Effect of recursion on performance of batched cuBLAS TRSM running on
NVIDIA K40 GPU.
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Figure 6.6: Effect of recursion on performance of batched MAGMA PORTF running on
NVIDIA K40 GPU.

Register Hosted Computations The CUDA kernels, which operate at the register level, are most effective at the tiny sizes (below recursion base). Their impact on
performance gradually decreases with the increase in matrix size since other kernel
calls (mainly GEMM) become dominant. The curves KBLAS-xTRSM in Figure 6.5
illustrate the additional gain in performance achieved by replacing the corresponding
cuBLAS batched TRSM kernel with a register-hosted KBLAS batched TRSM kernel for
the recursion base, on top of that achieved by recursive formulations. Such gains
range from 1.6X and 1.4X, at the upper spectrum of matrix sizes, and up to 3.7X
and 3.3X, at the lower spectrum, for SP and DP respectively. The curves KBLASxPOTRF in Figure 6.6 also highlight the additional gain in performance achieved by
replacing the MAGMA batched POTRF kernel with a register-hosted KBLAS batched
POTRF kernel for the recursion base. Such gains range from 1.1X, in the upper spectrum, and up to 2.8X and 4.3X, in the lower spectrum, for SP and DP, respectively.

Kernel Fusion Figure 6.7 shows a sample of performance gain obtained by fusing
the two kernels of POTRS running on a K40 GPU with 10240 batch size. Note that
the gain is maximum (reaching close to 1.5X) when the execution involves the fused
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Figure 6.7: Speedup gained by fusing two kernels of DPOTRS.

CUDA kernels only (for sizes up to the recursion base). It decreases when recursion
takes over by being invoked on top of the fused kernels, involving GEMM calls for
off-diagonal blocks.

Nested Batching Calls Figure 6.8 shows the effect of nested batching calls on the
batched SYRK kernel. The speedups gained for these sample runs range from 11% and
7% up to 18% and 14%, for SP and DP, respectively. Recall that nested batching calls
combine several partial batch calls into one call, when possible, to improve occupancy
and minimize kernel launch overhead. This is most effective when the batch size is
small, where the workload would not saturate the GPU. Figure 6.8(a) demonstrates
the speedup gained with nested batching calls for a matrix of size 64 while varying
the batch size. The plot shows that, the gain is considerable when the batch size
is small. Such gain gradually decreases with the increase in batch size, as expected,
since each partial batch call would bring sufficient workload to the GPU device.
Figure 6.8(b) shows the speedup gain as the matrix size changes on a single K40
GPU. Note that the speedup decreases with the increase of matrix size as larger GEMM
calls dominate the execution time. However, this technique is still effective in a weak
scaling setup. Figure 6.8(c) shows the speedups gained with nested batching calls
on 8 GPUs with batch size of 8K. The distributed load on each GPU is rather small
where the nested batching becomes effective, thus exposing further parallelism and
resulting in improved GPU utilization. The resulting boost in performance reaches
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Figure 6.8: Speedup gained by nested batching calls for batched SYRK, with SP and DP,
running on NVIDIA K40 GPUs.

Henceforth, we report and evaluate the performance of our KBLAS implementations assuming all previously mentioned techniques have been activated.

6.3.7.3

Performance Comparisons of Batched BLAS Kernels

In this section, we compare our results to MAGMA, cuBLAS, and Kurzak et al. [130],
whenever the relevant operations are available within such libraries.

We report

cuBLAS batched GEMM (shown as dashed curves) as a sustained upper-bound for
the batched BLAS and DLA operations, as a more realistic bound than the theoretical peak performance of the hardware, given the low arithmetic intensity of our
memory-bound batched kernels. These upper-bound curves are not always appropriate for small matrix sizes, due to the additional memory transfers required for
the matrix-matrix multiply kernel, however, they are still considered valid reference
bounds. Furthermore, we do not check on the definiteness property of the matrices
in KBLAS (similarly for the implementation of Kurzak et al. [2016]), and it has been
disabled in MAGMA for a fair comparison. The overhead for such a sanity check is
rather minimal, however, we intend to also include it in KBLAS, eventually.
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Figure 6.9: Performance comparison of KBLAS batched TRSM against MAGMA and
cuBLAS (running on NVIDIA K40 GPU). cuBLAS DGEMM is shown as an upper-bound.

Single GPU Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 show the performance comparisons of
KBLAS batched TRSM, TRMM, and SYRK with both SP and DP against MAGMA, and
cuBLAS (when available) on a single NVIDIA K40 GPU. The performance gain for
batched TRSM against MAGMA (Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b)) ranges from 1.3X and
1.4X (for relatively small sizes) up to 47X and 43X (for very small sizes), in SP and
DP, respectively. Note that our KBLAS RecTRSM implementation is IP, while the
MAGMA implementation is OOP, thus requiring extra memory allocations for the
output matrix and a workspace. The speedup ranges from 3.7X and 2.2X to 7.8X
and 4.4X, respectively, relative to the IP cuBLAS implementation.
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Figure 6.10: Performance comparison of KBLAS batched TRMM against MAGMA and
cuBLAS (running on NVIDIA K40 GPU) .
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Figure 6.11: Performance comparison of KBLAS batched SYRK against MAGMA and
cuBLAS (running on NVIDIA K40 GPU) .

On the other hand, the gain in performance for batched TRMM (Figures 6.10(a)
and 6.10(b)) is high for tiny sizes that are handled directly by KBLAS CUDA kernels, reaching up to 22X. However, since TRMM is basically implemented as a GEMM
in MAGMA, speedups for matrix sizes beyond the recursion base (when recursion is
invoked) are minimal and reach up to 1.68X and 1.2X, for SP and DP, respectively.
Similar observations can be made about the batched SYRK operation, which is also
implemented as a batched GEMM in MAGMA. Consequently, speedups for sizes below
the recursion base (32) are high (Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b)) reaching up to 6.3X and
3.7X for SP and DP, respectively, and relatively lower for sizes beyond the recursion
base, reaching up to 1.6X and 1.3X for SP and DP, respectively.

Multiple GPUs We benchmark and report performance of our implementations on
multiple NVIDIA K40 GPUs. Data is assumed to reside on device main memories;
consequently, data transfer time is not accounted for. We distribute the data and
corresponding operations across devices equally. Figure 6.12 shows the performance
of KBLAS batched DSYRK, DTRSM, and DTRMM on multiple NVIDIA K40 GPUs, for DP
arithmetic. With an equivalent work-load on the GPU devices, the plots demonstrate
a decent strong scaling in performance on 1 to 8 GPU devices.
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Figure 6.12: Performance scalability of KBLAS batched BLAS operations with 10240
batch size running on multiple NVIDIA K40 GPUs.

6.3.7.4

Performance Comparisons of Batched High-Level Triangular DLA / LAPACK Operations

Single GPU The series of Figures 6.13–6.16 show the performance comparisons
of KBLAS batched high-level triangular DLA (POTRF, POTRS, POSV, TRTRI, LAUUM,
POTRI, and POTI) against MAGMA on a single NVIDIA K40 GPU.
The performance of KBLAS batched Cholesky factorization (POTRF), shown in
Figures 6.13(a) and 6.13(b), achieves up to 2.6X and 2.9X speedups against MAGMA
for very small sizes in SP and DP, respectively, and meets MAGMA performance at
sizes beyond 64. Figure 6.13(a) also illustrates the performance of batched POTRF
in SP as implemented and reported by Kurzak et al.[2016]. Kurzak’s implementation employed an exhaustive tuning approach for each matrix size using the BEAST
framework. Note that we extracted their POTRF performance from their corresponding
publication (which reports results on a batch of size 10000 with SP only running on
similar hardware) because the authors do not provide a software release. The performance gain against Kurzak’s implementation is very close to that against MAGMA.

The positive definite triangular solve (POTRS) is effectively two consecutive triangular solves (TRSMs); consequently, it inherits the massive speedup brought by the
RecTRSM kernel. The performance gain, as shown in Figures 6.14(a) and 6.14(b),
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Figure 6.13: Performance comparison of KBLAS batched POTRF against MAGMA (running on NVIDIA K40 GPU) .

ranges from 1.4X and 1.3X, for moderately small matrix sizes, up to 87X and 68X,
for very small matrix sizes, in SP and DP, respectively.
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Figure 6.14: Performance comparison of KBLAS batched POTRS against MAGMA (running on NVIDIA K40 GPU) .

Figure 6.15 shows performance comparisons of the solution to a system of linear
equations with positive definite matrix (POSV), which decomposes into a Cholesky
factorization (POTRF) and two consecutive triangular solves (TRSMs). Therefore, it inherits the corresponding performance gains. The speedups of KBLAS batched POSV
against MAGMA ranges from 1.2X and 1.3X, for relatively small matrices, and up
to 56X and 49X for very small matrices, in SP and DP, respectively. Finally, Figure 6.16 draws the performance plots of other batched triangular DLA operations
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Figure 6.15: Performance comparison of KBLAS batched POSV against MAGMA (running
on NVIDIA K40 GPU) .

in KBLAS (MAGMA does not provide support for these DLA operations). These
additional DLA kernels are critical in the context of preconditioners for finite element
discretization of the elliptic partial differential equations using balancing domain decomposition by constraints (BDDC) algorithm [139, 140]. Due to the new technique
optimizations described in Section 6.3.5, KBLAS batched DLA kernels run close to
the sustained batched cuBLAS GEMM.
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Figure 6.16: Performance of KBLAS batched LAPACK operations (running on NVIDIA
K40 GPU) .

Multiple GPUs Figure 6.17 shows the performance of KBLAS batched DPOTRF,
DPOTRS, DPOSV, DLAUUM, DTRTRI, DPOTRI, and DPOTI on multiple NVIDIA K40 GPUs.
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Similar to the setup described in section 6.3.7.3, we distribute the load on devices
equally. The plots again show a decent strong scaling on 1 to 8 GPU devices.
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Figure 6.17: Performance scalability of KBLAS batched high-Level DLA operations with
10240 batch size running on multiple NVIDIA K40 GPUs.

6.3.7.5

Portability Across GPU Architectures

Figure 6.18 demonstrates the performance speedup brought by KBLAS against MAGMA
and cuBLAS (whenever available) across various generations of NVIDIA GPUs. Note
that no extensive tuning was performed for any of the setups on various GPU architectures. The performance gain is significant for matrices with very small sizes and
competitive for larger sizes, across all architectures and batched operations, and therefore, emphasizes that our optimization techniques are portable. Note that the newly
released Pascal P100 architecture brings major changes in its core technical specifications, e.g., register file size, cores per SM, shared memory capacity, etc. Minimal
tuning on the register hosted computation technique of the KBLAS code may be
necessary to further increase the performance gain for very small matrix sizes.
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Figure 6.18: Performance speedups of KBLAS batched BLAS and LAPACK operations
against MAGMA and cuBLAS (whenever available) across various NVIDIA GPU generations.
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6.3.7.6

Performance Profiling

To further justify and assess the performance gains recorded in the previous section, we profile in detail our implementations in regard to data transfer, arithmetic
intensity, and bandwidth saturation. We compare the profiling results to those on
MAGMA. Flop count and data transfer sizes are measured using the NVIDIA profiler
(nvprof ). Figure 6.19 shows the ratio of MAGMA performed Flop count and memory
transactions to that performed by KBLAS for the equivalent operations and matrix
and batch sizes at all memory levels: L1 (including shared memory), L2, and global
memory. The plots show that KBLAS consistently performs significantly fewer Flops
than MAGMA since MAGMA inverts the diagonal blocks instead for the batched
TRSM, POSV, and POTRS kernels and operates on the full diagonal symmetric blocks
for the batched SYRK kernel. In addition, KBLAS performs significantly fewer data
transfers than MAGMA at the targeted matrix sizes in various triangular operations,
due to the optimization techniques described in Section 6.3.5. The plots also show
the recorded speedups by KBLAS against MAGMA, which align well with the ratios
of data transfer rates.
Figure 6.20(a) illustrates the roofline performance model [141] of various KBLAS
batched operations based on measured Flop count and data transfer sizes, with a
batch size of 10240 running on NVIDIA K40 GPU, on square matrices of sizes 128.
The figure shows that performance of KBLAS implementations is very close to the
sustained performance of the underlying hardware. Figure 6.20(b) illustrates the
ratio of achieved bandwidth in GB/s of KBLAS batched operations using various
matrix sizes to the sustained bandwidth of the used GPU device. Although floating
point performance is much lower than the theoretical peak of the device, achieved
bandwidth ranges from 60% to 80% of the sustained device bandwidth.
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Figure 6.19: Profiling of Flop count and memory transactions of MAGMA vs KBLAS
batched operations with 10240 batch size running on NVIDIA K40m GPU.
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6.3.8

Discussions on Non-uniform Matrix Sizes

Performing batched DLA operations on non-uniform matrix sizes may be challenging
due to potential load imbalance issues and low hardware occupancy. To tackle these
problems, our approach is to leverage these herein introduced batched kernels and
use them as building blocks. In fact, their recursive implementations may facilitate
this extension, by casting most of the computations in terms of GEMM CUDA calls,
which support non-uniform matrix sizes [121].
The challenge then remains for the implementations of our own CUDA kernels for
the diagonal blocks, which currently support only uniform matrix sizes. It turns out
that this challenge may be a unique opportunity. Indeed, our recursive implementation would serve as a staging method to translate the high-level non-uniform batched
recursion calls into successive uniform batched recursive calls. This would require at
each recursion stage to recollect and redistribute the remaining updates across the
pool of transient matrices until all matrices would reach their final outputs. Therefore,
this fine-grained staging technique would permit to keep all TBs busy throughout the
computations, by ensuring proper load balancing. Memory padding may be necessary at each stage only for our diagonal block CUDA kernels to handle matrix sizes
less than the maximum maxN these kernels can accept. For example, current implementations that accept matrices of size 8 would be extended to handle matrices of
any sizes less than 8 using memory padding. Since each thread group (TG) within
a CUDA warp processes one matrix, such TG would be able to process a matrix of
size less than maxN by setting EP T = maxN . Early termination mechanism [121]
within a TG may then take over at each recursion stage, in case the individual matrix
has been totally processed, while avoiding extra flops. The overhead of the memory
footprint is negligible, since the padding size is reevaluated at every stage and limited
only to the diagonal CUDA kernels. Such a natural extension of the techniques we
described in this section may bring similar speedups to non-uniform matrix sizes.
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6.4
6.4.1

Batched Tile Low-Rank BLAS operations
Introduction

With the convergence of the third and fourth paradigm (i.e., simulation and big
data), large-scale scientific applications, such as climate/weather forecasting [142],
require a profound and mandatory redesign to reduce the memory footprint as well
as the overall algorithmic complexity. When considering multi-dimensional problems,
with a large number of unknowns, n, the resulting covariance matrix may render its
structure fully dense. To overcome the curse of dimensionality without violating the
fidelity of the physical model, application developers rely on approximation methods,
which drastically reduce the constraints on the memory footprint and the algorithmic complexity. For instance, hierarchical matrices or H-matrices have been recently
resurrected for high-performance computing [143, 144] as a potential algorithmic solution to tackle the aforementioned challenge. Because of their inherent recursive
formulations, they are not amenable to massively parallel hardware systems such as
GPUs.
We have designed, investigated, and implemented on x86 shared-memory systems
within the HiCMA library, an approximation method that exploits the natural data
sparsity of the off-diagonal tiles while exposing parallelism to the fore [15]. Based
on the TLR data format, the off-diagonal tiles of the dense covariance matrix are
compressed up to a specific accuracy threshold, without unilaterally compromising
the model fidelity. The resulting data structure, much smaller than the original dense
tiles, represents the new building blocks to pursue the matrix computations. Since
main memory is a scarce resource on GPUs, TLR should enable solving even larger
GPU-resident problems and eventually fall back to out-of-core algorithms. Although
this TLR scenario may look utterly GPU friendly and more compliant, there are still
some lingering performance bottlenecks. Indeed, decomposing an off-diagonal low-
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rank matrix problem into tasks may lead to a computational mismatch between the
granularity of the task and the computational power of the underlying hardware. In
particular, heavily multi-threaded accelerators such as NVIDIA GPUs maintain high
occupancy and would require developers to move away from the current model, where
tasks occupy all hardware computing elements, and, instead, simultaneously execute
multiple smaller tasks, each spanning across a subset of hardware resources. This
mode of operation, called batched execution [6], executes many smaller operations in
parallel to make efficient use of the hardware and its instruction-level parallelism. To
our knowledge, this work introduces the first TLR general matrix-matrix multiplication (TLR-GEMM) operating on data sparse matrix structures using GPU hardware
accelerators. Our research contribution lies at the intersection of two concurrent and
independent efforts happening in the scientific community: H-matrix and batched operations for BLAS / LAPACK. Our TLR-GEMM leverages the current batched execution
kernels in BLAS and LAPACK to support the matrix-matrix multiplication operation, perhaps one of the most important operations for high-performance numerical
libraries, on TLR data format.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 6.4.2 presents related
work and details our research contributions, Section 6.4.3 recalls the batched linear
algebra community effort and gives a general overview of the hierarchical low-rank
matrix approximation, Section 6.4.4 introduces the new TLR-GEMM and its variants,
the implementation details of the various TLR-GEMM kernels are given in Section 6.4.5,
Section 6.4.6 assesses the accuracy, memory footprint and performance of TLR-GEMM
on the latest NVIDIA GPU hardware generation and compares it to the state-of-theart high-performance batched dense GEMM, as implemented in [39].
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6.4.2

Related Work

The general matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) operation is the primitive kernel for
a large spectrum of scientific applications and numerical libraries. GEMM has been optimized on various hardware vendors for large matrix sizes and constitutes the basic
reference for Level-3 BLAS [50] operations and their usage in dense linear algebra
algorithms. With the need to solve large-scale partial differential equations, the resulting sparse matrix may have a dense block structure. The block size is relatively
small and corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom. The blocks are usually
stored in a compressed block column/row data format. Matrix computations are then
performed on these independent blocks by means of batched operations. For instance,
batched dense matrix-vector multiplication is employed in sparse iterative solvers for
reservoir simulations [145], while batched dense LAPACK factorizations [146] are required in sparse direct solvers for the Poisson equation using cyclic reduction [147].
Moreover, with the emergence of artificial intelligence, batched dense GEMM of even
smaller sizes are needed in tensor contractions [115, 121, 148] and in deep learning
frameworks [120, 149, 150]. To facilitate the dissemination of all these efforts, a new
standard has been proposed to homogenize the various batched API [6]. While the
literature is rich in leveraging batched executions for dense and sparse linear algebra
operations on x86 and hardware accelerators, this trend has faced challenges and has
not penetrated data-sparse applications yet, involving large hierarchically low-rank
matrices (i.e., H-matrices). In fact, there are three points to consider when designing
batched operations for H-matrices. First, there should be an efficient batched compression operation for H-matrices on x86 and on hardware accelerators. Second, the
inherent recursive formulation of H-matrix resulting from nested dissections should
be replaced, since it is not compliant with batched operations. Third, strong support is eventually required to handle batched matrix operations on the data-sparse
compressed format, such as H2 , Hierarchically Semi-Separable representation (HSS)
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and the Hierarchical Off-Diagonal Low-Rank (HODLR) matrix. More recently, a
block/tile low-rank compressed format has been introduced on x86 [108, 15], which
further exposes parallelism by flattening the recursion trees. The TLR data format
may engender new opportunities and challenges for batched matrix compression and
operation kernels on advanced SIMD architectures. Moreover, an effective implementation of the randomized SVD [151] for H2 matrix compression has been ported
to hardware accelerators [134]. The aforementioned three bottlenecks may now be
unblocked to deploy TLR matrix computations on GPUs.
Our contribution lies at the major confluence of the TLR matrix and batched
operation research trends. Not only does it consolidate the independent developments
of two distinct communities, but also permits the deployment of the first TLR general
matrix-matrix multiplication (TLR-GEMM) operating on data sparse matrix structures
using GPU hardware accelerators. Since TLR-GEMM is a building block for data sparse
linear algebra, it is essential for future deployments of more advanced numerical
algorithms, i.e., matrix factorizations and solvers on GPUs.

6.4.3

Background

Batched Dense Linear Algebra GPUs are massively parallel devices optimized
for high SIMD throughput. Numerical kernels with low arithmetic intensity may
still take advantage of the high memory bandwidth, provided they operate on large
data structures to saturate the bus bandwidth. When operating on relatively small
workloads on GPUs, the GPU overheads are twofold: 1) the overhead of moving the
data from CPU to GPU memory through the thin PCIe pipe may not be worthwhile,
and 2) the overhead of launching the kernels, which is not compensated by the low
computation complexity. High-performance frameworks for batched operations [19,
39, 146] attempt to overcome both challenges by stitching together multiple operations
occurring on independent data structures. This batched mode of execution increases
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hardware occupancy to attain higher sustained peak bandwidth while launching a
single kernel to remove the kernel launch overheads all together. Figure 6.21(a)
sketches batched operations of small dense GEMM operations C + = A × B. Following
the same community effort for the legacy BLAS, a community call for standardizing
the batched API [6] has been initiated, gathering hardware vendors and researchers.
This standardization effort enhances software development productivity, while the
batched API gains maturity in the scientific community.
Hierarchical Low-Rank Matrix Computations The hierarchically low-rank
matrix, or H-matrix [152, 112, 153, 154, 155], is a low-rank block approximation
of a dense (sub)matrix, whose off-diagonal blocks may be each represented by an
outer product of rectangular bases obtained from compression, e.g., via orthogonal transformations with singular value decomposition. An H-matrix captures the
most significant singular values and their corresponding singular vectors up to an
application-dependent accuracy threshold for each block. Figure 6.21(b) highlights
the structure of an H-matrix resulting from a boundary element method. Each offdiagonal green block has been approximated to a similar rank up to 9. The red
blocks are dense blocks and are mostly located around the diagonal structure of the
matrix. This data sparse structure may be exposed by performing nested dissection
after proper reordering and partitioning. This recursive formulation allows traversing
low-rank off-diagonal blocks and compressing them using an adequate data storage
format such as H [143], Hierarchical Off-Diagonal Low-Rank (HODLR) [156], H [157],
Hierarchically Semi-Separable representation (HSS) [110, 144] or H2 [158]. All these
data compression formats belong to the family of H-matrices and can be differentiated by the type of their bases i.e., nested (HSS and H2 ) or non-nested (H and
HODLR), in addition to the type of admissibility conditions, i.e., strong (H and H2 )
or weak (HODLR and HSS). Each of these compression data formats exhibits different algorithmic complexities and memory footprint theoretical upper-bounds. The
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TLR [108, 15] data format is another case of the H data format with non-nested bases
and strong admissibility conditions. The matrix is logically split into tiles, similar to
the tile algorithms from the PLASMA library [28]. The off-diagonal tiles may then be
compressed using the rank-revealing QR once the whole dense matrix has been generated [108] or on-the-fly using the randomized singular value decomposition [151] while
performing the matrix computations [15]. Figure 6.21(c) shows an illustration of such
a TLR matrix composed of an 8x8 logical tile. Owing to its simplicity, TLR permits
flattenning the inherent recursive formulation. Although TLR may not provide such
optimal theoretical bounds as for the nested-basis data formats, regarding algorithmic complexities and memory footprint, it is very amenable to advanced performance
implementations and optimizations.
The main objective of this work is to consolidate the three messages conveyed by
the sketches of Figure 6.21, i.e., batched operations (including matrix compression
and computations), H-matrix applications and TLR data format. This consolidation
is the crux of the TLR-GEMM implementation on GPUs.
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Figure 6.21: Consolidating batched operations and H-matrix through TLR data format.

6.4.4

Design of Tile Low-Rank GEMM Kernels

This section describes the design of the TLR-GEMM kernel and identifies its variants
using a bottom-up approach: from the single GEMM kernel operating on tile low-rank
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(TLR) data format to the corresponding batched operations, and then all the way up
to the actual TLR-GEMM driver.
Low-rank data format. Low-rank approximation consists of compressing a
dense (sub)matrix X of dimensions m-rows and n-columns and representing it as
the product of two tall and skinny matrices, such that X = Xu × XvT , with Xu and
Xv of dimensions (m-rows, k-columns) and (n-rows, k-columns), respectively, and k
the rank of X. The choices for compression algorithms are typically Rank-Revealing
QR (RRQR), adaptive cross-approximation (ACA), (randomized) SVD, etc. The
randomized Jacobi-based SVD [151] maps well on SIMD architectures because it
does not involve pivoting nor element sweeping, as in RRQR and ACA methods,
respectively. It is perhaps the most optimized compression algorithm on GPUs, as
implemented in [134].
B
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C

(a) GEMM-LLD.
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(b) GEMM-LLL.

BB
BB

AA
AA

CC
CC

(c)
Batched
GEMM-LLD.

BB
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AA
AA

CC
CC

(d)
Batched
GEMM-LLL.

Figure 6.22: Illustrating single and batched low-rank GEMM variants.

Low-rank GEMM variants. We identify four possible variants, based on the input data format of the involved matrices A, B, and C. We use the following notation:
GEM M − TA TB TC is the GEMM kernel for a given input type (Dense or Low-rank)
for the matrices A, B, and C. The variants are as follows: 1) either of A or B in
low-rank format, C in dense format: GEMM-DLD, or GEMM-LDD, 2) either of A or B
in low-rank format, C in low-rank format: GEMM-DLL, or GEMM-LDL, 3) A and B in
low-rank format, C in dense format: GEMM-LLD, as illustrated in Figure 6.22(a), and,
4) A, B and C in low-rank format: GEMM-LLL, as illustrated in Figure 6.22(b). We
solely focus on the latter two variants in this work, i.e., GEMM-LLD and GEMM-LLL,
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since they are the basis for supporting the Schur complement calculation and for matrix factorization, in the context of sparse direct solvers [108] and data-sparse matrix
solvers [15], respectively. In fact, the other possible variants, i.e., when both A and B
are in dense format and C in dense (GEMM-DDD) or in low-rank format (GEMM-DDL), are
not considered because the first is the actual legacy GEMM operation, and the second
is more expensive than regular GEMM in terms of flops.
Batched Low-rank GEMM. We can then derive the batched low-rank GEMM
routines from their corresponding single low-rank GEMM routines. The new batched
low-rank GEMM kernel is now defined as a single kernel, i.e., Batched-GEMM-LLD and
Batched-GEMM-LLL, which simultaneously executes independent GEMM-LLD and GEMM-LLL
operations, as demonstrated in Figures 6.22(c) and 6.22(d), respectively. This batched
kernel is used as a building block for the main driver performing the batched TLR-GEMM
on large TLR matrices, as described in the following section.
Batched TLR GEMM (driver). In the driver of the batched TLR-GEMM operation, the data-sparse matrices A, B, and C are subdivided into a grid of tiles, where
each tile may individually be compressed into low-rank data form, as illustrated in
Figure 6.23. Indeed, Figure 6.23(a) and 6.23(b) represent the batched TLR-GEMM
operation, when TC is tile dense or tile low-rank, respectively. In a standard GEMM
operation, each tile of the matrix C is updated by a sequence of pair-wise GEMM operations of its corresponding row of tiles from matrix A and column of tiles from
matrix B. However, when dealing with TLR data format, since the workload of each
low-rank tile is too small to saturate a modern GPU with sufficient work, concurrent
processing of these independent low-rank tiles is necessary to increase the GPU occupancy. To overcome this challenge, we process these outer product GEMM calls in a
batched mode, successively, and update all tiles of matrix C in parallel This process
is repeated nt times, nt being the number of tiles in a row of matrix A or a column of
matrix B, as illustrated in Figure 6.23 for both variants of batched low-rank GEMM.
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(a) Updating dense C with a
call to batched GEMM-LLD routine.
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C
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N

(b) Updating TLR C with a
call to batched GEMM-LLL routine.

Figure 6.23: Processing the batched TLR-GEMM as a series of nt outer product using batched
GEMM-LLD or GEMM-LLL kernels.

6.4.5

Implementation Details

Update dense C: GEMM-LLD. This operation is performed as a sequence of three
small GEMM calls. Assuming matrices C and A are of m-rows, C and B of n-columns,
A and B of k-columns and k-rows respectively, and A and B are of ranks ra , and rb ,
respectively, the operation C = αA × B + βC is equivalent to C = αAu × ATv × Bu ×
BvT + βC.
Update Low-rank C: GEMM-LLL. We describe the second variant of the low-rank
GEMM operation when updating C in low-rank format, as outlined in the corresponding Algorithm 6.5. In fact, this algorithm corresponds to the randomized SVD, as
described in [151]. We assume the non-transpose case for both matrices A and B.
The matrix-matrix multiplication C = αA × B + βC involves two sub-stages, where
matrices A, B, and C are represented by their low-rank format (Au , Av ), (Bu , Bv ),
and (Cu , Cv ), respectively. The first stage consists of the multiplication of low-rank
matrices A and B, as shown in steps 2 − 3 of Algorithm 6.5. The second stage highlights the final addition of the intermediate matrix with the low-rank matrix C, as
demonstrated in steps 4 − 6. This second stage produces low-rank Ċ = C˙u × Ċv with
bloated rank r˙c . As such, low-rank matrix addition, as described by Grasedyck [159],
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requires a process of recompression based on QR factorization to restore a minimal
rank for the product matrix as well as the orthogonality of its components. This
recompression is achieved by reforming the product C˙u × Ċv in terms of its SVD
representation, i.e., its singular values and their corresponding right and left singular
vectors. By factorizing
C˙u = Qu × Ru , and
Ċv = Qv × Rv ,
we can then represent
Ċ = Qu × Ru × (Qv × Rv )T = Qu × (Ru × RvT ) × QTv , as the SVD of Ċ.
Recompressing the result of the tiny product Ru × RvT using SVD or ACA, enables
restoration of the rank of Ċ to a minimum value based on a predetermined fixed acAlgorithm 6.5: GEMM-LLL(m, n, k, α, Au , Av , ra , Bu , Bv , rb , β, Cu , Cv , rc , Wa , Wb ).
Input: Au , Av , Bu , Bv , Cu , and Cv are m × ra , k × ra , k × rb , n × rb , m × rc ,
and n × rc matrices, respectively. Wa and Wb are workspaces of size
ra × rb and ra × n respectively.
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Setup work-space buffer.;
//Multiply A and B GEM M (T rans, noT rans, ra , rb , k, α, Av , Bu , 0, Wa ):
Wa ← αATv × Bu ;
GEM M (noT rans, T rans, ra , n, rb , 1, Wa , Bv , 0, Wb ): Wb ← Wa × BvT ;
//Add to C r˙c ← rc + ra ;
C˙u ← Cu |Au ;
// Concat Cu and Au into one buffer
C˙v ← β(Cv |Wb ) ;
// Concat Cv and Wb into one buffer, and scale by β
//Recompression of C˙u and C˙v ;
GEQRF (m, r˙c , C˙u , τu ):
C¨u ← QR(C˙u ) ; // factorize C˙u
GEQRF ( n, r˙c , C˙v , τv ):
C¨v ← QR(C˙v ) ; // factorize C˙v
Ru = upper triangular of C¨u ;
Rv = upper triangular of C¨v ;
GEM M (noT rans, T rans, r˙c , r˙c , r˙c , 1, Ru , Rv , 0, R):
R = Ru × RvT ;
GESV D(r˙c , r˙c , R, S, R˙u , Ṙv );
Pick r¨c based on threshold of accuracy or maximum rank.;
Scale Ṙv by S;
ORGQR(m, r˙c , C¨u , τu ) ;
// extract Q factors
¨
ORGQR( n, r˙c , Cv , τv ) ;
// extract Q factors
¨
˙
GEM M (noT rans, noT rans, m, r¨c , r˙c , 1, Cu , Ru , 0, Cu ): Cu = C˙u × R¨u ; // final Cu
GEM M (noT rans, noT rans, n, r¨c , r˙c , 1, C¨v , Ṙv , 0, Cv ): Cv = C˙v × R̈v ; // final Cv
return;
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curacy threshold or fixed rank truncation. This process of re-compression is described
in steps 7 − 18 of Algorithm 6.5. The implementation of this variant leverages the
randomized SVD on GPUs from [134], in the context of matrix compression for H 2
data format, to the TLR data format.
Batched Low-rank GEMM. For batching the two GEMM-LLD and GEMM-LLL
variants, the challenges are quite different. Batched GEMM-LLD is straightforward to
implement on GPUs (and even on x86), due to existing fast batched GEMM implementations on small sizes [39, 120]. The task is far more complex for GEMM-LLL,
since the recompression involves numerical kernels (GEQRF, ORGQR and GESVD) which
are not as regular as standard GEMMs, e.g., in terms of memory accesses. The support from vendor numerical libraries for batched versions of these routines is limited
with poorly performing or simply inexistent implementations. We have further leveraged the batched GEQRF and ORGQR from [134] and integrated this into the batched
GEMM-LLL. For the batched GESVD on the tiny k-by-k matrix, there are two options.
The first is again based on the randomized SVD itself, while the second uses a novel
ACA implementation on GPUs. Although ACA may require an expensive element
sweeping procedure, this overhead is mitigated by the small matrix size. The resulting algorithm for batched low-rank is very similar to Algorithm 6.5, except that each
call is now performed in a batched mode of execution.
Batched TLR GEMM (driver). Putting all previous standard and batched
kernels together, we present the batched TLR-GEMM on GPUs. We leverage the batched
low-rank GEMM and operate on TLR matrices. This modular approach allows us to
assess the performance of each component, while enhancing software development
productivity. The algorithm for batched TLR-GEMM driver consists of a single loop of
nt successive batched outer products, each corresponding to a batched GEMM-LLD or
GEMM-LLL call, as depicted in Fig. 6.23. Compared to a GEMM operation on matrices
with non-TLR data formats (involving recursion and tree traversals), TLR proves to
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be a simple yet effective approach, especially when considering hardware accelerators. For the algorithmic complexity of each variant, it is obvious that the batched
TLR-GEMM based on GEMM-LLL is more expensive than the one based on GEMM-LLD,
because of the recompression stage.

6.4.6

Experimental Results

The benchmarking system is a two-socket 20-core Intel Broadwell running at 2.20GHz
with 512GB of main memory, equipped with an NVIDIA GPU Volta V100 with 16GB
of main memory and PCIe 16x. We use a data-sparse matrix kernel (i.e., Hilbert)
with singular values following an exponential decay. In fact, this kernel is representative of many matrix kernels in covariance-based scientific applications, such as
climate/weather forecasting simulations. All calculations are performed in double
precision arithmetics. The reported performance numbers are compared to cuBLAS
batched dense GEMM. Figure 6.24 illustrates the singular value distribution and the
numerical accuracy assessment. The singular values of the Hilbert matrix kernel
exponentially decay, as seen in Figure 6.24(a). Approximately the first 30 are the
most significant, while remainder are close to machine precision and can be safely ignored. Figure 6.24(b) demonstrates the numerical robustness of the single GEMM-LLD
and GEMM-LLL kernel variants using the same Hilbert matrix operator. GEMM-LLD
approaches expected accuracy for rank smaller than GEMM-LLL, due to the rounding
errors introduced by the additional floating-point operations from the recompression
stage. Otherwise, both variants show correctness when truncating at ranks close to
the accuracy threshold shown in Figure 6.24(a). Figure 6.25 highlights the speedups
of batched GEMM-LLD and GEMM-LLL, against cuBLAS batch dense GEMM with varying ranks and a fixed batch size of 1000. The speedups recorded for the batched
GEMM-LLD are higher than those for GEMM-LLL, when comparing to the cuBLAS batch
dense GEMM, because of the recompression step. While speedups are obtained for all
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Figure 6.24: Singular value distribution and accuracy assessment of the Hilbert matrix
kernel.

ranks for batched GEMM-LLD, batched GEMM-LLL records speedups only for relatively
small rank sizes. Although the Hilbert matrix kernel has an exponential singular
value decay, we also assess performance for larger ranks. These extra flops, although
unnecessary, allow stretching of the batched kernels and observing when the crossover
point occurs. For instance, in Figure 6.25(a), the batched GEMM-LLD with rank 128
runs out of memory, due to the dense storage of the matrix C, while still outperforming the cuBLAS batch dense GEMM. In Figure 6.25(b), the batched GEMM-LLL with
rank 128 runs out of memory, due to the temporary memory space required by the
recompression stage, while not being able to outperform the cuBLAS batch dense
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Figure 6.25: Speedups of batched GEMM-LLD and GEMM-LLL, with batch size 1000.

cuBLAS batch dense GEMM, when using the ranks at which numerical accuracy is
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reached from Figure 6.24(b), i.e., 16 and 32, respectively. The performance speedup
increase as the batch count rises reveals how the device becomes overwhelmed due to
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Figure 6.26: Speedups of batched GEMM-LLD and GEMM-LLL, with varying batch count,
while fixing ranks to 16 and 32, respectively.

Figure 6.27 presents the elapsed time of batched TLR-GEMM based on GEMM-LLD
against cuBLAS batch dense GEMM with various ranks. Batched TLR-GEMM outperforms
cuBLAS batch dense GEMM by more than an order of magnitude when A and B are
already compressed, as shown in Figure 6.27(a). When the matrices A and B are
not compressed, the performance speedup slightly drops to eightfold, owing to an
efficient GPU compression implementation based on randomized SVD [134], as seen in
Figure 6.27(b). Figure 6.28 highlights the elapsed time of batched TLR-GEMM based on
GEMM-LLL against the cuBLAS batch dense GEMM with various ranks. It outperforms
the cuBLAS batch dense GEMM by more than an order of magnitude when A and
B are already compressed, as shown in Figure 6.28(a). When the matrices A and
B are not compressed, the performance speedup remains almost the same, since
the (re)compression is the most time consuming part of the batch kernel operations
(Figure 6.28(b)).
Figure 6.29 highlights the performance enhancements when using the Hilbert matrix kernel to perform the batched TLR-GEMM with appropriate ranks for GEMM-LLD and
GEMM-LLL, 16 and 32, respectively. Although the number of floating-point operations
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are different, the objective is to achieve the expected numerical accuracy. Batched
TLR-GEMM-LLD and TLR-GEMM-LLL kernels score a speedup of more than an order of
magnitude and fourfold, respectively.

6.5

Tile Low-Rank Cholesky factorization

Having designed and developed the batched BLAS routines in section 6.3 and the
TLR routines in section 6.4, we describe, in this section, our implementation of the
tile low-rank Cholesky factorization and solve based on batched dense and TLR BLAS
over GPUs.
The TLR format The TLR format, as illustrated in figure 6.21(c), features a flattened hierarchy, i.e., it approximates a covariance matrix by subdividing the matrix
into uniformly sized tiles. The off-diagonal tiles are all represented in a low-rank
format, as described in section 6.4.4, while diagonal tiles are generally represented in
their dense form.
Accuracy modes An essential attribute of hierarchical low-rank formats is their
ability to adaptively approximate the initially dense matrix up to a certain predetermined accuracy threshold. The accuracy of such approximation can be controlled by
several factors: the hierarchical format, the granularity of the sub-blocks subdivision,
and rank thresholds at which each block is truncated. Within the TLR format, we
devise two modes of accuracy control: a) fixed rank, where we truncate the singular
values of all off-diagonal tiles at a pre-determined rank, and b) fixed accuracy, where
we truncate singular values of off-diagonal tiles adaptively at a rank that generates a
pre-set accuracy. The fixed rank mode generates off-diagonal tiles with similar rank
and structure, which in turn simplifies the operations to be applied on them, and
gives control over the memory allocations and storage needed. The TLR-Cholesky
implementation under these restrictions would rely on the uniform size batched rou-
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tines described and developed in section 6.3. The fixed accuracy mode mandates that
a certain accuracy is attained by the overall operation, which in turn requires that the
compression of each off-diagonal tiles and all subsequent operations on them maintain
the same accuracy threshold. This mode of operation may require larger memory allocations for data storage because we must allocate buffers that fit the highest rank
among the off-diagonal tiles, but may eventually operate with fewer flops compared
to fixed rank mode since tiles that are far from the diagonal tend to have very small
ranks. However, fixed accuracy would require batched routines capable of handling
non-uniform sizes, which are still not fully supported by the BLAS libraries. Thus, we
focus on the fixed rank mode of computation as we have all the components needed.

6.5.1

TLR-Cholesky implementation variants

Similar to its dense counterparts, several implementation variants of TLR-Cholesky
factorization can also be identified: tile-based (as implemented in PLASMA), recursive, top-looking, right-looking, and left-looking. The first variant is based on a
scheduling policy (either dynamic or static); we do not handle this variant because
available runtime systems do not yet have support for batch processing. The second variant relies on recursive blocking with non-uniform block sizes, thus, is not
amenable to batch processing. The top-looking variant updates a row of blocks by a
TRSM operation from the triangular portion above it, leaving limited opportunity for
parallelization, let alone batch processing. The only variants that can embrace batch
processing are the left- and right-looking ones. We briefly describe these variants
and discuss possibilities for batch processing within each, describing lower triangular
Cholesky factorization in each of these variants. Upper triangular Cholesky factorization can be described similarly.
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Operation Modes In accordance with the batch TLR-BLAS variants discussed
in Section 6.4, we can proceed in factorizing a SPD matrix in two ways using tile
low-rank Cholesky. Receiving a dense SPD matrix either:
1. Compress the dense matrix into uniform-rank TLR format, then factorize with
POTRF. This variant is described in Algorithm 6.6 and Algorithm 6.7, for leftlooking and right-looking variants respectively.
Or
2. Compress a dense panel of the matrix producing a column of LR tiles, update
the panel by its diagonal block factor, then update the panel from its left by
TLR-GEMM (as described by Algorithm 6.8) for the left-looking variant, or update
the trailing right sub-matrix with TLR-SYRK (as described by Algorithm 6.9) for
the right-looking variant.
For batch processing, the first case utilizes the TLR-BLAS routines that update a lowrank matrix (TLR-GEMM-LLL, TLR-SYRK-LL) as outlined in Section 6.4. The second
case utilizes the TLR-BLAS routines that update a dense matrix (TLR-GEMM-LLD,
TLR-SYRK-LD).
Algorithm 6.6: DPOTRF Left LL(D, U , V , N T , N B, rank).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

Input: matrix size N = N T × N B.
D is array of pointers to diagonal tiles, each tile size is N B × N B;
U and V are array of pointers to N B × rank blocks representing off-diagonal tiles, tile
T
Ai,j = Ui,j × Vi,j
.
Output: output: all D, U , V are factorized up to fixed rank.
Setup workspace and pointers buffers;
for k = 0 to N T − 1 do
POTRF(Ak,k );
if k < N T − 1 then
Batch TRSM(Dk,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
Batch SYRK(Um,k , Vm,k , Dm,m ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
if k > 0 and k < N T − 1 then
TLR GEMM LLL(noT rans, T rans, N T − k, 1, k +
1, Uk,0 , Vk,0 , Uk−1,0 , Vk−1,0 , Ak+1,k );
return;
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Algorithm 6.7: DPOTRF Right LL(D, U , V , N T , N B, rank).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: matrix size N = N T × N B.
D is array of pointers to diagonal tiles, each tile size is N B × N B;
U and V are array of pointers to N B × rank blocks representing off-diagonal tiles, tile
T
Ai,j = Ui,j × Vi,j
.
Output: all D, U , V are factorized up to fixed rank.
Setup workspace and pointers buffers;
for k = 0 to N T − 1 do
POTRF(Ak,k );
if k < N T − 1 then
Batch SVD(Am,k , Um,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
Batch TRSM(Dk,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
if k < N T − 2 then
TLR SYRK LL(noT rans, N T − k, 1, Uk+1,k , Vk+1,k , Ak+1,k+1 );
else
SYRK LD(noT rans, Uk+1,k , Vk+1,k , Ak+1,k+1 );

9
10

11

return;

Algorithm 6.8: DPOTRF Left DL(A, D, U , V , N T , N B, rank).

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

Input: A is an N × N dense matrix. N = N T × N B.
Output: D is array of pointers to diagonal factorized tiles, each tile size is N B × N B;
U and V are array of pointers to N B × rank blocks representing off-diagonal tiles, tile
T
Ai,j = Ui,j × Vi,j
.
Setup workspace and pointers buffers;
Batch D[i] = A[i, i], i = 0 . . . N T − 1 ;
// Batch-copy diagonal tiles of A into D
buffers
for k = 0 to N T − 1 do
POTRF(Ak,k );
if k < N T − 1 then
Batch SVD(Am,k , Um,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
Batch TRSM(Dk,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
Batch SYRK(Um,k , Vm,k , Dm,m ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
if k > 0 and k < N T − 1 then
TLR GEMM LLD(noT rans, T rans, N T − k, 1, k +
1, Uk,0 , Vk,0 , Uk−1,0 , Vk−1,0 , Ak+1,k );
return;
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Algorithm 6.9: DPOTRF Right DL(A, D, U , V , N T , N B, rank).

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: A is an N × N dense matrix. N = N T × N B.
Output: D is array of pointers to diagonal factorized tiles, each tile size is N B × N B;
U and V are array of pointers to N B × rank blocks representing off-diagonal tiles, tile
T
Ai,j = Ui,j × Vi,j
.
Setup workspace and pointers buffers;
Batch D[i] = A[i, i], i = 0 . . . N T − 1 ;
// Batch-copy diagonal tiles of A into D
buffers
for k = 0 to N T − 1 do
POTRF(Ak,k );
if k < N T − 1 then
Batch SVD(Am,k , Um,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
Batch TRSM(Dk,k , Vm,k ), m = k + 1 . . . N T − 1;
if k < N T − 2 then
TLR SYRK LD(noT rans, N T − k, 1, Uk+1,k , Vk+1,k , Ak+1,k+1 );
else
SYRK LD(noT rans, Uk+1,k , Vk+1,k , Ak+1,k+1 );

10
11

12

return;

6.5.2

Performance Results and Analysis

Environment Settings Experiments reported below have been run on an NVIDIA
P100 Pascal GPU, using nvcc from CUDA 8.0, and linked using the gnu g++ compiler
version 5.5.0. We use version 0.1.0 of the StarsH package to generate the data.
The symmetric positive definite matrix data is generated (using StarsH) using the
square exponential matrix kernel coming from the family of parameterizable Matérn
covariance function [160], which is considered the state-of-the-art in modeling geostatistics and spatial statistics [161]. The resulting covariance matrix is symmetric
and positive-definite. The Cholesky factorization is the core operation when calculating the matrix determinant for this application.

Comparing Left-looking and Right-Looking TLR-Cholesky Each variant of
TLR-Cholesky exhibits a different level of parallelism as well as memory footprint.
We compare the performance of right-looking and left-looking variants in Figure 6.30
while varying the tile size. It is evident that the right-looking variant time-to-solution
is always shorter than the left-looking one. The reason for this difference is that the
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right-looking variant exhibits more concurrency at each iteration. By updating the
whole trailing triangular matrix to the right of a panel at each iteration, this variant
launches fewer calls to batched GEMM that have larger batch sizes, rather than many
calls to batch GEMM with smaller batch size as launched by the left-looking variant.
The former case leads to higher occupancy on the GPU and thus improved GPU
utilization. For the following experiments, we use the more efficient right-looking
variant.

Tile Size Selection It is critical for improving the performance of TLR-Cholesky
(as any tiled based algorithm) to select the tile size that is suitable for the underlying
hardware and accomplishes its best performance. Figure 6.30 shows that it is more
efficient to use larger tile sizes in both the right-looking and left-looking TLR-Cholesky
variants as this leads to GEMM calls with larger sizes, thus increasing GPU occupancy.
However, due to an implementation limitation in the batched QR and batched SVD
routines we rely upon, the largest possible tile size we can use is 1024. In the following
experiments, we use the largest tile size to extract enhanced performance.
4096
2048

Time (ms)

1024
512

Left-256
Right-256
Left-512
Right-512
Left-1024
Right-1024

256
128
64
10,240

15,360

20,480

25,600
30,720
Matrix Size

35,840

40,960

Figure 6.30: Elapsed time of KBLAS-TLR-POTRF: comparing left-looking and right-looking
variants, while varying tile size, and fixing rank at 24 (producing accuracy at 1e-9).
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Operation Mode In the next experiment, we compare the two variants of TLRCholesky that pertain to the operation mode: TLR-POTRF-LL (operating on TLR
formatted matrix) and TLR-POTRF-DL (operating on a dense matrix). Figure 6.31
illustrates the time-to-solution of each variant and compares it to that of factorizing
the original dense matrix using dense Cholesky factorization from MAGMA. All runs
are executed on a single P100 Pascal GPU. The tile size is set at 1024 (for best performance), and the rank fixed at 24, which generates an output matrix precision of 1e-9
as required by the application. We also show (dashed line) the TLR-POTRF-LL variant
with the overhead of compressing the dense matrix into TLR-format. TLR-POTRF-DL
exhibits the best performance, showing approximately 8X speedup compared to operating with full rank using the MAGMA dense routine, and twice as efficient as
the TLR-POTRF-LL variant, up to a matrix size of 40K. Since TLR-POTRF-DL (and
MAGMA-POTRF) operate on a fully dense matrix, the maximum matrix size is limited
due to the limited GPU memory. In contrast, TLR-POTRF-LL operates on compressed
TLR-format, thus can fit larger matrix sizes, and scales up to 110K matrix size resident on the P100 device. However, TLR-POTRF-LL executes a costly re-compression
operation at each GEMM update, consequently decreasing its efficiency, as discussed in
Section 6.4.
32
16
8

Time(s)

4
2
1
MAGMA
0.5
HiCMA-TLR-POTRF-LL+SVD-1GPU
0.25
HiCMA-TLR-POTRF-LL-1GPU
0.125
HiCMA-TLR-POTRF-DL-1GPU
0.0625

Matrix Size

Figure 6.31: Elapsed time of KBLAS-TLR-POTRF: comparing DL and LL variants, while
fixing tile size at 1024, and fixing rank at 24 (producing accuracy at 1e-9).
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Compare to CPU Figure 6.32 shows the result of the final experiment we present
in this section. We compare the time to solution of the best performing TRL-Cholesky
variant, namely the TLR-POTRF-DL, with that of a TLR-Cholesky implementation on
CPU, within the HiCMA framework [15], which uses the TLR format to factorize
the SPD matrix, utilizing the StarPU runtime system to schedule the DAG-based
tasks dynamically. Since TLR-POTRF-DL receives a dense matrix and performs the
compression and factorization concurrently, we measure the time of compression in
addition to factorization in the HiCMA CPU variant. The accuracy of the CPU
runs is set to match that generated by the GPU variant, i.e., 1e-9. HiCMA CPU,
and results are run on a dual-socket 18-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Haswell CPU E5-2699
v3 @ 2.3 GHz with 256GB of main memory. Again, a speedup of more than 7X is
observed for TLR-POTRF-DL on GPU against its equivalent on CPU, on matrix sizes
up to 40K.
64
32
16

Time(s)

8
4
2
1

7X

0.5

HiCMA-TLR-36cores-CPU

0.25

MAGMA-Dense-1-GPU

0.125

KBLAS-TLR-1-GPU

0.0625

Matrix Size

Figure 6.32: Elapsed time of KBLAS-TLR-POTRF (fixed rank), HiCMA-TLR-POTRF (fixed
accuracy), and MAGMA-POTRF (dense) with tile size 1024 and accuracy at 1e-9.

Out-of-core support on GPU The limitation in matrix size that can be factorized
on a GPU using TLR-Cholesky can be relaxed by implementing an out of core TLRCholesky, which would stream the data from the CPU memory on-demand. This
would extend the matrix size up to 200k for a single GPU. Note that the left-looking
variant of TLR-Cholesky has more potential to support out-of-core on a single GPU
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because it does not store more than one panel in dense form at a time, while the
right-looking variant would require the entire lower (or upper) triangular portion of
the matrix to be GPU resident. This work is under development.

Multi-GPU support The out-of-core implementation of TLR-Cholesky would
slightly extend the limitation of matrix size. A multi-GPU implementation is necessary to boost the performance and increase supported matrix sizes, however, this
requires a careful selection of the TLR-Cholesky variant to ensure workload balancing
among the participating GPU devices, in order to properly utilize their computational
power and bolster performance. We can claim that, based on our experience, the tile
algorithm of Cholesky factorization presented by PLASMA is the best candidate to
support good load balancing and performance. This can be implemented based on
a static scheduler or a dynamic scheduling runtime system. However, to make good
use of the GPUs, it is necessary to partition the matrix into large tiles, call them
super-tiles, which are further subdivided into smaller tiles. Batch processing would
be implemented within the super-tile cross operations, utilizing the TLR-BLAS routines introduced in Section 6.4. This work is under development.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we investigate two approaches for accelerating scientific applications
that involve dense covariance matrix solvers. The first approach builds upon the traditional dense linear algebra operations. We demonstrate how to employ a dataflow
programming model to gain enhanced parallelism using task-based frameworks where
hardware accelerators can significantly help in speeding up the computations in a
power efficient manner. We also employ runtime systems to pipeline computational
stages and properly utilize the heterogeneous hardware components and gain load balance across various computational hardware processors. We improve the performance
of covariance matrix inversion using recursive triangular Level 3 BLAS implementations over GPUs.
In the second approach, we investigate the low-rank properties of covariance matrices. Hierarchical low-rank formats provide tremendous improvement in both storage
footprint and computational complexity. We accelerate tile low-rank computations
over GPUs by flattening the recursive cluster trees, converting these into a kernel centric dataflow model, accumulating kernel-like tasks and executing them in batch mode
over the GPUs. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach by comparing its
performance, storage and accuracy to the traditional brute force DLA approaches.
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